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Abstract

The transfor¡ned role expectations of women between

the L94Q, s to the L97Ots held a great deal of
significance in affecting wom.nr= tives. During this
time, expect,at,ions of hromen changed. The irnage of the
tthappy homemakeril with.aspirations based on the virtues
of femininity hras negated and a movement towards an image

of wo¡nen with careers, who were also partners and mothers

energed. The question this project examined was the

irnpact. this change in socÍalry prescribed behaviour for
vtomen may have had on those wonen who became homemakers

after the new expectations of women emerged and evorved.

Grounded Theory, a theory supportive to the canons

of fe¡ninist research methodology lras used. Dat,a hras

gathered through nine intervLews with vromen who hrere

homemakers in the 1950r's and L960ts and who continue t,o
be such.

Data analysis resulted in ttre identification of the
process by which these individuals patterned their lives.
The attitudes of the doninant society surrounding then

were highlighted as well. ' Four rnajor components virere

identífied: 1. Knowledge is po\Areri power is knowlgdge,

2. Ideas are maintained j-n a social context, 3.
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Knowledge is conceived subjectively, but is perceÍved as

object,ive, and 4. The marginalization of contrary

perspectives. These four conponents provided an

explanation as to the circumstances'in which these women

made their life choices as weII as how and why they held

onto these convictÍol:, despit,e the changing socÍal
expectations surrounding them.
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Chapter 1-

Introduction

As the essence of human nature is socíaI, so is the

acquisition and acceptance of what is understood to be

truth - knowledge is socially constructed. A socJ-ety's

endorsemenL of trut,h influences the accepted power

structure, the interpretation and reaction to a range of

behaviours, socially created goals and objectives, and

the foundation of individual belief systems. For one to

divorce themselves from this realm of understanding, of

knowledge, is to risk society's acceptance of them, or to
risk society's acceptance of their sanity.

Knowledge is, and has power. Those who have

knowledge, have pohrer. This assertion makes it.
imperative in the development, of a comprehensive

understanding of human behaviour to ascertaín the realit.y

in which knowledge is grounded. One's interpretation of

t.ruth sets the stage for individual perceptions,

understandings and behaviours. The impact of socially

determined knowledge on various groups within society is

dependent upon t.he make up and interpretations of this

knowledge strucLure.

Thís project deals with the socially established and
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changing perceptions and expectatíons of North American

women who are now between the ages of 50 and 65, and who

spent a majority of their lives worki-ng within the home

as homemakers. This project explores these u¡omen's

perceptions of the changes in their lives over the past

four decades (1950's through t.o the 1-980's) . The focus

is particularly on the societal changes between 1-950 and

the late L9'70's. The impact of transformíng socially

constructed role expectations on these women's ways of

being is explored.

The reasons for selecting this group of women and

this time period are based on the changes in role

expectations of women which occurred between the mid

1940's and the early to late L970's. In order to

understand who t.hese women were and the choices they had,

one needs to first uncover how t.heir behaviours were

interpreted and prescribed by and wíthin their social

context. Vühat was t.he impact. of the accepted knowledge

base in North America on women of this generation?

The mid to late l-940's and 1950's are known to be a

time of the "domestication'r of \^tomen in North America.

This time period \^ras preceded by World War II when $/omen

were recruited to the work force as a means of replacing
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men who ürere off at \^/ar. V[hen the war was over, men came

home expecting their jobs back, and women were expected

to go back t.o t.he home. At this point there was a surge

of propaganda from media, politicians, clinicians and

scientists proclaiming the virtues of the homemaker, and

disclaiming the femininity of the rrcareer girl'r.

Subsequently, many women and young girls forfeited the

possibíIities of careers for the rol-es of wife and

mother. Motherhood was ídealized, placed on a pedestal

and became the one real- choice availabl-e to v¡omen.

This socially constructed image of domestication

began to crumbl-e in the late L960's and early 1-970's with

tlirbeeaêiganmeveúehhewwsmêafgeihgv€ueñted bþethemanger of

young \ivomen, many of whom had avoided the entrapment of

socially determined domestication. The efforts of this

liberation highlighted the discrimj-nations encountered by

women in the work place and in society at large. As this

voice grew stronger, changes began to occur in the larger

society's endorsement of acceptable female behaviour. No

longer was the rrcareer girl" considered to be deviant or

negating her "feminine't qualities by working outside the
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home, but rather, she was per".iveA by society as

independent and strong by encouraging her rrmasculinerl

qualities. The homemaker on the other hand, bY

exercising her Ùfemininert qualities and staying in the

home, $tas perceived to be weak and dependent, (Yogev,

1983; Hall & Gordon, Ig73; Surette, Lg67r.

The question being elicited in this project is,
rrWhat irnpact did; this change in socially prescrÍbed

behaviour for wornen have on those who became wives and

mothers, endorsed the rrfeminine rnystiquett during the

1950ts and 1960's and who remained homemakers after the

expectations of women evolved?tt

This project will begin with a discussion of the

social construction of knowledge. The underlying

supposit,ion on which this is based is that, a societyts

endorsement of what is truth is often founded on the

knowledge created within that society. For example, what

is often considered trnaturalrr, such as the innate ability
for a wonan to be nurturing, is only natural because the

broader society and culture defines it as such. Dangers

are inherent to individuals who. do not fit the rrnatural

schemerr of things, and who, as a result are judggd as

being deviant by socÍety. Thé consequences encountered
.t;: ,i
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as a result of this abnormal behaviour are dependent upon

the social perception of the severity of the deviance.

This project reviews how women were perceived in academic

journals from the 1950,s to the late L97O's, and

acknowledges the changes which occurred.

There is then a . discussion on the contrast of

traditional quant,itative' research rnethodologies and

feninÍst qualitative research rnethodologj.es. Up untíl
this point in tine it has been prÍrnarily traditional
quantit,ative methodologies which have been used in
det,ermining the rrcharacter of !.romenrr. To defend my use

of feninist rnethodologies, in addressing this query, some

of these cannons of the traditional methods are

challenged.

The specifÍc rnethodology used in carrying out my

research question is grounded theory. Grounded theory

stresses the discovery of a theory and does not, rely on

avaÍlable theoretical understandings in developing its
framework. Subsequently, because it does not rely on

previous, possibJ-y sexist lit,erature, it leaves room for
the development of,,a fe¡nini'st grounded thegry.

In grounded theory, data collection and analysÍs are

interrelated, interdependent and inmediate. The

'rì,
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researcher begins his/her analysis right after the first,
bit of research has been collected, and at, that point, the

process of research will begin. The inquiries and

interviews are built upon one another. Irnportant or
repetitive issues of one observat,ion or int,erview are

included in the next_ ind following interviews. This

flexible research process'allows the researcher to be

guÍded þy the data-.into exanÍning a variety of avenues.

ThÍs is how the research can be one of discovery.
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Literature Review

The Sociolocrv of Knowino

What ís the process in which a fact becomes such?

Is there an instigator-to the deveJ-opment of what becomes

a fact? If so, who is that instÍgator? IÍhat is
perrnitted to be fqct and what, is relegated to fiction?
Are facts discovered or are they created? Can there be

an absolute nature ascribed to truth and knowledge? If
sor is that which r¡Je as human beings, Iiving in North

America, credit to be true, founded amongst this pure

knowing?

Dorothy S¡nith (1990) argues that the inquiry of

knowing must include a critique of its socially
constructed and organized practices. Invariably, this
implies the study into the method of knowing rather than

the end product, knowledge. One must, ínclude the ways

and means by which porder differentials are produced,

maintained and reinforced (Gergen, Mary M., 1988). In
order to address ,,!hese, one mp:t heed snith,s (1990)

advíce and speak to the at,tribUtes and propertie.s of

knowledge through the acknowledgment of their



development.

As stated by Berger and Luckmann in their book The

, ,,No hu¡nan thought is
immune to the infruences of its social contextr (r-966, p.
9) - rf one v¡ere to accept'this assertion, it wourd then
forrow that, thougþts and ideas are dependent upon the

environment fro¡n which they energe. rdeas are not
created in isoration, rather they are constructed within
a sociar context. tThe self cannot be adequat,ely

understood apart from the part,icular social context in
which they rlrere shapedil (p.SO).

This social context in which ideas are shaped, is
one which hords both naturaÌ and human -qualities.
Natural qualit,ies incrude aspect,s such as one's physical
environnent one's surroundings, body, physical
linÍtations and capabirities. However, in attempting t,o

understand this context, one cannot, look toward a natural
environment without addressing how it is socialry and

curt'urally ordered,, (the human quarity). This latter
order incrudes the varues and interpretations praced upon

onets environment. According to Berger and Luck¡nann
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(1966), hurnanness is a sociar-curturar varÍable. As Èhey

stat,e, rrFrom the moment, of birth, manrs fhumanrs]
organisnic development and indeed a large part of his
ttheirl biological being as such are subjected to
continuing socialty deternined interferencer (p.4g) .

Corresponding hrith these notions, that ideas
or5'ginate within a social- environment, and must be

evaluated within -.that, context,, and that social and

culturar order are alrocated by humans to natural
phenomenon, one may draw the concl-usion that knowredge is
dependent, upon its sociar context and social context is
dependent upon socially accepted knowredge. Human kÍnd
creates the knowledge by which it is governed.

Knowledcre

But, who is it that initiat,es this order, this way of
knowing and of structuring oners environment and serf?
rn looking toward the creators-of knowredge, one can look
t'oward traditionally accepted sources of authority.
Historical.l¡ therei,i= . visible association bgtween power

and knowredge. 'smarL groups of individuaLs who ,herd
positions of pohrer, predominantry men, have historical,ry
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controrred and distributed rec'ognized fact, to the masses

(Rarnazanoglu, 1989). Because these were persons in
povter, and the maintenance of that po$¡er hras of the

utmost irnportance, the knowledge which they distributed
wourd have corresponded with and supported their accepted

power base (Hubbard, l9.gg) . For example, at one point in
t,ime, and still today for some groups of people, the
church herd the rnopt. infruentiat rore in the acquisition
of what could be considered to be truthful (Fee, t9B1).

The allocation of this pohrer r¡ras enmeshed not, so much in
the abílities of these people to determine t,ruth, but

rather was obtained via the power structure of the time.
Consequently, many of these facts were grounded Ín a

white mare interpretation of morarity and r¡rere coloured
with the underrying intent of maintaining a position of
pOlirer

Over ti¡ne these socÍeties and belief systems have

been transformed and a new power structure emerged in
North America science (Fee, 19BL). As the truth
ascert,ained through the church was based in morality, so

is object,ivity tîg,,grornding force in science: the study

of man over nature; the separation and distinction of
the observer and the observed.
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science is founded in the quest to control and

predict the phenomena of nature (Haug, i_9g3; Snith,
1990). A powerfur piece of research is one which is abte
to predict future behaviours. As exprained by Frigga
Haug (1983), empirical resear.n upproaches hurnan beings
by deternining the degree of how predictable and

controllabre their actions' are. subsequently, behaviours
and traits become.:fixed erements, l{hen some aspect of
tife becomes fixed, it becones repetitive, dependent, on

a discernabre number of factors and becomes reratívery
predictable. once an erement is understood and

predictabre it can be controlred, to so¡ne degree, by an

independent researcher. Knowledge becomes and is pohrer.

The acquisition of knowredge is controlled and

deter¡nined by some, not arr individuals in society. As

knowredge is povrerr.or,.r"r=ãry, po$¡er is knowredge.

Those who obtain poÍrer are in a posit,ion, directry or
indirectly, to ascertain what is to be considered

knowledge. Those who hotd povrer academicalry,
polÍt'ically and financialry are typically whit,e, middle
crass men wào worþ; in. occúpatdons such as ,professors,
deans, governmentr:media or in prÍvate funding agencies

(Hubbard, 1988). These are the Índividuars who decide
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what is irnport,ant enough to be studied, portrayed, or

written about; by what means thesé phenomena are to be

studied, portrayed or written; and by r¡hom. The

underlyÍng int,ent behind decisions of this type is
generally for the purpose of validaÈing their own

position of povrer. lhis point is supported by Ruth

Hubbard (1988) in her statement that fr...science is made

up, by and large, by a self-peçpetuating, self-reflexive
group¡ chosen for the chosen'r (p. 3).

Dorothy Smith (i-990) asserts this correlation
between power and knowledge in her statement,

Issues are formulated because they are

administrativety relevant, not because they are

significant first in the experience of those who

live them. The kinds of fact,s and events.that
matter to sociologists have already been shaped and

given their charact,er and substance by the methods

and practice of governÍng (p.1g).

subsequentry, knowredge becones and is self perpetuating,

governed not only by preserrt 
"orrr"es 

of authority, but, as

well by prçvÍously,,5ecognizéd sources.
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Objective & The Omission of Vtomen

Despite this assertion, that, sociar and curturar
order are not, the ,Lavr of Naturer, but rather humanry
created proclamations, the sociarly created realities are
often taken for granted as being reali_ty. Berger and

Luckmann (1966) speaJc, of how humans, in identifying
socially construct,ed concepts as ,absolute truth", are in
essence forgetting"their own authorship of the hunan

world. Concepts can then be,

.. oexperienced by man Iand woman] as a strange
facÍdidy, ân opus arieum over which he for she] has

no control rather than as the opus proprin of his
I or her] ov¡n productive act,ivity (p . 89 ) .

Because of the subjective basis of science (despite its
seeming perception of being objective) it -is not, and

cannot be pure, objective knowing. The impact of this
declaration ís that the fundamentar nature of the
acquisitÍon of knowredge is to be charrenged, a bat,tle
v¡hich has rong been declared by ferninist scholars (srnith,

1990, Gergen, 19gB).

As some feninj,st scholãrs espouse (eg. Haug, 1983 r.

smith, 1990), much of this 'taken for grantedr knowledge

is saturated within male perspectives and varues, and
:

... -:.-.-. -



frequently utilized as a self-serving vehÍcle
sustaining patriarchy (Gergen, M, tgg8). Maguire, in
L987 book, states that,,

...men have excluded women from the circl-es in which

societyts meanings are con.tructed, where they have

deprived women 6rf, the possiblity of defining or
raising to social consciousness the problems which

concern the¡n (p,10)

up until recent, times social constructs and hist,ory have

been accounted for by the doninant, male experience and

perspective. women have prirnarÍly cornprised a silent
audience, vaguely included and unaccount,ed for. Their
experÍences, íf acknowl-edged, hrere primarily expressed

through the eyes and words of men. Accordíng to Frigga

Haug (L983) , tr. . .women were neither linguist,ically
present, in our vocabuÌ.ary, nor present personally in
numerous everyday notions of work and society at rargert

(p. 65) . lilomen are in a subordinate position in relation
to the creation and expression of language, modes of
thought, emotion and attitudes. As explained by Haug,

because lrome¡ are nqt accounted por within history, they
are relegated t,o being a phenomena of nature, thus at the
mercy of the dominant culture. OnIy through the

L4

for
her
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recognit,ion of the history of rronen can they retrieve
elements of a new character and image of themselves, and

on that basis construct, arternat,ives for the future.
Accordíng to Dorothy smith (r-990), the disciptines

of sociology and science have been predicated on a world
grounded in ments experience. subsequent,ly, the emerging
ideologies would be such'that they wourd sustain male

dominance and female suþordinance within the
institutions. For example, many studies docurnent menrs

and wornen's behaviour and evaLuate it differently even

when their behaviour is ident,icaL (unger, j-gBB). Men can
be viewed as rrsmarterrr, whereas women are rluckierr; men

are rrassertive', whereas wonen are ,aggressiver; men are
rrladies ment, whereas women are rpromiscuousri men are
bachelors whereas women are rold ¡naidsrr; and so on.

Because of this ¡rdouble standardr founded within gender,

the assumption that science is for and about, all people
is falsified.

The Marginalization of Contrary perspectives

The impact 9!,, this fictitious decLaration of
wisdon are that, false premi-ses are established on

t,o base socially constructed norms, theories
':'1'

pure

qhich

and
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ideorogies. As a result of the power of social nor¡ns,

many contrary perspectives, or perspectives which cannot,

be measured or understood may falr to the nargins in
attenpts to ¡naintain a homogeneous state. Ruth Hubbard

(1988) states,

The ideology of womenrs nature can differ
drasticalty from the reaLities of womenrs lives, and

can indeed be antithetical to them. In fact, the

ideotogy often draws a s¡nokessreen that obscures the
ways hromen lÍve and ¡nakes people rook a$/ay frour the
rearities or ask misleading quest,ions about theru (p.

41 .

A r¡oman nay determine her rife to be played out in two

conflict,ing spheres, one which is framed in the socialry
accepted cont,ext, of mare domination, and the other which

is recognized through the rearities of her ovrn personal

experience (Gruck & Daphne, 199L). Haug (L983) exprains
in her book, Female sexualization, that individuars
construct their lives by the things surrounding thern that
are subject,ivery significant. By this process, fact,ors
are accepteg and,T,fijected untir such a point, that their
lives become reratively uncontradictory. subseque1try,

the inpact of society ímposing on individuaLs theorÍes
:,,,' :
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which do not, fit their personal experience and yet
exercise control over their l-ives because of Èheir
general public acceptance, will likely result in the
personal negation of perceptígns.

History is abundant in the experience of acclaimed

scíentific knowredge gnd language irnposing itself on the
human condition to the' detriment of the personal
perspective. TradiLionalry, r,rronen,s personal experience

and accounts have been overrooked in the understanding of
history and in the developnent of sociarly constructed

sex rore expectations. For example, consider the rabers

which have been attached to womenls vocal expression,
such as nagging and gossiping. Despite the need for
community and communication, v¡omen,s voices have

traditionally been invalidat.g.
To say that women's percept,Íons have not, been

traditionarly sought out is not to say that women have

been a negrected subject of research, but rather the
contrary, women have been, over the past, SO years, a

popular source of inquiry. They have not, however, been

activery inyolved'in the end prpduct, in the derineatíng
of the properties or the underrying assurnptions attached

to these assigned attributes (Oakley, L}TB). The
r.j ,
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following pages wiII discuss how it, is that v/omen have

been socialized in the nid 2Oth century in North A¡nerj.ca.

The Socialization of lrlomen in the 19b0's

The generat,ion of vromen, of whom this study is
target,ing, are those who are now between the ages of 50

and 65, and who have _spent much of their lives working

within the home. These women in particular have been

victi¡n to socially.contrived rote expect,ations which have

left then in positions of having lirnited choÍce. These

Idomen hrere adolescents and young girls during the 19b0ts,

a tirne in which the donestication of rtromen was of pivotal
Ínportance (Frieden, L963). This $ras a time, after a

short, period of liberation in the L9ZOts and early
1930's; and after the 1940rs where vromen were recruited
to the work place; to repLace temporarity Ëhe men who

were at vlar. After the war ended, the pat,riotic s¡oman

lost, her enployed status, because the returning soldiers
wanted their jobs back. Soon ernployed women b¡ere no

Ionger portrayed as the patribtic rrRosie the Riveterr,
but rather they became a threat to the stability of the

hone and fagrily (Gluck, 1987). The wage earning wife was''''
seen as a threat as well as committing an antisocial act.

A working woman v¡as seen as taking a$¡ay a mants salary,
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and subsequently depriving another family of income

(liloroch, 1984). Along with, and preceding this societal
change of female expectation, came a barrage of
propaganda extorring the values of traditional rores
(Helson, L972't . I{omen and girrs were expected to marry,
to have chirdren, to l-ive and work within the donain of
the home under the submission of the men in their lives.
Those !'romen who -rejected this life choice, rcareer

girrsr¡, vrere viewed as rnisfit,s, unable to fit into the
societal mores, due to their linited fenininity.

Betty Frieden (1963) explains, in her book, The

Feninine Mystique, that the propaganda for donesticity
and passívity may have made rittle impressÍon on the
hromen who began their careers in the Lg2ors and 1930rs,
but it, did have a big impact on hromen who were at that
time deciding what t,o do with their lives. rn speaking

about these vromen she states:

...they have lived their whole lives in the pursuit
of feminine fulfirnent. They are not career womeni

they are women whose greatest ambition has been

marriage and children.' For the oldest of these:i -l ' :r 'li :: '

hromen, these daughters of-American rniddle classr no

other dream was possible. The ones in their
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forties and fifties who once had other dreams gave

the¡n up and threw themserves joyously into rife as

housewives. For the youngest, the new wives and

mothers, this was the only dream (p. 27).

These young hromen were confined to a single rife choice.
The wonen of the L950_'.s had to rearn to give up their
ilrusions of independence and self-determinat,ion (Gluck,
1987). -. -

The fe¡ninÍne nystique t,ook hold of North American

society. rn L946, following the return of soldiers from
I{orrd l{ar rr, there was an escaLation of marriages. rn
Lg47 the birth rate accererated (I{oloch, 1984). There

was a massive exodus to the suburbs. By the end of the
195ots the average marriage age of women in Anerica
dropped to 20, and was stiri dropping int,o-the teens
(Frieden, 1963) . rn 1920 the port,ion of women attending
correge compared to men was 47 percent; in 19sg this
dropped t,o 35 percent (Frieden, 1963). In the 1950's

the independent women of the big screen in the 1920rs and

1930ts Katherine Hepburn, Barbara stanwyck and Joan

crawford disappelfed and' vrere replaced with the
rrwholesome girl next d,oorrt -Doris Day, Nancy Davis Regan,

Donna Reed; or the ,,sexpo¡r, - Marilyn Monroe (Gluck,
,ii, I ,
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1987). Most infruential expert,s supported traditional
roles for women, where passivity and dependence hrere

expected (Frieden, 1963). Dr. spock cautioned women who

wanted to seek employment and reaüe their children to
seek professionar counselling (I{o1och, 1994). The Lost
Sex, a best seller or.-.L947 writt,en by psychoanalysts,

Farnhham and Lundberg, laberrèd the rindependent womanrt

as a contradiction.j.n-terns, denounced feminism and urged

rlto¡nen to f ind mental health Ín donestic roles. As they
stated, rrFeminism hras a neurotic reaction to natural ¡nale

dominancetr (cit,ed in hloloch, LgBAr p. 474) . Helson

furthers this point, of view in her statenent, about

researchers reactions to women wÍth career aspirations in
the 1940ts and 1950,s to be, r...very rare and the
unfortunate vict,in of chirdhood trâuma. The very term
rrcareer !'romanrr suggest,ed pretentiousness or hard boired
insensit,ivity and rejection of fenininity', (Lg7Z, p.36).
As quoted fron Betty Frieden ( j.963) ,

In the f ift,een years after !{orld lrlar f I, this
mystique of feminine furfilnent became the cherished

and self-perpe,tuating iore of contemporary American

culture. MiLlions of women lived the lives in the

Ínage of those pretty pictures of the American
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suburban housewife, kissing their husbands

goodbye in front of the picture window, depositing
their stationwagons futr of chirdren to school, and

smiring as they ran the new erectric !ì¡axer over the
spotless kitchen floor (p. 19).

Perceþtion of t{omen in Researcþ

Gender Roles .- -

rn much of the literature, gender rore identity ís
identified as a set of at,trib_utes and behaviours which

are commonly accepted as appropriat,e conduct for men and

r{omen in a gÍven society (Jenkin, 1969 et at.; Mackie,

1983). Gender rores are learned behaviours and hence are

not innate qualities acquired upon the joining of xx and

xy chromosomes (purcetl, LggO; Mackie, 1993). Gender

roles are learned and.perpetuated throughout most (or
all) institutions within a given society, from the famÍry
to the institution of law. The arrocat,ion of gender rore
identity serves the purpose of providing order within a

society. As Nancy Feripe Russo (Lg76) exptains in her
articre, rrThe Motþçrhood Mándater, because and through
gender-role stereotyping nen and wornen Learn what ,they
can and cannot do, she states that, rexpectat,ions are

'. ;.: irr
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built into the operating principles of society's
institut,ionsrt (p.144) . Those who defy these socialry
accepÈable behaviours face tr¡e consequences of social
scrutiny- The severity of sociar condemnation of
trucurent gender role behaviour is dependent upon the
significance that behaviour has in maintaining sociar
order. For exampre, ,for' many years the professional
participation of yonen was viewed as contradictory to
their nature and subsequently as a source of personal
strain. As elaborated on by yogev, Ircareer hromen hrere

viewed as the antithesis of fe¡ninine !ì¡omen and v¡ere

thought of as fairures as women or as having personarity
disturbancesrr (1983r p. z2o). For defying the social
expectation of the nurturing a¡id devoted rnother and wife,
the sanity of these career !'/omen hrere chaÌlenged.

Dualitv

upon looking into the avail-able literature on h¡omen

and their identity, one predoninant theme is echoed

throughout duarity. DuaListic paradigrns are not
unusual in l{estern.society, 'as stated by Maguíre (LgB7) ,

'

in her book, Doing participatory Rèsearch (Lgg7). . she

exprains this further by asserting that most situat,ions
'' :r 

"
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have a dominant and alternative paradigm. Sinone de

Beauvoir (L952) echoes this view in her book The second

Sex, in the following quote

..No group has ever set itself up as the One

without at, once setting up the Other over against,

itself . . . duality _ig essential in the passage fro¡n

the state of nature to the state of culture (cited in
Sanday, 1988¡ .:p.60) .

The problem with the utilization of dualities as a

means of explaining phenomenon and providing societ,al
order is that, they falsify experience and inpose a

divisive hierarchical order on realÍty (Adam, j.989) . Às

one relies on dichotomous categories to order their
understandíng of situations they lose touch with the

complexities of every day experiences and of
relationships

lforuen and their sex role identity are typícally
categorized and divided into two mutuarry excrusive or

contradictory groups, such as: masculine vs. feminine;

career girl vs. homemaker; farnity vs. career; man vs.

htoman; or ferninist vs. traditionalist.
Of the series of dichotomous situations ment,igned,

the two most, closely aligned in the literature available
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about, women are fenininity vs. rnascurinity and career
girr vs. hornemaker. Despite the maintenance of this
affiliatÍon throughout the 1960rs, up until the 1980's

and 1990's, the value and expectation attributed to these
characteristics has chançted,

Literature on Women during the 1950rs and, L96O's
ItCâreer Girl-rr vs. !¡Homemakerr!

In the l-950ts and 1960rs hromen working out,side of
the home were seen as violating sex role stereotypes.
Because ernplolanent was perceived as a vioJ-ation, these
vtomen lrere then thought of as fairures as women or as

having a personality disturbance (yogev, 1983).

Subsequently, because female employment was recognized as

an isolated, individuar experience (pathorogized),

numerous studies v¡ere undertaken in order to determine

who these women were and why they worked (outside of the
hone). Some carried this ernployment intrigue further, in
differentiating women who worked in ,feninine'r

professions (those which involved the helping of others),
and frments v¡orkrt (lloffman &'Fidel1 , IgTg; yogev, 19g3).

As a result of this, colntless observations yere
made about rJomen, simply based on the categories of

:
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homemaker and career girr. For exanple, during the
1950's and 1960's, it, was deter¡nined that vromen who

worked outside of the hone stressed achievenent (Gybers,
Johnson & Gust, 1969), scored higher on aptitude test,s
(Rand, 1968), had more need for personar adjustnent and
counselling (Osipow a¡{ GoId, tg7L; Gysbers et, âI., i-968r.
Herson, LgTz) , e¡ere more j-mpatient when it came to the
needs of othersr.: hrere more scept,ical about religion
(I{agznan I L9661, preferred crassicar. rnusic (Gysbers et
al., 1968), lacked in a crose rerationship with their
fa¡nilies (Lewis, 1968 cited in Herson, rgTz) | were more
mascurine than feminine, and rârere enotionally distant
from other vromen and nore communicative with men (Gysbers
et al., 1969).

Homemakers, in the ]-gsors and Lg60ts, on the other
hand $rere found to be- feninine, more tor-erant, better
adjust,ed and fert nore comfortabre in sociar situations
(surette , tg6't) and in need of protection from men. A

study utilizing the ,housewi-fe scalelr used to measure the
rrhornemaker syndromer, found that ho¡nemakers $/ere more
patient with the needs of others, accepting of religious
beriefs, enjoyed popular as opposed to crassicar music,
were moderatery content v¡ith their e¡notionaL adjustrnent
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(Gysbers et al, 1968), and were extrinsicarly motivated
(Rand, 1968) .

From this vast array of attributes assigned t,o these

two groups of women it, was apparent that, career women and

homemakers could be categorized by these roles. Resurts

from studies demonstrqted that these two groups of Ìromen

were opposites who differed as far as personality,
ability and values. -The prirnarl¡ assumpt.ion on which many

of characterist,ics !{ere ascribed to wornen !ì/ere based in
the accepted rrknowledgerr of the tine that career h¡omen

$tere more masculine and homemakers more ferninine. career

women, âs a result of adhering more to mare attributes
than femare, $rere in fact rrless than lr/omenrr. The impact

of being less a woman meant that, they $/ere deviant,, not
ascribing to the trnaturalÍ ord,er of gender.

Mascul,ine Vs. Ferninine

And what is this ,,naturalr ord.er of gender? From

the literature, one finds that mascuLine refers to
attributes such as: strong, confident, energetic,
ambitious, personabLe and courteous (Jenkin, Lg6g) being

a leader, athletic, aggressive, independent,

intellectual, self-confident, persevering, and with an
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ability in rnathernatics, science and research (Rand,

1968). Fe¡ninine on the other hand has been described as:
affectionate, friendly, kind, preasant (Jenkin, Lg6g),
understanding, artistic, sensitive to the needs of
others, and serf-controrled (Rand, 1968). A study done
by ilenkin found that -!h" reast feninine individual hras

descríbed as act,ive, aggressive, ambitious, assertive,
capabre, confident, cooperative and doninant.
Subsequently, a woman who sought out personal
independence and success in the work prace risked the
loss of her sexuality.

Double Bind

Through this sex role dichotomy came a doubre bind
for the vromen of this generation. rt has bedn stated in
the literature that fernininity meant for one t,o be
passive, innocent, sexy, submissive and maternal. A

woman who acted conpet,ent ran the risk of being accused
of being unferninine, but if she acted chirdish (which was

encouraged through ferninine attributes), she could have
run the rdsk of being perceived as mentarry i]t. yogev

(1983) discusses this conflict in her art,icle by stat,ing,
The belief that a career was a mascurine pursuit, had
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a devastating effect upon a hrornan: she encountered

the dilemma of feering that, pursuing her career
wourd make her less desirabre to rnen while foregoing
her career would cost her serf-respect and goals
(p.22Zl .

This double bin_d. vras extended to arr hromen of
society. I{onen vrere not to seek out a career, priurarily
because it would -,hinder their rol-es and duties as a

nother and homemaker. However Íf a vronan sought out a

career and did not marry or have children, she too would
be devÍant and looked down upon because she had not been

abre to at,tract, a man (coser , LITL). I{omen had two

options, to have a fanily and be fe¡ninine or t,o have a
career and be sexless (yogev, 1,993).

As discussed by unger (1988), v/omen who hrere

encountering the il1 fated consequences of not
manifesting appropriate sex rore characteristics, hrere

rikely to bla¡ne themserves, for a number of reasons.

For example, a lroman may feer more cornfortable assuming

personar responsibility as opposed to viewing herserf at
the nercy of a dominant' culture. serf -bra¡ne $ras

encouraged because throughout the riterature and research
no other wây, otn;r than blaming individual 

.women, h¡as
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provided for explaining hromen and their rores. For

these women, there vras a rack of av/areness of the
existence of the double bindr- a Lack of vocaburary to
describe it, and a lack of conparÍson with experiences of
others. As a result, hromen tended to blame themselves
for not' succeeding in_emulating the feminine mysÈique.

Perspectives o¡ women During the L960's and L97ors

By the late 1960's the wonen's novement pushed Ítrs
way into North American consciousness. During the late
1960's and L9'to's changes in expectations of r{omen

folrowed with the growth of the feminist movement. The

generalry accepted societar pronise that, every hroman

courd find greater furfiLment as a wife and ¡nother hras

gone. Between 1960 and |rgTL =irrgr. parent farniries in
united states grerrr by- L. L mirrion (ogden, 19g6) and

cont,inued to rise, However, because of inequality in pay

for sromen, this transit,ion for rromen meant downward

rnobitity. The 1970 single mother $/as very vuLnerabre to
her econourÍc condit,ions. Her ability to cont,rol her own

destiny wap limi¡egí and nay'have been dependent upon her
ex-husbandts hrages. For many of these h¡omen, who had at
one time futf ilred the tf eminine rnyst,iquêr,, they had no
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marketabre skirls, were ineligibre for security benefits
or unenplo¡anent benefits and were up against sex and age

discrinínatÍon.

Much of the po$rer of the wonenrs liberation movement

hras generated by angry young vromen who had thrown off the
rores of convent,ion, þefore having been pulted into it.
Not much overt support hras given to the suburban house
t.rife of the earry îuy" who chose to rernain in that, role.
As stated by ogden (i.9g6), ,,...the middre crass house

wife was treated as a Lost cause, if treated at aLlr! (p.
Lg4,. Ogden further states that,

...she no longer stood on the mother pedestal but
denigrated as gurrible consumers of American
products. According to the old principles of
domest,ic sainthood as well as 

.modern 
popular

psychology she only had herserf to blarne. with alr
the security purled from under her, the farling
super mother was terrified (p.190).

Career l{oman Vs. Homemaker

The research Î,nd ¡nedia no$/ spoke of women no ronger
needing to regard personal achievernent and rnaritar
satisfaction as mutual.ly exclusive. A woman could novr
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choose both family and .ur""r. Because of riberat,ion,
advanced hearth technorogy and more effective birth
control devÍces, the traditional mother,s rore did not
cover enough of a womanrs lifespan to remain furfilring
(Yogev, 1983). Subsequently, vÍomen $rere encouraged by
social forces to go out. into the work worrd. Arong with
this change in expectations for women, came a different
set of attributqs - associat,ed with the cat,egories ¡

rrhomemaker, and rcareer wonanr. The central questíon to
which much of this literature focused hras that of the
attractiveness of vromen dispraying charact,erist,ics
associated with the mode.n r.rnate rore, co¡npared to those
displaying characteristics of the traditionar fernale rore
(Wi1ey, 19zB) .

career hromen $/ere nohr no longer deviant and sexless,
but ratherr âs stated in much of the r.iterature: had a

more positive self-concept, a greater degree of personal
autonomy and self-esteem, lJere more nature, more

liberated and had achievement oriented and had a higher
level of self-actuarization than'orrpror"ssionar- women

(Yogev, 1983, Surett,e, Lg67). HaII and Gordon (1923)
found that s/o¡nen who herd jobs, even if they were, not
excit,ing and charlenging carôer=, were more satisfied
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$tith their lives than full-t,ime homemakers (Lg73) .

Homemakers, in contrast to career \â/omen, v/ere now

rnade out t,o be less mature, less self-actualized and as

having a lower self-esteem. H:rl and Gordon (rg73) fron
their research state that, rThe reast happy hromen hrere

dispreased with their gbirities as homemakers and did not
have jobs t,o support their egos'r (p.227).

As demonstrat,ed in these statements, a drastic
transformat,ion had occurred in how homemakers hrere

perceived by society in the rate l-960's and L97ots,
compared to the decade previously. women now needed a
job to ¡naintain their êgo, whereas previousJ-y, their egos

hrere sustaíned and supported by fulfilling their feninine
mystique and their¡rinnate naturer of rnothering and

nurturing.

MasculinÍty Vs. Fenininity

In the literature there $¡as, as wel1, a

reorganization in the understanding of the dichoto¡ny of
masculinity vs. fenininity. rronicarry, considering the
ferninist dqive agpinst male controrled institution,
mascurine hromen became those ascribing to a feminist,
viewpoint (ûtiley, 

,ttttr. 
Feminine women be.came those
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exhibiting conservat,ive traditional behaviours.

Feninine women were found to have a lower serf-
esteen, v¡ere more int,roverted, held onto conservatÍve
attitudes about the role of v¡omen hence they riked
housework and took furr responsibility for chird care and

homemaking and lvere n-oþ pursuing an education (Hoffman,

L979). Feninine women r{ere quiet, passive, dependent,

weak, inhÍbited, sub¡nissive (vüiley , LgTg) , and were more

Ínconsistent in their iaeorogy (srnith, Lggj.) . some of
these characterist,ics had arready been applied to these
lttomen in the earlier decade, however with different, more

positive assumptions.

Masculine women however, hrere found in the
rÍterature to have had more Liberal- attitudes towards

hlomen than fe¡ninine wornen (Hoffrnan , LgTg) , - MascuLine

women were more Índependent, aggressive, conpetit,ive,
ambit'ious, active and doninant (!{iIey, LgTB). According
to some authors, !ûonen accepting the foundations of
fe¡ninism $rere found Èo be less authoritarian, more

autonornous, more self-accepting and had a greater sense

of persongl effiÇêçy than women ascribÍng to traditional
values and mores (Srnith,1981r. Cherniss, L}TZ) . The

highry regarded, modern woman, encompassed element,s which
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hrere previousry exclusive to the male role or the deviant
female role (Wiley , L979,) .

Gender fneqgatities-

The dichot,ony and inequality in the port,rayal of
!'tomen remained in thg. !91ots, it, rnerery assumed a nev,

identity. rn the Lg4-o's'through the L960rs hromen who

worked in the hone- were considered by many in North

Anerícar âs subscribing to their natural rore. However,

in the 1'g7o's it vras wonen who worked outside of the home

whose roles !"ere considered to be preferable.
Ruth Hubbard (1988) speaks t,o inequarities in her

following quote,

rrrnequalities that are bad come not from the fact
that different peopre do different things, but from

the fact, that different tasks are varued differently
and carry with them different amounts of prestige
and powerrr (p. 3) .

l{onen's work throughout hist.ory has been devatued and

unacknowledged. Their work in the home goes unrecognized

in the Gross Nati,onal proâuct and therefore hords no

varue in the standard descriptions of the economy

(Gergen, M., 19BB). Until tg7ï, the most widely used
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index for measuring socioeconomic status in canada

(Brishen and carrorr cited in Mackie, i.983) , omitt,ed

fenale occupations alL together. seldom does a schorar
or hist,orian not,e the efforts of the sisters, mothers,

wives and daughters of the ngreat men in history,r. And

in the L97ots, along with the new values ascribed to the
roles and dut,ies taken on'by vromen, those women wtro gave

in t,o societal pq.essure and attenpted to furfir their
rrfemínine rnyst,iquêtr, !{ere devalued on that merit.

Larger Social Perspectives in the !97Ot s

The reasons why opinions and rearities around vromen

and work changed between the L950rs and the l97ors are

dÍverse. rronically, despite the opposition towards

narried women working outside of the home, the biggest
increase of hrornen in the work force hras in the 1950rs

(!{oroch, L984). Between L94o and Lg64, in the united
states, narried women in the labour force j-ncreased, 244

percent (Karey, t97L). This rnainly comprised of part-
tirne or casual work and often held the significance of
extra fanily ttpin noneyt. vüomen v/ere already in the
rabour market but it vras the att,itudes towards lheir
working which were changing.
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As hromen were statisticalry riving longer, had
smarler famiries and with advanced technoJ.ogy reducing
previous ti¡ne consuming jobs in the home, it was

understood by some academics that the traditionar woman's
role no longer occupied a significant, enough portion of
a !'romants life span (Hglson, Lg72'r .. Many women who were
married at a young age and started fa¡niries at that time
courd rearist,icalþ have their rast chird in kindergart,en
before they hrere 3s years ord. As wer.l, with the
availabirity of i-ncreasingry effective birth control,
vtomen began to have more choice around tirning of
childbirth and linits to the size of their farnilies.
with this avairabirity of time, more hromen hrere abre to
seek work and education beyond the home.

rn delineat,ing the realities of these rcareer
lrlomenrr, women who herd down two fulr time jobs (at home

and in the office), one must address the positions that
they he1d. lilomenrs enploynent nas ànty increased in the
lower echelon occupations, not in the professional
classificat,ions. From 1950 to 1969, the percentage of
hromen in all professionaL teôhnical occupations decreased
from 40 percent to 37 percent (Ka1ey, LITL). According
to coser (Lg7Ll, wonen were we]l represented in jobs
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lvhere the hours $rere long and rigidly controlled (not
alrowing for the frexibirity of naintaining a famity).
women held positions where workers had rittre cont,ror and

decision rnaking pohrer and thus, vrere viewed as being
repraceable. And yet, because of women's culturaL
mandate to their famil,y (to naintain and nurture) , it
wourd be difficult to obtain and sustain a demanding

career. As st,ated. by Coser (L97L,t ,

The normative priorit,ies for working hromen who have

a faníly are ambiguous: if they live up to the
normative requirement of caring for their faniries
Ín situations of unexpected demands (such as

ilrness) they introduce a disruption in their place

of work; if they do not, ii*r" up to this normative
requirement, they introduce a disruption in
the fanily (p. b42 ) .

Along with rnaintaining the opposing categories of

'housewiferr and rrcareer wonanr in the rate 1960rs and

L970ts, academics, scientists and schol-ars provided a
more sociologicar understanding of why v¡omen t,ook on the
roles they did. For example', Herson (i"g7z) states Ín her
article,

The studies in the late 1960rs and. early .LgTOrs say
.i
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that it is naive for an individuar woman to blane
herself for failure, or very modest success, in a

profession. The problem is sgcial, rernedial and
the instÍtut,ions must change (p.42).

There was talk about and a movernent towards soridarity
against the institution and a. movement toward limiting
the focus on sex differences or differences between
hromen. rwhat is neededr, says'carson (1,g7r-72 cit,ed in
Helson, L97Z),

. . . is not to try to ignore or el_irninat,e these
differences Isex differences] but to reduce the
overvaruation of the rnascurine, which is actuarry
thwart,ing the best deveropment, of the field of
psychology (p. 42-43).

coser, in J-97r,, states that the conftict-is derived
from a new set, of denands placed on women.
rr...professional vromen are expected to be committed to
their work tjust like a manr ui an" same time as they are
nornativery required to give priority to their farniry"
(p.535) . These newJ.y liberat,ed hromen, aspiring to
careersl *ìg are ngw described as being self-fulfitled
and actuaLized are still bound to a culturar mandate
which frustrates these ambitions a curtural mandate
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a hroman hras novr expected to hold down a job, but as well,
ensure a secure home environment for her husband and

children.

Summarv

A society's endorsement of what is truth impacts on

a societyts po$rer.structure, the expectations for and

interpretatíons of various human behaviours and the
foundations of individual berief systems. upon accepting
this assertion, one nay then expect that the transformed
role expectation of s¡omen between the 1940rs to the
1970ts would hord a great deal of significance in
affect,ing women's lives. During this time, expectations
of women transformed from an image of -rthe happy

homemakertt and aspiratj-ons based on the virtues of the
lrfeminine nystiguet to a negation of this and a movement

towards beconing a career hroman, partner and mother. The

riterature de¡nonstrates a aicnotoiy which played the
attributes of the rrhornemakerrr against the rrcareer vJomanrl

and rfmascplinerr traits agaínst rlfemininer traits. The

question addressing how this 
"n.rrn" 

prayed itserf o.ut in
the rives of women who became homemakers in the Lg4'o s,



1950's and 1960ts is significant. They made "n.r"." ::
young lilomen based on the options made available to them.

These choices, only a few years later, transforned into
a different reality for other, younger women. In keeping

with the workings of dichotomies, the val-ues attributed
to the characteristicF.of the homemaker and of femininity
It¡ere played out against the characteristics of career

t{onan and nasculi¡ity, and lost.

Liuritations in the Research

The ínconsistencies found in. research can, to a

degree, be attributed to methodological j-nconsistencies.

For example, in the studies cited on the sex-role
identities of hromen, a diverse selection of inst,ruments

were used to det,ermine aspects of personality. The

various investigators used vocational tests, personality

tests, int,erest, att,itude and value scales, the

masculine-feninine scale t ot adjective lists. The

utilization of these various instrument.s often provided

conflicting results.
Some of the scales wêre grounded in a philosophy

contrary to popular academic opinion. For examplec with
the use of the masculine-fernj-nine scale, those women who
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scored high on the feminine traits, wourd automatically
score lower on the mascurine traÍts. These scares ltere
grounded in the understanding that, masculinity and

femininity hrere polar oppositeg, as opposed to
complementary domains of traits and behaviours as argued

by other researchers -(Tipton, tg76).
other studÍes used' adj.ect,ives as a method of

categorizing masculine and feninine wonen. Typicalry it,
was the mare att,ributes that hrere regarded as healthier
than those typifying traditional fenaLe behaviours
(wiley, 1978). one of the problems using this
methodorogy was that it was the researcher who predefined
and prescribed the adjectÍves rather than having the
part'icipant,s define their o$/n. rn this hray a popurar
view was ¡naint,ained by the use of nutuarly exclusive
possibilities. For -exampre, terms typifying mare

behaviour included aggressiveness, rationality and

dominance; while $romen !üere- typif ied as emotionar,
sensitive and dependent. underrying this research hras

the assurnption that sex-rore stereotypes are related to
self-concepts and personárity deveropment (Deseran,

1982).

Ànother Ínconsistency is that, much of the research
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done on sex-role identity was conducted with either
chil-dren or college aged student,s in middle cLass North
America. Littre has been reported about the charact,er
and adjustment of women past college age (Hoffman, LgTg),

or v¡omen living in a range of rife circumstances -such as

various geographic or .curtural contexts. The problem

with this approach is 'that conclusions about the
rearit,ies of womqn -and their sexîrore identities are

drawn based on the perceptions of those who are not,

personarry involved in the unique life circurnstances or
in several decades of human female 1ives.



Chapter 3

Methgdology

Feminist, Research Methodology

In keeping with _the previous criticisms made about,

the way in which rirromen have been portrayed in research

hÍstoricarry, this project, will approach research fro¡n a

ferninist research perspective.

Feminist research emerged from the womenrs movement

of the 196ors. The ideological basis to this study's
understanding of trfeminisrn¡t includes r ês stated by

MaguÍre (L987): (a) the þelief that v/omen universally
encount,er some form of exploitation or oppression; (b)

the commitment to understand and exprore the nature of
this oppression; and (c) the commitment to work

individuatry and together in order to charlenge and end

these forms of oppression.

Feminist research is based in the premise that,

traditionar forms of research do not express the needs or
the experiences of women (Maguirer. St,an1ey & !,Iise, L9g3¡

Meekosha, 1989; Snith, L990). Traditionally, research

has focused on the public, visible and official membgrs

44
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of society, while marginalizing those in the unofficial
and less visible donain; i.e. those spheres usually
assigned to women (Smith, i-990). These generalizations
made from male focused research are then routinely
applied to women, without, consideraÈion that they operate

in a different sociat grena. Because of these oversights
regarding hromen, many of the issues important to women

are left uncovered'. -

Feminist, research works towards incLuding subjects
into research nethodologies. However, the creation of
inclusive research inplies not only the apptication of
ninorÍty groups and sromen into available research

nethodologÍesr. but a1so, it is the creatÍon of a

technÍgue grounded and sensit,ive to personal human

experience. It is research done for, not on- r¡Jomen.

Obiectivitv

Ferninist research challenges a number of the

premíses on which traditional research is based. It, for
example, challenges a critical aspect of ernpirical

research , -, the maintenance of objectivity. In
traditional research the scientist is perceÍved Ídeally,
as an independent observer who minimizes any relationship
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between hin/herself and the subject of study (Alexander,

Lg82 cited in Gergen, K., 19gB). As long as science is
neutral and uninvolved, the subject is not assuned to be

influenced by the researcher and the data collected are

assumed to be reliable.
However, accorling to feminist qualitat,ive

researchers, the assumption that the researcher and the

researched can re¡nêin objective within the coltection and

analysis of data is to deny the essentia] social aspect

of human nature. A. relationshÍp is indeed present

whether it nay be considered close or dist,ant,.

For example, there are -many conflicting results
indicat,ed in the previous tÍterature revievr on att,ributes
ascribed to career women and homemakers over the decades.

In some studies, career wonen appear to be less wel}

adjusted and more dÍssatisfied than the housewives

(Wagman, L966; Osipow & GoId, L97L¡ Gysbers et â1.,
1968); and in others studies, the contrary is indicated
and it is the housewives who are maladjusted (HalI &

Gordon, 1968; Yogev, 1983; Surqtte, Lg67). This

dissension Ín the resêarch suggests that the

interpretation of research findings, at least part,i9lfy,
is dependent upon the researcher,s values and social
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context (Yogev, 1,993). The accept,ance of research

findings and interpret,ations depends very much on the
larger politÍcal, hist,orical and cul-tural_ context.
studíes that are in confrict with the dorninant, thinking
of society receive very lit,tre atÈent,ion and are serdom

publíshed (Yogev, 1983) .

The acknowledgement of the unity between subject and

object is the essence of feminist nethodology (Gergen,

M., 1988). Objectivity, the belief that nature and

naturar phenomena are isol-ated objects, is charlenged by

fernínist,s. Ramazanoglu (L989), in disputing the power of
objectivity states,

The enlightennent conception of reason as separable

from enotion allowed ernotional researchers t,o assume

the superiority of objectivity over subject,ivity and

nÍnd over body, culture over nature, man over

woman.,t (p. 439) .

Subject,ivity and context cannot be stripped atray if
nature is t,o be understood, u'fi4 knowledge is t,o be used

in a heatthy nonabusive manner.

Contrary to traditional researchers, feminist,

schorars acknowredge the underrying intent and potentiar
biases of the researcher in their academic pursuits.



They insist, that, the researcher has an inevitabr. O""rr:;
on their research as a result of their values, motives,

material conditions influencing the choice of topic, the

nature of the problem to be researched, the methodology,

the int,eraction with the object of the research, and the

findings and interpretations (Adan, L9g9). Feminist
scholars recognize that alr research is being conducted

for a reasoni whether utilizing research to prove the

effectiveness of silicone breÊst implants, oE to irnply

the harnfur effects of tradit,ional research methodorogies

on the emotional well being of subordinate groups in
society. Because biases are present in research,

fenínist scholars espouse that. j-ntentions should be

recognized and acknowledged within the research

(Meekosha, 1989).

Inclusive Knowing vs. Exclusive Knowing

Another prenise in which feminist methodology is
grounded in is the assumption that many scient,ific
methodologies ut,ilized today. are dependent upon the
premise of male knowing aé opposed to inclusive human

knowing. The developnent. of the rationally structured

discipline of science, meant that science became divorced
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fro¡n everyday experience, and the context frorn which it
occurred. Therefore, conclusions couLd be drawn

regarding cert,ain phenomena recognizing only the

dependent factors selected by the researcher or
scientist,. Because many of these factors are recognized

as significant becaqs.e of their presence in other
previous pieces of research, they are enmeshed in the
biases of history...

For example, Karen Janman (19g9), discusses Horners

(1968) concept of $roments tfear of quccessrr. At one ti¡ne

this notíon becane the answer to a substantiar number of
incidents of lrroments underachievenent in society. rt was

understood that women centred around the notive to
affiliate rather than to achieve. Subsequently, they
identify wÍth the roles of mother, wife, and homemaker

more readily than that.of career woman.

l{omen vrere understood within the context of a male

doninat,ed society. Because of this, if they could not

excel by male standards, they were understood as not
achieving or being unmotivated. rf a v/oman did not want

to, nor could excel in a professional field it was

explained as a result of individuat characteristics
rather than the social environment. However, what has
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been hailed as 'tthe fear of successr, was really a fear
of deviation from sex-role standards. rFear of successrl

may in fact be a fear of dispraying'an inappropriat,e sex

rolerr (Yogev, 1983 ) .

Everyday Knowledgg

rn the securing of knowredge, many ernpirically based

researchers conducb their experiments outside the
subject's contextual realm. studies are carrÍed out in
laboratories. The researcher, by controJ-ring for the
irrerevant variables, assures the security that the study

has internal validity and thus enabres the researcher to
nake cause and effect predictions, and generaríze the
findings to a larger popuration, The traditional
researcher attenpts to est,abrish generar raws of human

functioning. The researcher studies the researched,

removes the subjects experignce from their natural
context; and denies that the scientist brings life
experÍences t,o the research task (Gergen, K., 19gg).

The fernale experience can largely be seen and heard

from the perspect,j.ve of the' everyday experience. Irlomen

throughout history have been powerful prayers within the
home, within the realm of ,everyday, tife. However,
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hromen, s hrork has often been trivialized, ignored and

undervalued. The domestic site remains within the domain

of wonen, and because the dornestic is on the periphery of
scientific knowledge, women have remained outside the
realm of knowledge development (Matthews, L982').

Feminists have Lo.ng been arguing that it is the
personal and everyday experience which is important in

research. This point of view is supported by Karl Marxrs

assertion that, history and social- relations are a process

that exist,s only in peopte,s astivities. His rnethodology

insists that the discovery of relations and processes can

only be found in the actual activities of people

(L9731L844 as cited in Snith, 1990). Accurate,

cornprehensive research, depict,ing the conplexities and

contradictions of life demands a methodology open to the

everyday occurrence. As Frigga Haug (1983) writes,
The day-to-day struggle over the hearts and minds of

human subjects is located not,'only within social

structures, the pregiven forms into which

individuals work themselves, but, al-so in the process

whereby they perceive ãny given situation,
approve or valÍdat,e it assess its goals as proper

and worthy, repugnant or reprehensible (p. 41).
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The everyday experience, in essence, refers to the
exproration of a moment grounded in the insiders
perspective (snith, 1990). rt, attempts to highright the
complexity, the ambiguities and the contradictions of the
rerations between the subject and the world (Berger-
Gluck 6. Daphne, L99L). . rt is the reaLizat,ion that rife
experiences cannot be expraÍned in a lÍnear fashion. one

factor does not necessarily constitute the existence of
another. And in fe¡ninist research, it is the appricat,ion

of this principle Ínto research practice.

Politica1 Agenda

Another premise on which feminist, research is
based, and how it differs fröm other methodorogies is
that' it incrudes a politicar agenda. rt, recognizes and

acknowledges in its anarysis the social and political
realm from which its participants rrare comingn. This is
support,ed in Ramazanoglu, s ( i-989 ) staternent, r! . . . we do

not have to accept, the lever of experience as a furt
understanding of what is going on in peoplers livesrl
(p.435). .,For so long the âcquisition of knowledge has

been enmeshed within the male interþretation of reality,
that it, vrourd be insufficient to record the femare
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experience without acknowledging this presence.

However, feminist scholars must not impose a general

theory of oppression on all their.female participants.
Not all women share the same experience, or are oppressed

in the same manner. S¡nith (L990) warns feninist
researchers in the following quote,

IVe must not do ahray with them by taking advant,age of
our privileged .speaking to construct a sociological

versÍon that'we then inpose upon the¡n as their
reality. lrle nay not rewrite the other's world or

impose upon it a conceptual frarnework that extracts
from it what fits with ours. Their reality their
varieties of experience, must be an unconditÍonal

datun. It, is the place fro¡n which inquiry takes

place (p. 25).

For feniníst scholars this interpretive authority
imposes a dual expectation on their research intent,i the
empowerment, of vromen and the apprication of a politicar
context,. Because of this political agenda inherent, in
feninist research, one must be open to the cultural and

personal diversity of their participants. A1l people,

and in this instance, $ronen, must, tell their own stories
ín their own words (Berger-Gluck & Daphne , LggL).
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The irony irnplicit in the feminist agenda is the
porit,icar nature from which it approaches its research

interpretations. The researcher hords the poriticar
vision of a sexist culture; a vision which may not be

considered valid by its research participants. As

eloquently expressed Þy Xatnerine Borland,

Lest we, as feminist' scholars, unreflectively
appropriate Çhe words of our nothers for our own

usesr lrlê must attend t,o the multiple and somet,imes

conflicting neanings generated by our frarnÍng or
contextualizíng of their oral narratives in new hrays

(as cited in Berger-c1uck & Daphne, 1_991, p. 73).

Heeding these warnings to feninist scholars, one

must pose the question of how one can present, the words

of hromen and yet not rerinquish the fernÍnist
responsibility of providing their interpretation of the

experience. one solution wourd be for the researcher t,o
acknowledge and become aware of their biases príor to
doing their research. Another soLut,ion may be t,o include
the part,icipants in the research interpretation.
Tradit,ionalry research subj'ects are left ignorant of the

researchers intentions and bias, in fear their knowredge

may contaminate the findings. Feminist schorars on the
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other hand welcome such perspectives.

Story Telling
Story telling has been one rnethod utilized by

fe¡ninists in the acquisition of quarit,ative research. rt
is the illustrat,ion o-f. a reality through the words and

experiences of the individual, or a group of indíviduals.
In order to recognÍze the possibilities of this oral
history interview there must be a shift, on the denands of
obtainÍng informat,ion. rt is not so much dependent on

asking the r¡rightrr questions, but rather in recognizing

the process and the unfotding of the participant's
viewpoint. Because of the interactive nature of the
int,erview, the researcher is able to ask for
clarificat,ion. what is often misqing in research is the

individualts own interpretation of their own experience,

or theÍr perspective on their 1ife and activity. Marie

Francoise notess

rrstories highlight the complexity, the anbiguit,ies,

and even the contradictions of the relations between

the subject and the world, the past and the social
and ideological irnage of 

"or.n. 
. . rr (as cited in

Berger-Gluck & Daphne, LggL, p. 89).
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Because of the expansive possibirities of st,ories, they
aLtow for one's own experience to become a source of
knowledge, along with sources sirch âs, reviews of
historical document,s, neqrspaper and magazine articres and

fairy tales. Berger and Luckmann applaud as weII the
significance of this -Iteveryday knowledgeil. In their
book, The Social Construction of Knowledcre, they state,

...theoret,ica.l knowledge Ís only a sma}I and by no

neans the nost irnportant part, of what passes for
knowledge in a society...the primary knowledge about

the institutional, order is knowledge on the
pretheoretical leveI. ft is the sum tot,al of what

everybody knows aþout a socj-al world, an assemblage

of axioms, morals, proverbÍal'nuggets of wisdom,

values and beliefs, myths and so forth. . ¡ (Berger 6r

Luckmann, Lg66, p; 65).

Tradit,ionalIy, research has focused on questions and

answers. Questions are derived from the rninds of
researchers, and the ansv/ers mirror the rirnitations of
the inquiries. with the use of stories, individuals
include a whole array 'of personal, significant,
experiences that are safe fron the rirnitations that, may

be established if left only to the irnagination and
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boundaries of the researcher. The understanding of the

individuar is pivotar in the underètanding of the whore.

As Frigga Haug explains, ,,...if research linits Ít.self t,o

the general and ignores the particular, it, will be

irnpossÍbre t,o ever discover the conditions of production

of universal human phçnomenarr (1983, p. 44).

Validity and .Be-IÍability

An additional obstacle in feninist research is the
procuring of a theory that is- scientifica]ly valid and

politically effective (Rarnazanoglu, 1999). For ferninist,

research to be effective it needs to be recognized by

authoritative po$/ers as valid. The research could then

be utilized by populations beyond the feminist, sphere.

However, in procuring this empirical validation, feminist
schorars must, remain true to their standpoint that the
potter of reason cannot, be separated from subjectivity and

emotion. Following this, the methods and guidelines in
whích valÍdity and retiabitity are secured must, þe

aligned with qualitative as opposed to quantiÈative

research. | :

Lincoln and Guba propose four const,ructs which

qualitative research should adhere to in defending i,t,s
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value and logic, these include:
1. credibirity To demonstrate that the research

design accuratery represents ana aescribes the subject,s
and their perspectives. A qualitative study which
utirizes in-depth descríption in its explorat,ion of a

process, sociar group_ or sociaL interaction wilL be so

embedded with data from that setting that it, wirl ensure

its validity. .

2. Transferability - Because results in qualitative
studies are grounded within the context (for exampre: the
intent of the study, the participants, the tirne prace of
the study, the researcherrs interpret,ations and research
design) the t,ransferabiLity of research findings can be

problematic' This, however,' can be amended by the
researcher clearly stating the parameters- of their
research project, and-in this hray presenting to what
extent, findings may be generarized in the future.
Another hray of strengthening a qual-it,ative studyrs
usefurness for other settings Ís to triangurat,e resurts
with multiple sources of data. Thís means using ¡nore

than one source of. data to âemonstrate a singre point.
3. Dependability: This referè to the researchltr,

efforts to account for changing conditions in the

'.
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pheno¡nenon under study as werl- the changes in the design
as the depth of understanding increases.

4. confirmability: This refers to the assurances
that the resurts are enmeshed within the dat,a as much as
possible as opposed to the researchers own biases. Guba

and Lincotn (tg8s ciled in Marshall & Rossman, 1989)
propose some of the foll0wingr procedures in addressing
this construct,: (al have a research partner criticalty
question the researcherrs anarysis; (b) continuar search
for negative instances; (c) checking and rechecking the
data (d) taking value-free notes; and (e) asking
questions of the data (Lincoln & Guba, 1985 cited in
Marshall & Rossman, 1989).

crounded Theory

considerÍng the rimitations of traditionat research,
feminist, schorars must seek out a nethodoLogy to address
their concerns. Grounded theory is one such rnethod whÍch

begins t,o do this. rt echoes sirnilar statements about
traditional research and moves on to apply a research
methodology addressing these problems.
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Grounded theory is qualitative as opposed to
quant,itat,ive research. As the names irnply, quant.itative
data justifies its reriabitity and validity through

repetition, t,ine and large pooJ.s of research subjects.

Qualitative, on the other hand achieves its strength via
the depth of desc_r.iptive data it, can provide.
Quaritat,ive data aims to exprore a problem or describe a

setting, a social.:group, a pattern of interaction or a

process of change and growth.

Grounded theory stresses lhe discovery of a theory;
contrary to deductive reasoning which reries on avairabre
theoretical frameworks. subsequentry, because it does

not, rely on previous, possibly sexist literature, it
leaves room for the deveroprnent of feminist grounded

theory. -

As a hray of nak'ing discoveries of ne$/ hrays of
understanding, grounded theory Ínterrerates dat,a

collection and analysis. The researcher begins his/her
anarysis right after the first bit, of research has been

colrect,ed. The inquiries and interviews are buirt upon

one another. A-tl seemingly relevant issues of one

observation or intervie!Í are to be incruded in the. next,

and following inÈerviews. This flexible research process
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allov¡s the researcher to be guided by the dat,a int,o
examÍning a variety of avenues. This is how the research
can be one of discovery.

Because of these and other nethodologicar stances,
grounded theory echoes many of the concerns of fe¡ninist
researchers. For exagple:

1. As stated by ferninist schorars, tradÍtionar
forms of research., .because they are grounded in ¡nale

understanding, do not express the experience of hrornen

(Snith, l-990). Subsequently, because of this, a

technique is necessary so that 'it, is grounded and
sensitíve to a1l personal_ human experience.

Grounded theory rnaintains the belief that
sensitivity to the individuar- experience i.s pivotal in
good research. The groundedness of this approach aids in
the assurance that, the researcher is analyzing what, they
act'uarly observe in their data. As expressed by corbin
and strauss (1990), ,Grounded theory seeks not only to
uncover relevant condit,ions but arso to determine how the
actors respond to changing conditions and to the
consequences of their act,iohs', (p.b). This rnethodorogy

naint,ains 
. 
the berief of deterninàtion actors .make

choices about their perceptions, based upon theír
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conÈextual envÍronment. rt is not the 'truth' which is
sought out, but, rather the understandings and react,ions
individuals have of their situations. The researcher
rooks t,o the participantrs viewpoint for the explanation
of Ínt,eraction, process and sociaL change.

In grounded theory., rather than looking for answers,
the researcher l-ooks to the nro""=="s of undersÈanding.

How Ís it that, part,icipants rearize their understandings

of the research probrern? For example, if a popuration is
subordinate in the societal format of understanding it,
will nore than likely emerge within the findings of the
analysis, as opposed to remaining hidden in the findings,
and reflected as an inadequacy of the subordi-nat,e group

(as is what, oft,en occurs in research which imposes ways

of understanding on part,icipants)

2. The objectivÍty, upon which traditional forms of
research are established, are based upon the false
premise that research and ti. researched can remain
separate, distinct and unaffected by one another.
Ferninist research recognizes that there is indeed a
relationship between the subject and the researcherr âs

well a rerationship between the research question and the
researcher. More over, the researcherrs perspectives,
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understandings and personal experiences wirl have an

irnpact on their interpretat,ion and the administ,rat,ion of
research questions.

Grounded theory echoes this feninÍst conviction, and

calls for the researcher to play an active not, a neutral
role in their work. -. Because the researcher and the
researched are so immensely interactive, the researcher
should care very {eepry about their work. According t,o

strauss (L987'), the lived experience of the researcher
has been underptayed by phirosophers of science, to their
osln detriment. As he statås, tThe mandat,e to use

experient,ial data gives the researcher a satisfying sense

of freedom, rinked with understandingrr (strauss, p. 11).
rn grounded theory, it is the lived experience of the
researcher which shapes their research question, their
approach to data collection, their developnent and

understanding of the research process and in their
anarysis of the data. This inc]udes the researcher's
philosophÍcar stance, school of thought, methodorogical
strat'egies and personar experiences, values and

priorit,Íes (charmaz, 1990). Lofland and Lofrand (19g4)

in theÍr book state, ItAs sociologists, h/ê frurake

problenat,icrl
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in our livesr! (p. 9) .

Because of the strength of thê relationship between

the researcher and his/her data, it is vital that they
examine and explain their theoreticar premises, biases,
assumptions and intentions at the beginning of the
research project (Lofrand & Lofland, L}BA; strauss,
L987; Knafl & Howard, r-984). chapman (i-990) reiterat,es
this by st,at,Íng that because of the interaction that
takes place in research, the researcher shourd be aware

of their rores and the impact of those rores. For
example they should ask thenselves:. How is what is being
observed affected by rny presence? lrlhat, am r failing to
see or understand because of preconceived notions and

understandings?

To further ensure thi; ab/areness of serf in
research, the researcher should incrude in their write up

how the data colrection and anarysis t,echniques were

carried out, the nethod, tine and length of the study,
how the subject became a subject, the researcherrs frame

of rnind and the researcher-subject relationship (Knafl e

Howard, 1984).

3. Ferninist researchers begin their projects with
a poritical agenda: to acknowledie the oppression to
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which women are subjected as a result of patriarchal
systems. Alr research projects originate with an

objectÍve. Feminist schorars advocate that this int,ent
be let known to the reader.

As indicated earli.er, grounded theorists hord to the
conviction that, there_ is a poriticar, phirosophicar or
personal agenda behind a research project,. As a result
of this, it, is onry.good research that the reader be ¡nade

avrare of these assunptions.

4. Traditionatry based research methodologies often
rinÍt themselves to researching those aspects of rife
which are tangible and observable; and subsequently,
often neglect to observe the conprexity of sit,uat,ions.
Feninist research seeks to understand the context of the
treverydayrr. This refers to the !,rays in which fndividuars
understand, from where they develop their understandings,
and their reactions as a result of these understandings.
consequent,ly, feminist researchers may then seek to
acknowledge fact,ors which are not necessarily tangible
nor measurabte

As aqsert,ed by strauss (LgB7), founder of grounded

theory, one of the deepest convictions of .this
methodology is that social phenomena are cornprex; despite
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the fact that, most, social r."..t"n works to explain
happenings in relatively uncomplex'terms. one of the key
jobs of a grounded theory researcher is to bring forth
and art,icurate complex, possibry latent meanings behind
incidents (Lofland & Lof land , j.gg4-) .

Grounded theorists hold the understanding that,
perceptions are not static, rather they evolve in
response to changing conditions. . subsequent,ty, for a

researcher to understand rnore fully the realÍties around

their research question they must build change into the
research process (corbin & strauss, L990). This point,
echoed by Charrnaz (1990) in her art,icle, nGrounded theory
assumes that naking theoret,ical sense of sociar tife is
it,self a process as well as a study processrr (p. L11).

Process is built into the research as well as into the
results. This is done by rooking for processes which are
occurring ín the contextuar environment of the research
questioni as well the process which occurs as more daÈa

is correct,ed and as erays of understanding evorves. For

these discoveries to be made ana ror the researcher to be

open to the often r,¡nanticipated directions of change and

process, the research methodologies must be permeable and

open to change.
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Grounded Theory ltetfroaofogy

Because the nethodologicaL thrust of grounded theory

is towards generating new ideas and discoveries it is
difficult to have set, established, committed lines of

research (Strauss, L9-8.7) . It is a style of research

which analyzes data through coding and comparing

findings. As a.t¡ay of providing a general format,

Charmaz (L990) breaks this nethodological process up into
four phases:

L. creating and refining the research and data

collection questions;

2. raising terms to concepts;

3. asking more conceptual questions on a generic

level; and

4. rnaking further distoveries and clarifying
concepts through writing and rewriting (p.L1-62).

In the Beqinnincr. . .

The research project begins

Grounded theory rnay start with a set

which a researcher wishes to explore.

an insight, which,sparks interest to
:

with a question.

of experj.ences in

It rnay begin. with

further study. .It
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may start with a researcher seeing something occurring
sociologically, and then wanting to interpret it.
According to Charmaz (1990), the researcher can then,

through exploring the thenatic questions, move on Èo

asking a set of interview questions that tap int,o

peoprets issues and discover how it effects their lives.
Chapman and Mclean (L99o)' explain this process in the
folÌowing quote, 

-.

In attempting to under=tana the point of view of the

subject, the interpreter begins by attenpting to
describe what is important to the part,icipants:

What are their goals, desires, concerns and

intent,ions as they relate to the research problem?

The interpretation then moves beyond individual to
relate their accounts t,o the larger cultural world

and social conditions in which they operate. In
part,icular, how do the structur"= urrA power dynamics

of that world support or thwart purposefuL

individual action (p. 132)?

The researcher may then go into prior research

findings to seek out how others may have addressed this
query and to discover whether or not this is an area

lacking in observation. Grounded theory generally looks
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towards areas of study which are racking in understanding
or are saturated by research and may require a neh¡

perspective. An initial literature review wourd work

t'owards exptaining why this is an area worthy of study.
Grounded theory is unl-ike many other research

techniques which begin_ with a sound hypothesis, supported
by prior theoretical frameworks, and works towards

substantiat,ing their prernise. rt begins not with a

hypothesis, but rather a question. Grounded theory does

not seek out prior frameworks to prrrr.re ansv/ers, but to
the data and the perceptions of those involved. rt does

not negrect, to rook into other research, but rather does

so at' a different tine and with a different intent.
Grounded theory looks towards other research as a way of
understanding its generated data more thoroughry, and

subsequently, looks towards other research in the midst
of a project, rather than at the start. Delaying the
literature review is an important, aspect of grounded

theory. The researcher nay threaten their objectivity
and openness to new and unanticipated perceptions of the
participant,g by imrnersing hírn/her r"rr in previous theory
and riterature around the research questíon. The ress a
researcher becomes locked into preconceived notions and



hypotheses about their
they are to impose

research findings.

Dat,a Collection

Dat,a collection can u" g"r,"rated through a variety
of sources. rt, for exampre, can be compired through the
use of docunents, -i.nterviews, observations, stories,
magazines or nev¡spapers. A researcher rnay choose to use
one source of information, or may use a combination of
them. Decisions of this ¡nanner can be made throughout
the research process, and, are dependent upon the avenues

in which the dat,a leads

Samplino

subjects or documentation for research are not
sought out in the typical runr..r of research. usuarry,
in research, randorn sampling is utirized so that arr
mernbers of a populatÍon have an equal chance of being
serected. However, in grounded theory, it is the
incidents, events and happenings which are being sampred,

not the individuals. subsequently, it is opportunistÍc
or purposive sarnpring techniques which are employed. ,rn
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research question, the less likely
their ov/n perceptions onto the
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thÍs manner, participants are serected because of their
avairability to the researcher as we]r their abilíty to
articulat,e and exprain the phenomena under study (corbin
and strauss, 1990). The researcher rooks towards
partícipanÈs with as wide a range of characteristics as

possible (for exampler.characteristics which do not, fit
with the emerging theory). rn this manner, emerging

theories and concepts are charlenged and elaborated upon.

Because sanpling energes-as the research proceeds,

this technique precrudes specifying one's ent,ire sampling
design prior to the data colrection (Knafr and Howard,

1984). sanpling decisions are dependent, upon the
avairability of participants, the incorning data and the
developing theory. subsequently, the coLlectj-on of data

may be modified according to the advancing theory. rn
this manner, false leads are dropped and more penetrating
questions can be asked of more appropriat,e participants
(Noreger Stern, i-990) .

Analvsis

Aft,er the first piece ót äata is obtained, analysis
wilr begin. Analysis is pivotal in grounded theory.
Good and const,ant analysis ensures a solid and
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comprehensive theory. rt begins aft.er the first þits of
data are collected. rt is important that coll_ect,ion and

analysis occur simultaneousry for four reasons. Firstly,
it enabres the researcher to capture ar1 the potentially
rerevant aspects of a topic as soon as they are
perceived. secondlyr-these aspects can then be used to
shape the preceding data'corlection, by incorporating
these fact,ors into;future observations or interviews. In
grounded theory alr seemingry rel-evant issues must, be

incorporated into the next and folrowing interviews.
These issues are t,o be qualified by noting the conditions
Ín which these phenomena occur, the forrn of action or
interaction they take and conseguences that, result
(Corbin & Strauss, 1990). Thirdfy, this process of
coltecting and anaryzing data sinuLtaneously ensures that
the researcher remains-grounded in the data and open to
discoveries. rf a researcher finds themes occurring in
the data, they are obligated to forlow up on them, and

this can often read the research into unanticipated
directions. rf the initiar research question appears to
be Írrelevant during this airalysisr. then nehr ones can be

asked.

Grounded theory is qualitative research which
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achieves its strength through the depth and richness of
the data corLected. This richness is not achieved by

rnerery collecting or ordering mass daÈa, rather, this
depth is secured through the organizing of the ideas
which is done through the process of data anarysis.

Codincr

Analysis is d.one by systernatically and intensívery
analyzing the data. .A,nalysis remains grounded in the
data by exarnining it rine by J.ine. This initial analysis
is called coding.

A code means a raber which is applied to certain
data. coding serves to laber. , separate, cornpile and

organize data. rt is the applicat,ion of codes to the
datar ês opposed to apprying dat,a to codes.-The codes

must, be grounded within the data. This exaninat,ion
includes the search for key ideas, concept,s, phrases or
for the negation of ptr.="=, processes, actions,
assumptions and consequences. According to charmaz

(1990), the search for processes, rather than topics,
leads to greater analytic piecision.

Open Coding
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The Ínitiar phase of coding done in the analyzing of
dat,a is called open coding (Strauss, 1,gg7). This is
scrutinizíng the data line by rine or even word by word.

The íntent behind this beginning analysis is to open up

the inquiry and develop a tent,ative interpretation. The

researcher is rooking- for what they can discover in the
data. coding IÍne by line moves the'researcher ariùay from
making general Ínterpretations of the data, and into
thinking in terms of expticit, concepts and their
relationships. An example of open coding nay be for
example, a woman tarking about her experience as a young

vtoman during her first pregnancy may state, rrf !ùas so

ahlare of this child r v/as carrying, and the enormous

responsibility r fert, towards it'r. codes for this may

include: ah¡areness and responsibility
continualry questioning the data helps the analyst,

from get'ting Iost,, set or stuck concepts. st,rauss (LgB7)

suggests the following coding paradigm as a way of
questioning the dat,a:

1. condit,íons (look for cues like the words:

because, sincçr âsr or'phrases like ron account forrl
2. interact,ion a¡nong actors; strategies and tactics
3. consequences (words like because, the result, v¡as,
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etc) (p.27-281 .

Charmaz (l-99O) provides further suggestíons in this
initial coding phase that the researcher should look for
and code for issues that participants ignore or gloss

over, in vivo cod,es (participants direct wordingr rrây

include slang), the ge_neral context, centraÌ participants

and their roles. Moreover, the researcher should keep in
nind the following guestions frorn the beginning of data

analysis: l{hat study are these data significant to? I{hat

category does this incident indicate? Irlhat category or

property of category, or what part of the e¡nerging theory

does this incident indicate (Strauss , 1,987)?

The analyst should not assume the analytic relevance

of any traditional variable år face sheet information

(i.e. age, race, social class, gender) untit. it emerges

as reLevant. Every code must earn its way into the

theory by being repeatedly present in interviews,

document,s and observations. No matter how enamoured a

researcher may be with a certain concept, if it, is not

present in the data, Ít must be discarded.

Cateqories

Once the data are coded, they are compared with
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other data and assigned to categories, according t'o their

obvious fit (Noreger stern, 1990). Categories are siutply

coded data which seem to cluster together' Categories

are higher in level and are more abstract than the codes

that they represent. Thesè categories become the

cornerstone of theoretical development'

Axial Coding .. -

The next stage of coding is axial coding' This is

the analysis done around one category. using the codíng

paradigrm (rnentioned earlier) , the researcher is able to

accumulate additÍonal knowledge about the relationships

between that category and other catègories. The purpose

of this stage of coding is t,o buitd and c}arify a

category by exaurining aII that it covers, discovering any

variations and to break up the cat,egory. This focused

coding helps to provide the groundwork for developing

explanatíons and predictions around the research

questions.

Selective Coding

The goal of grounded theorY is

core categoríes are the foundation

to generate theory -

from which theorY is
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generated. Selective coding is the coding which occurs

around a core category the category which represents
the central phenomenon of the study. This core cat,egory

could arise from one of the other categoriesr or it rnay

require a more abstract, term in order to provide an

adequat,e descript,ion.- According to Strauss (LgB7), the

researcher should 
"orrarrrrrally look for or be alert to

brínging forth a core category while coding data. A core

cat,egory is a central code wf¡icf, is related to many other
categories; it appears frequently; relates easily to
other categories; and, it has implications for a more

general theory.

During this phase, the research can go into other
theoretical works in an effort to expand and elaborate

these categories.

Memowritincr

While the researcher is sarnpling and coding their
data they should also be writing reflective notes

describing categories and iinf" between cat,egories

(Chapman & Ivfaclean, 1990; Charmaz, LggO; Strauss, LggTl .

This is called nemowrÍting. Memowritíng should .occur
throughout the research process, starting with the fiçst
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ínterviews or observations. - Mernowriting gives the

researcher the opportunÍty to:
1. engage in extended on-going dialogue with self

and with the data;

2. break the categories into components and

elaborates the codes; - .

3. separate themselves from the research;

4. rethink, revi.se, toss out, organize and present

the dat,a in a variety of ways; and

5. link theír work with other theories by

integrating thern into the analysis and discussion.

In The Final Stages of the Report...

The researcher becomes ah/are of the closing of the
project when the concepts and core categor,ies become

saturated. All the indicators add up to the same thing.
In the fÍnal write up the researcher has two choices, to
write up the data separately or to conbine it, with a

conmentary from other literature and sources. As

conmented by Burnard (L99L) the first approach is more

pure and thp 1att91 more practical and readabte in that
ít, presents the findings as well a comparison of previous

works. 
.
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Thesis ¡tethods

Summary and Backqround:

The focus of thÍs thesis is the impact, of the
changing socj.etar expectation õn women who are homemakers

today, and who vrere ho-memakers in the 1-9bors, i-96ors and

197O t s.

As previousry.' d.iscussed in this paper, gender rore
expectations are dependent upon their social- context and

environmenÈ. These expectat,ions emerge from the accepted

knowledge base of a society. The objectivity and rrtruthrt

of this knowledge should be chalrenged as a result of its
subject,ive conception. Historidally, it is those
individuars who hord pov¡er j.n society, typically nen, who

endorse what, Ís deemed to be considered truthfur and

significant and what, is-not. underlying this endorsement,

of knowledge is the motive to maintain a position of
po$¡er. Consequently, many of the emerging hrays of
understanding would sustain their leadership.

The iurpact of one group irnposing their ways of
understanding and. being on other, subordinat.e groups,
creates doubre binds. Expectations may be pÌaced. on a
subordinate group which do not, rfitr. such has been lhe
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case for many $/omen. Historicalry wonen have not played

a strong rore nor have they been given the credit in
derineating socially accepted truths. Traditionalry, it
is the voices of men whi-ch are heard in hist,ory books,
academÍa, art, literature, rerigion.and so on. Arl these
sources work toward çreat,ing a hray of underst,anding
knowredge. A knowredge' which becomes accepted in a

society and is often-endorsed by atr as an acceptabre way

of ordering the worLd. g".urr=. it, is a knowledge

generally created by one gender and imposed on another,
it does not incorporate arl the reaLities of the
subordinat,e group - women (not to mention other minority
groups). An exampre of this double-bind cones alive in
the rore dichotorny of homenaker and career hrornan.

I became interested in this issue wh.en I f irst,
started rearning about femini-sm. This vras in i-984-Bs,

when T was working on my Bachelor of sociar lr7ork at the
University of Calgary. Along with my developing

understanding of women and their roles in society cane

countless discussions with various people about my

changing ideas. Arnong thesê discussions lüere ones whÍch

occurred with my mother, Edna Neufeld, whor ot1 !.hese
occasions, would express her displeasure with Çhe

I
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feminist movement for negating or rninimizing her
experience as a home¡naker. From these talks, r beca¡ne

interest,ed in the irnpact the women, s rnovement had on

$tomen who did not seek careers beyond the hone. My

interest became focused upon nomen who, because of the
social pressures of -the 1950rs and 1960's, found ít
difficurt, to make any' decision about their life
direction, except..to work within the home. Having had

these li¡nited choices, r wondered. then, and stirr so

today, how these hromen feel nohr. about their rife
choices, and what impact these decisions had on how their
perceptions of themselves. I-{ow did these women learn
their appropriate rores (if in fact they recognized these
rores as such) ? Í{hat choices did these women understand
themselves to have? I{hat consequences did they assume

hrere behind these choices? Did they percelve a change in
role expectation over time? rf so, what was that change?

How did it make itserf known t,o them? ú,rhat $ras the
irnpact of that change on thern? rn retrospect, how do

these hromen feel about, the choices they had and ¡nade? rf
they could, how would they'do things differently?

My preconcept,ions going into this project were that
sociarly accepted academics as well as the feminist
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move¡nent had not given these women their due credit,
support, nor the recognition for.their work within the

home. Many of these women abided by their social
inperative - they married, had children and worked within
the home. If they did not, ahd sought out, a career or
avoided marriager th_e¡z r¡/ere subject to disapproval,
because they vrere disregarding the rnaturalrt order of
mother and wife. .. As tirnes changed and v¡omen working

outside of the horne became nore accepted by society,

wo¡nen who worked within the horne r^rere no longer seen as

the hearthy hrornan, reaching her natural potentiar but
rather, the woman, afraÍd of success, and enmeshed Ín the
weakness of her femininity. For these r¡romen, the rures
around roles changed

The generatÍon preceding this writer $¡as a

generat,ion of ltromen whose voice has seldom been heard in
the format,ion of theory, in any field, specifically in
this case, that of deriving gender rol-es and expectation.
As with any subordinate group in society, more powerful,

assertive groups have inposed themserves and their
beliefs upon then. Consequently, because hromen, and in
partÍcular these women, have not, been account,ed fgr in
the construction of much of the academically accrained
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pieces of knowLedge on gender rores, it v/as an important
endeavour to seek out, their thought,s on it.

Methodology

rnterviews with nine women hrere conducted to gather
infor¡nation f or this - project. The number of hromen

interviewed vras dependenÈ'upon the amount of incoming

data and, at the ppint in which the energing categories
became saturated. (Emerging -cat,egories refers to the
concepts which arise from the data. An exanpre of a

category nay be, rrcare giverr). saturation is reached

when no nehr infornation on the characteristics of the
categorÍes emerges (Fietd & Morse, l_985).

Anarysis of the data obtained from these interviews
adhered to the guiderines of grounded theory. This
methodology refers to- the process of simurtaneously

generat,ing and analyzing data and of'constantly comparing

the incoming data with previousry obtained data. À brief
overview of these methods includes:

1. Data collect,ion

2. Open coding of the'data - Opening up the data

for inquiry by scrut,ini zíng the data rine by line or even

word by word. At this point the researcher is looking
' 'l
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for explicit concepts and theiq conditions of occurrence,

relationships with other concepts and the consequences of
their occurrence.

3. Applied to Cat.egories Clustering t,ogether

into categories coded data which seem to fit together, or
refer Èo the same notion.

4. Àxial Coding Analyzing around one category.
This includes brea.king down a category and examÍning arl
that it covers and searching for a4y variations.

5. Core Coding Searching for a few central
categories which represent,s the central- phenomenon under

study

6. Theoretj_cal_ Sarnpling Going into other
theoretÍcar works to expand and elaborate on the core
cat,egory ( ies)

7. Menowriting Vüriting reflective notes

describing categories and their }inks. Thís funct,ion

should occur throughout the research process.

8. Final l{rite-up $friting up the data in
conbination with a commentary from other rit,erature and

sources. .l:
A further explanation of this process of research

can be found in the grounded theory section of this paper
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61).

computer program eualpro' .(Impulse Development

, a prograrn designed to manage qualitative data,
t,o aid in the work of organizing the J_ncoming

Format of the Interviews
Particiqants ., -

Homoqeneitv

Research is best carried out with groups of people

who are relatively homogeneous (Krueger, Lgg8).

Homogeneity can be sought out in terms of education,

family, âgê, social cl-ass, occupation, gender and age

(Krueger' 19Bg; Morgan, r.9gg). The particurars of this
homogeneity are determined by the purpose of-the study.
The researcher needs t.o decide who it is they want to
hear from and then look for participants who have those

characteristics. However, the researcher too needs to
invÍte individuars with sufficient variation among thern

to allow for contrasting opinions. As stated by Morgan,
tt...the goal is homogeneity in background, not in
attitudesrr (471 .

The homogeneity which brings this group together is
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theÍr experience as young vrornen growing up in the L9bOrs

and 1960's in canada. These are women who spent much of
their rives working in their home, situated within a

urban setÈing. Some of these hromen ilêyr at some point,s
in their lives, have worked out,side the home, however

what is of significangg is that, they perceived their job
of homemaker to have been'their primary career.

Samplinq

rn grounded theory it, is the inci-dents, events and

happenings which are being sanpled, not the individuals.
subsequently, opportunist,ic or purposefur sanpling
technigues are used (corbin & strauss, L99o). Forlowing
this manner, subjects are selected because of their
availability to the researcher as werr theÍr ability to
articulate the phenomena under study.

Participants for this study were sought out through
the use of snowbalr sampring and purposeful sarnpring.

snowbalr sarnpling hras utirized to begin with. This
refers to asking the initiar- participants about other
Índividuals who wourd be apþropriate for the study (Fierd
& Morse, 19BS). participants, if they do know of
appropriate individuats who may be interested in this
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project, vrere asked to fÍ]l out a consent forrn specifying
the names and phone numbers o-f potent,ial participants,
giving pernÍssion for myserf to contact then (see

appendix c). sanpling for this project began with an

interview wj,th one $¡oman who r had contact wj-th through
ny prace of enproyment (lvomenrs Hearth clinic). This
!'toman hras Ínvolved with varíous programs of the crinic
(as a volunteer ar¡d -as a client) .

snowbalL sampling was employed to generate a rich
data base and a series of concepts or categories which
begin to exprain this phenomenon. purposeful sampling

was then enployed. I{ith this second sampling techníque,

respondents who ¡nost furthered the development of the
emerging theory v¡ere selected - for example, participants
who had specific knowledge or understanding of the
phenomenon under study-.

The part'icipant,s in this study ranged in age from s2

to 64. They came from a variety of ethnic backgrounds,

Íncludíng German, Dutch, Mennonite, Eng]ish, Irish and

FrernÍsh. Three participants were rnarried at age

nineteen, one at twenty-one, two at.twenty-three, one at
twenty-four, one at twenty-six and one at twenty-sgven.
Eight of the nine participants hrere married at, the time
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of the interview, and one was divorced. All participants
were married one time. Arl part,icipants had children,
five women had two children, two hafl three, one had four
and one had six chil-dren. Alr part,icipants considered
being a homernaker their prirnary occupation, with four
also working outside .of the home part time during some

point, during their marriage. Five of the particípant,s
finished highschogl," and four had some post highschoor

education.

One-On-One Interviews

The toor used in eliciting information for this
research project was one-to-one interviews. These

intervie$rs nere set up in a semi-st,ructured format. This
flexible outline was of utmost inportance in gathering
emerging, open and rich data from the participants.

As Pat'ton states, rtThe purpose of an interview in
quarit,ative research is to find out what is in someoners

¡nind not, to put things in their mind' (j,ggo cited in
Maguire, L987, p, 134). To do this it is irnportant that,

the researcher doBs not gô into the interview with a

clearly laid out, list of expected t,opics, but rather that
he/she approach it with a general, frexibre format. The

'.



focus is not on preselecting the right questions, 
"::rather on the int,eraction, the process and the unfolding

of the subjectts point of view. The interactive aspect

of qualitative interviews opens up the discussion for
expansion and clarification.

fn this research pfoject each participant was asked

a series of open-ended questions. In keeping with the
procedures of grounded theory, these quest,ions vrere

subject to change as the interviews proceeded, and as

some concepts became more neaningful, and others became

irrelevant. The initiar interview fornat can be found in
Appendix A. This initial interview format was pret,ested,

so as to better ensure the relevance of the original
questions. fn this appendix, it wiII be found that there
are many potentÍal questions, however it must, be not,ed

that the purpose of this interview format was to provide

a place for the interview to begini as weII, to ensure

that, the issues the researcher wanted to address would be

asked of the participant. Hosrever, the direction of the

responses nas dependent upon the thoughts and experiences

of the woman being interviewed as opposed to rneeting any

specific criteria held by the researcher.

The interview format was altered after the second
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so. This second format can be found in Appendix B.

The locat,ion of the interviews r,ras dependent upon

the choice and the comfort of the participant and of the
researcher. some of the interviews were herd either at
the home of the partic-ipant or the researcher, and others
hrere held at, this researcher,s place of employment

(women's Health Çri'nic) , Arr interviews vrere audio

taped and were transcribed by the researcher.

Each interview began with a brief discussion of the
research project. rn this diarogue the foLl-owing factors
r{ere addressed:

L. Explanation of Qualitative Research I
exprained bríefry to the participant what quaJ-itatÍve

research lras and how it is carried out (qualit,ative
research seeks out thoughts, ideas, processes and

experiences of various phenomenon and through the use of
tools, such as interviews, works to understand

representat,ive individualrs understanding of such

incidents) .

2. Audio Taping and Note Taking

the part,icipant, the purpose of audio taping and, note

taking during the int,erview (in order to capture
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everything that the participant, is saying and for the
purpose of this research rnethodology). rt was explained
that' participants have the right to shut off the tape at
any point during the Ínterview. {s werr, participants
had the opportunity to review the not,es immediately after
the ínterview and could add any additional or clarifying
points

3. conf ident,iarity - ,u.n part,icipant was assured
of the confidentiarity of the infornation shared in this
project,. This was assured by having only myself
transcribe the audio tapes. A code number instead of a

nane !'¡as assigned to each participant prior to the
interview being transcribed. Any identifying infornation
(i.e. nanes, rocations, specific dates) was artered on

the transcript
4. consent forms: consent forms v/ere given to each

participant to sign - giving myseì.f permission to audio
tape the interview, transcribe-it, and utilize it as part
of the project,s' data and possible publication (see

Appendix c). These rerease forms hrere given to the
participants at lhe tine óf the interview. They vrere

first gÍven the opportunity t,o read it over, and then the
researcher went over it once more with thern prior.to
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signing.

5. Descript,ion of what Ínfornation bras being

sought¡ r expJ-ained that r was interested in hras the
participantst experiences and memories of growing up in
the 1940's and L95o's and what it meant to be a young

loman then and what it.means to be a v/oman now and what,

if any changes, have occurred and how they see these

changes inpactÍng.on thern. rt was. stressed that there

I'¡ere no right or wrong ansrJers and that the research was

seeking their feelings ideas and thoughts.

Participants r'/ere' then , asked if they had any

questions or concerns before going int,o this discussion.

Àfter the Interview

Following the interviews, the discussions were

transcribed within a-two week period. Three to four
weeks aft,er the int,erview, participants hrere given a copy

of the interview transcript,, and v/ere then provided with
the opportunity to add additional thoughts or

explanations. Following l,tacguire;" (tgBZ) example of
interview forrow up, r as*éa participants the forlowing
questions:

1. Are there any changes you would 1ike t,o make?

i

:.
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Any thing that you would like to take out or clarify
or add?

2. How did you feel about the interview?

3. As you read this transcrÍpt, what ideas or

insights do you get? (p. i.37).

Part,icipants then.either wrote out their responses

to these quest,Íons or went over thern wÍth myserf , either
on the phone or.. in person. The period in which

participants reviewed the transcripts !üas a tirne lirnited
opportunity (seven to ten days), so that I was able to
cont,inue on with their data analysis. Eight, of the nine
women responded to this, and none. of the eight, women

wanted alterations made on their transcripts.
The data obtained from this study (tapes and

transcripts) was stored in a secure, rocked f-ire cabinet
at the home of this researcher. A rnaster list of the
part,icipant,s and their consent forms rirere stored in a

separate secured fire cabinet, arso at the home of thís
researcher. This confidential information sharr alr be

destroyed following the completion of this project. AII
of the participants hrere rnáde aware of this.

Part,icipants will all receive a copy of the project
results following the completion of this study
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Confirmability

Phitlip Burnard (L99L) suggests the following
metlrods to of f set any potent,iar researcher bias in
int,erpreting the data. He first proposes that the
researcher have a colLeagü€, who is not invorved Ín the
project, but who is fgmiliar with content analysj.s, read
through three transcripts'and identify category systems.

From this, the re.searcher can- compare the resurts with
their own and discuss the sirnil-arities and/or

differences.

A second check Burnard (j.99j.) proposes is to go back

to three of the research partÍcipants with their
transcripts and have thern identify the major point,s that
they see ernerging. From this list conparisons can be

made with the researchers findings, and the -results can

be discussed

I submit in the case of this study that these

actions occurred in assuring confirmability in this
project,. Two colleagues, who were familiar with content,

anarysis contributed. their tirne to this project and

assist,ed in analyzing the data. Because all the
participants reviewed the transcripts fotlowing the

interviews, they all had the opportunity to highlight,
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key/inport,ant, concept,s.

Furthermore, by adhering to the guidelines of
grounded theory additional assurances vrere made that the

research findings hrere confirmabLe.

I am sensitive t,o the f act that many of the

experiences and rnemolies being discussed occurred more

than twenty years ago and may have been altered and

coloured with ting..fn this instance this t,ime gap $ras

consÍdered a strength. Not onty'vrere these nemories

Iikely modified with time, the sel-ect.ivity they represent

is important,. The study anticipated that those memories

would be elicited that bridge the consequences of the

changed societ,al expectations and the personal

experiences of the participants. Frigga Haug addresses

the irnpact, of memory work in research in her following
stat,ement, rrOur basic.premise vlas that anything and

everything remembered constitutes a relevant trace

precisely because it was remembered - for the format,ion

of identity,' (50).

A more detailed account of this research process can

be found in the fol]owing section.



The Research process

This project, began with a query on hromen who grew up

and made many of their major life choices in the 1950's

and the 1960's. My initial quest,ions focused around the
ímpact the feninist movement had on these womenrs ways of
being whether the movement, was sonething that,
encompassed the needs- of these hromen, and if it, hras a

movement that }eft, room for their voices to be heard?

I'ly initiar assumptions going into this project, were

that, wo¡nen of this generation serdon had a voice in the
construct,ion of sociarry accepted knowledge of
the¡nselves and were victÍrn to assumptions being made

about them by others with_ more powerful voices.
Furthermore, these vrere accepted $¡ays of being which
evolved over ti¡ne. During the j.95ors, !úhen it, v¡as

important that, these women abide by thei-r donestic
imperatÍve and become wives and ¡nothers, their deviat,ion

from these roLes rneant risking theÍr acceptance within
society. In the l-960rs and !97Ors, with the onset of
t'he femínist movement, women who worked within the home

were considered not to be living up to their fulr
potential and subsequentry, hrere considered to be

unmotivated.

My reasoning in the beginning vras that in order .to
understand the 'impact of the transforming role
expectation on women of this generation it was first

96
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important, to underst,and the perspective from which these
Ìdomen were based. what, v/ere their ideas of self and

their rores grounded in? How hrere these ideas being
reinforced in theír rives? what became obvious from the
perspective of these questions $ras that it was not about

indÍvidual women, but -rather about a society of women and

men who embraced the rores of appropriate behaviour.
Because this was seen as a social pattern, the riterature
revÍew began with a sociological perspective on vJhere

knowledge stems within a community and how and why that
knowledge is accept,ed by its inhabitants.

This then moved onto a discussion of what the
literature asserted the characteri=ti"r of the i.950rs and

1960ts generation of women to include. !ühat, became

apparent fro¡n this review hras that many studies s/ere

conducted by scholars.on theåe $¡onen indicating their
characteristics. üühat also þecame evident was the
excrusi-on of the womenrs voices themseLves in the finar
analysis of defining who they h¡ere. Because of this
oversight in much of the prior literature marking the
attribut,es of hrornen, it becarne of significant irnportance

that this study includer âs rnuch a possible,, the
participant's judgrnents and believes in the analysis. ,so
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in order for this study to achieve this, the l-iterature
revÍew moved onto a discussion of'feminist,, gualitative
research, focusing primarily on the inclusive attributes
of the nethodology. The specific quatitat,ive rnethodology

which lent itself the most, to the purposes of this
research project was grounded theory.

Upon decÍding upon 'the research intent, and its
methodology t came.. the next step of this project, the

developnent of the intervievr questions. Init,ially thÍs
query was posed t,o a class of social work graduate

students. A summary of this thesis ]iterature review and

proposal trere presented to a university class. Utifizlng
their perspect,ives and opinions, a discussion on possible

research questions v¡as held. In combinat.ion with the

results frorn this exercise as well as questions I had, a
starting quest,ionnaire was developed.

The questíons ûrere broken up into three cat,egories:

1. I,fhat was the social context from which the wornen

of the 1950rs and L960rs mad.e-thei.r life choices

2. Did partÍcipants perceive a change in social
expectations of women over'time, if so, what were those

changes, and how did they feel about them?

3. How do participants now fee] about what they pre
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doing in their lives, and if iney could woul-d they have

done anything different,ly in their lives?
These questions v/ere tested for their

appropriateness in a mock interview conducted with a

colleague. There s¡ere no significant changes made t,o the

quest,ions aft,er this._ 
.

The first two interviews with participants hrere then

conduct,ed. Both ..these !'romen were sought out through

personal contacts. After each interview, notes vJere

taken, marking ny initial impressions, noting any points

which appeared to be of initial significance, and any ner,rr

quest,ions which rnay be of signiticance in the following
interviews. The interviews v/ere then transcribed and

coded.

I then ¡net with a coLleague to discuss the emerging

codes, and together brainstormed the depth and pot,ential

of the codes at this formative stage. The themes which

began to emerge as significant, at this point, included:

choices, the evolving love relationship, children,
working out,side of the home, "n.ng", career, ,tit just

happenedrr, persgnal power, isolation vs. community,

marginalization of contrary perspectives, influence. and

control. Questions which emeiged, to keep in mind, lor
ì
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the subsequent interviews included:

How were these $romenrs voices expressed?

What choices do their daught,ers now have, how are

they different,, and how are they the same?

How do participants feel about themselves, in light,
of what is now available to women?

Do participants feel'that they made choices?

!{hat, h¡ere th-e circumstances around their marriage

choice and child choice?

Do they feel they played a part in the changes in
society? I{hat supports did participants feel they had as

young nomen, and what supports do.they feel they have

now?

Changes vrere then made to the interview
questionnaire, reflecting these queries. It hras

discovered as well, from these first two interviews, that
sone of the questions asked of the part,icipant,s were too
general, makÍng responses difficult. For example, one

question which participants hrere asked vJas, ,lrlhat !ûas

Iife like for women of the i-g5Ors and the i-960rs?tr. It
ûras found that because of how general this quest,ion was

that, it, was difficult to ansvrer. Because of this, it was
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then broken down into the following two more specific
questions: rrDid you feel any peer pressure to be a

certain way?rr, and |thlhat kinds of opportunities !î/ere made

available to you?rr.

The next three interviews $rere then conducted.

Contacts with these - participants' were made through

personal connections as we1I through reconmendat,ions of
$tomen made by the frirst, two participants. Each interview

v¡as transcribed by this researcher shortly after they

r'tere conduct,ed. Participants were sent a copy of the

interview, and were then contacted by rnyself to discuss

their responses to the interview. At no point throughout

this research process did participants rnake any changes

to their interviews. The rnaj or comrnent made by

participant,s $ras how difficult they found neading the

scripts. It was difficult because they never saw before

a document direct,ly quoting their conversation, and they

did not realize the grammar which appeared in the spoken

word compared to the written word (there are many more

pauses, and inconplet,e sentences, etc. ) . Because of this
uneasiness around reading'the transcripts, subsequent

participants v¡ere warned of this prior to their reading

their transcript,.
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After contact was made with participants on their
comments on the t,ranscrÍpts thêirinterviews $rere coded.

sorne of the codes which hrere established in the initiar
interviews li/ere used, as werl, some neh/ codes emerged.

upon conpleting these three more interviews, another
corleague of mine was _consurted to discuss and brainstorm
the pot,ential and depth of these emerging codes.

Through thÍs -contact it was discovered that many of
the ernerging codes discovered by myserf were

substant,iat,ed and reiterated by ny èorreague. The rnajor

codes at, this point included: farnily planning, busy,

notion of self in the context of family, support,
isolated and ronely, choices, finances, inportance around
getting married, what it meant to be a mother,

expectations (participants voiced that they -didn't, have

many choices and therefore didnrt rearry understand the
notion of sociaÌ expectations of thenserves, they just
did what was availabte), patterns of life styles, the
role of men, the process of decision making, work, the
contradictions apparent in the !üomenrs liberation
movenent,, homenaker vs. housewife and the home v¡as Èhe

fortress
I{hat began to emerge at this point was that many of the

tl 
'
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concepts on the fornation of knowledge, draft,ed in the
literature review of this project,.were being echoed in
the information being colJ-ected in the interviews.

Because of the depth and quant,ity of data that was

already being col-lected with these five participants, a

meet,ing was heLd with.shirrey Grosser, my advisor, and it
was decided that nine or ten interviews would suffice for
this project. .

sirnultaneously with the rast four interviews being
conducted, the emerging codes deveroped from the
intervie!ùs, were being organized and categorised. At one

point, when r felt t,otarly inundated in the amount of data
being corrected, the need of some nerd organizing forrnat
became apparent. There hrere =o *"ry codes and categories
t'hat' it became difficurt, Èo know what it was that hras

there. Moreover, it vras diffÍcurt to utilize the
supports of any colreagues in deciphering the codes

because there were just too many, and being spread out on

hundreds of sheets of paper it was difficult, to organize
or understand, or even to exprain the correction of ideas
Èo anyone. so at this point T wrote out each of the
codes on large pieces of construction paper, a sunmary of
the supporting comments made by participants, and where
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these comrnents could be found in the transcripts.
upon compì.etion of this massive organizational task,

each of the codes and its comrnents vrere cut out. codes

rirere then cornbined t,ogether with other, supporting codes,

in order t,o create categories, These categories were

t'ranscribed again on!9 another piece of construction
paper. rn this transcription, the categories r¡¡ere

sunmarized, and the -properties and qualities of each of
these categorles v/ere included-. At this point there s/ere

close to 5O existing categories.

Some of the themes which be.gan to emerge at this
point included: pattern, deviation, better, self
responsibirity, undifferentiated self, feeJ.ing of choice.
To help organize and decipher some of these ideas in
formation, another colleague v/as consuLted.- From this
day long dialogue, a theory began to emerge from the data
which explored the hrays in which thçse participants made

their rife choices in view of the context in which they

lived. rt became apparent frorn the data that what was

present hras a coll-ection of concepts which denoted the
context in which tþpse womeri *.u. their life choices, how

these life choices were accepted and how these ideas. were

then perpetuated by these $/omen, despite emerging social
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views to the contrary. A core variabrer so to speak,

energed. This variabrer âs v/as expected earrier onr
closery arigned itserf to some of the concept,s on the
formation of knowredge discussed in the r.it,erature
review. So the concepts elaborated upon in the
literature review es-tabrished a format by which the
results from the data could be explained.
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Chapter 4

Findings

Sunmary of Research Intent
The research quest,ions addressed in this project

h¡ere fashioned around the rives of women in the 19so's
and the L96o's !'¡ho beçarne homemakers and cont,inued to be

such, despit,e the societar change in the rate l-96ors and

L97o's which encoqraged women to not only maintain their
jobs as honemakers but to take on careers outside of the
horne as well. This project began as an exproration of
these woments perceptions of change over tine and worked

to discover the inpact these transforrning socially
constructed rore expectat,ions naa on their hrays of being.
The questions in this research project, ineluded:
First Section of ouestions

* How did they learn their appropriate roles within
society?

* What choices did they underst,and they had?

* I{hat $rere the assumed consequences behind Èhese

choices?

* How did these hromen feel'about, their life choices and

what, iropact did these decisions have on their perceptions

of themselves?
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Second SectÍon of ouestions
* Did they perceive a change in Èole expectations over
tine? ff so what was that change?

* How did these changes make themsel-ves known to the¡n?

* I{hat, was the inpact of these chânges?

* rn retrospect how do these $/omen feer about the
choÍces they had?. -

* If they could, would they do things different,Iy?
* How do they feel about the choices women no!/ have?

The theory which interprets the fÍndings of the
first set, of questions in this research project is one

which explores the ways in which individuals.rnold their
lives, attitudes, behaviours and. beriefs around the
society surrounding thern. rt is a theory which init,ially
emerged frorn the concepts gathered from the interviews
conducted v¡ith the participants in this study. rt was

then discovered that these ideas closely aligned
themselves with the, conceptb discussed in the riterature
review, focusing specifically on the discussions. on

knowledge formation. These concepts r,¡ere support,ed þy
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the writings of Berger and r,ucrmann (Lg66), Ramazanoglu
(1989), Gergen (r-9BB), Haug (r-983), srnith (r.990), Hubbard
(1988) ' and Gruck and Daphne (r.991). The theory which
emerged from the data gathered in this study uses the
concepts of these authors, however orders the ideas in a
vtay refrective of the. concept,s which emerged in this
study.

This theory bas four major conponents, and are as
follows:

1. Knowledge is pohrer; power is knowLedge

z ' rdeas are mai.ntained in a sociar context
3' Knowredge is conceiïed subjectively, but is

perceived as objective

4' The marginarization of contrary perspectives
This theory is best understood in terms of a

cycricar formation. one begins with a knowredge source
(knowledge is power), and then moves onto how that
knowledge source prays itserf out within a given
corununity (social context), to how individuals within
that conmunity embrace that knowlecge (object,ive
acceptance), and then how that knowledge is herd onto
despÍt'e opposing viewpoints which nay threaten .that
knowredge source (rnarginarizat,ion) (see Appendix E for
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diagrarn) . These components witl b.e further elaborated
upon in the following pages

A. Knowledge is power and power is Knowledgre

The first of the four components addresses the base
in which ideas are for¡.ed. Knowledge is pohrer and power

is knowledge. This knowledge source can stem frorn a
nunber of different origins. For exampì-e, it can ari_se

fron traditlon, curture, nedia, science, medical
influences, poriticar stances, famiries or personal
experiences. The heading knowledge is power and power is
knowledge is appropriate, in that. traditionally it is
those individual-s within a society or community who have
pohrer who are the ones to establish the knowledge base of
a community (Fee, 1991)

There are various revers of acceptance within
differing sources of knowledge. some sources of
knowredge are e¡nbraced by all or most individuars within
a given society, and sone are held by onry a few
individuals. so for example, one piece of knowledge

within a society mêy state tnat r¡romen are the naturarry
incrined gender t,o provide prinary care to chirdren.
This may be a knowledge source accepted by a rnajority of
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those within a society. rf so, chances are it, will be

expounded upon by various sources of knowledge withÍn
that society and could then be supported by institutions
such as t,radition, rerigion, science and the ¡nedia.
Another rever of knowledge is one which nay not be
accepted by the rnajority of those within a society, but
is however, strongly adopted by those of a smalrer
comrnunity. .: -

Depending upon the degree of acceptance and the
consequences of non acceptance of the knowledge it can be
more or ress difficult to transforrn. A knowledge or
berief which is deeply accepted and prayed out in many

different contíngents of a society wouLd be very slow to
change. However, a knowredge which is accepted by onry
a few and has li¡nited consequences upon its rejection may

be quite quick t,o change.

so essentialry, the knowJ-edge source is that in
which ídeas and concepts are grounded. rt can be

sourething which Ís enbraced by most within a society or
can be sonething which is understood and accepted by onry
a few. A knowredge source which is srow to change is
st'rongly embraced and is one which may have profound
consequences upon its rejection.

L



1950rs and 1960ts

As arready discussed in the literature review of
this project, the knowledge expounded upon in the 1950rs

and the 1960ts promoted the domestÍcation of women. Às

examined in the 1Íterature review, this concept
represented Ítserf through the media, lit,erature, and

research done on !¡omen, and subsequently became a wide

spread expectatÍon on how wonen were to rive out their
Iives.

The forrowing sect,ion of this paper will ilrustrat,e
the concepts which emerged as televant from the words and

experiences of. the participants in exproring how this
not,ion of domesticat,ion played itself out in their lives.

B. Ideas are Maintained lVithin a Sociat Context

This component, ideas are maintained within a social
context,, addresses how a knowLedge source is rnaint,ained

and played out within a given society. The primary

assumption here is that ideas, roles, norms, lavrs and

social patterns ar,e creatéd to fit within a knowledge

base. I{hen this occurs, instiLutions and structures
within a society are such that they maintain and

1LL
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perpet'uate a knowledge base. The social cont.ext is that,
which manifests the knowledg" "ourcä. The more factions
of a society which declare and reinforce a cert,ain piece
of knowredge, the stronger that knowredge wirr. be in the
minds and heart,s of its indivÍduals.

From the dat,g gathered in this study, a number of
categories emerged as being reLevant when depictÍng the
structure of society when these v/omen were young and

naking decisions regarding their life direction. These

cat,egories included: choices available, finances,
pressure to be a honemaker, work when it was

acceptable, marriage choice, children choice, narriage
relationship, pohrer dynamics within the marriage
relationship, menrs role, support, and vurnerabirity of
hlomen within the marriage relat,ionship.

Limited Choi-ces Available
t{omen in this study identified that there hrere few

life choices available, rít was either a or b. r (2) , as

one v¡omen connented. Another hromen stated that she.fett
that hras not even availabre, rather, there vrere ,no
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choices,

l{hen I grew up, there hrere no êhoices, f donrt think
!îIomen even worked (03).

However, for the most, part, r¡/omen identified their career
choices to have been one of two opt,ions, a nurse or a

teacher. As stat,ed by.one woman:

It, was important to become a nurse or teacher,
because those..were about the few positions you could

get a job (S).

Despite sone participants acknowJedging some career

options, they arl discussed the overriding pressure which

influenced women to become hornemakers. For most r¿rromen,

jobs ¡'ere something that they did until they married and

had children

I{e11, it was until you found the right, rna.n (work and

education) (01).

An assunption exist,ed that $/omen wduld eventualry marry

and have chirdren, and these rerationships wouLd then
dicÈat'e their primary rore. subsequentry, many women did
not put much energy or importance into their educat,ion.

This factor, that women did not pursue their education or
other careers could be grounded in that

1. Not nany educationar choices lirere made avairable
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to wonen.

-. -and we didn't have the choices in schoor either,
we onry had about grade L0 education Ín the smarl
town...so there $/asnrt too much available (9).
. . . hrhen r was a teenager you would never hear of
that (a woman goilg in to be a 1awyer or a doctor),
you would hear of a girl going into nursj_ng, but
that, wouLd be about as far as she would go (9).
2. rt, wasnrt expected or encouraged that women would

pursue an education. '

rn those days it was an exception if you wanted to
go to university...it didn't seem as if it were a
priority (zl.
I{e were never encouragied to go to university. rt
qras never t,alked about (1).
3. Educat,ion would be pursued in isolat,ion of other

young hromen.

None of ny friends went to University... (2).
4. There hrere few career options f or ü/omen to choose

from.

rt wasn't as;important to finish high schoor as it
is now. rf you could get a job and make sornething

of yourself it wasn't as inportant to finish high
,::i
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school (S).

5. l{ork wourd be a ternporary condition due to the
pressure to work wÍthin the horne.

There was not much encouragement for a v/oman to get
an education, because she would just get, married
anyvrays (1).

So as far as choices availabLe
educat,ional pursuils- for women,

if they were avail_abIe, they
readably accessible.

Alr the women in this study .spoke of the social
expect,ation or the assumption that they wour-d become a

wife, mother and homemaker. some addressed this by
stating that this was what most of their friends dÍd and
subsequently, felt peer pr"==rrr" to do the same. As one
part,icipant states,

They hrere arr- wanting to get narried. seerns to ne,
that, vras most of ny friends, goals then, t.o get
married (02),,

other participants stated that being a homernaker was. just
what women did,

in regard to career or
few were available, and

hrere not encouraged or
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You were supposed to have a family and be

married....getting married and having a farnily hrere

what women did (04).

Being a homemaker hras the one obvious and non-
debatable life choice that v¡omen had. This role hras

accepted by the women -in this study as being the ,properrl
choice, and for some, the'natural choice to rnake,

You becane a þonernaker, it was sonething you didn't
have to defend. . . it was the naturar thing to do

(06).

It was expect,ed and it was so¡nething you accepted,
r mean it didnrt enter your mind. rr [not to become a
honemakerl (6).

The h¡onen in this study spoke of how once a vJornan was

married, and especiarly upon having chir.dren, it v¡as

expect'ed that they wourd stay home and care for their
children.

ft was just the acceptable thing to do, to get
narried you, you had your steady person, you settled
downr you start a family-(07).

Another $roman comments on this by saying,
...he was the traveÌler, and f was. the Lg year.old
and r stayed home and r baked the cookies... r was
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just the no¡n (4).

It was an exception if a -hroman did go out to work.

Women addressed this when they spoke of the few

individuals that they knew who were working outside of
the home.

Most of then hrere.like rnyself , quit their jobs to
stay with their children...one frj-end out, of ten

that kept on her job and she didn't have any

children (09).

Wornen discussed the social pressures present which

reínforced the notion that r^romen should work within the
home. For example, whether or not a $roman worked within
the home, became a reflection- of who these !ìromen $rere.

One participant stated that s/omen who worked outside of

the hone !'rere considered to be selfish and self centred,

and those who worked within the home, giving. Another

participant spoke of how her husband reacted to her

thought,s of seeking out employment,,

He told ne I guess when I did go to work, dontt

think what you will make, if you have to do it for
yourself, if lrou have to get out, then to go ahead

and do it because I only made minirnurn hrage any$rays

(4).
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For thÍs $/oman the option of working outside of the home

ütas enmeshed in the subt,le message dissuading her fron it
in that it was a serfish act. womenrs work r,\ras as weLL

acknowledged as serfish by the fact that their working
took jobs a!üay from men.

other pressures- .to work within the home hrere
ericited through farnÍry members. some of the hromen in
t'his study spoke of, their husbands either disapproving of
then, or not arrowing them t,o work outside of the horne.

My husband didn't approve of me working, he wanted
me to be hone. But he didn't say anything until
after r had reft ny job and he said that he was grad
that r üras home again, because the children need me

at home (6).

one thing is that he wouldn't let me work. He said
that his mother never had to work and he didnrt want

me to work (9).

rt' $¡as made crear from the experiences of the
part'icipant,s that, becorning a homemaker was the onry rear
choice available to the young v/omen of this time. This
was rnade known t,o , then by þresenting itser-f as the one

obvious, and thus the most undisputed choice, as well as

the pot'ential sociar depiction of then if they were ,t,o



choose otherwise.

Mutuallv Exclusive

women spoke of the choices avair-able as being
Iimit,ing and mutuatly- exclus j-ve.

There seemed to be br-ind roras, rike there was

nothÍng elser.. except, thatr Do other arrangement,

there see¡ned to be. you got narried, had chitdren
and your hornernaker's rore t oE singre and you had

your ordn career, and house, or whatever, apartment,
and that was it, and your friends, and that, was

about, it, kind of thing, yoü had nothing alsor 'o
other diversÍty (o7).

lilo¡nen who pursued their careers, often dÍd so at the
expense of raising a- family. rt seemed for some

part,icipants that t,o choose to work towards a career
meant that they would relinquish In"it opportunity of
raising a fanily.

You didn't have to make a choice between them...r
think the women who worke-d $/ere rearly truly career
oriented, rike they wourd rather work than raise a

fanily (08).

t_19
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rf 
'¡omen 

did both, sought out work as werr as
raÍsed a famiry, they would suffer the judgernents of
society.

It was kind of a norm that a homernaker was

respected because she stayed home with her children
and it was kind gf more negative to go out and work
(05) .

Another part'icipant spoke of her reaction to a

neighbour who said that she would rather work than st,ay
hone with her children,

Ànd she openry adnitted that they she did not want
to be a home with her children, she wanted t,o pursue
her career... And then r openry said werr why in the
wonrd did you have chirdren, if you got married and

didnrt want children, then why didnrt you do

sonething about it, if your career is more

important than your children (6).

I{hen speaking about working out,side of the home, the
participants in this study'discussed when it rnight, be

appropriate for a woman to be both a nother ang an

enployee. At no point did any of the participants speak
i.t.
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of !ùomen working for any reasons of personal

sat,isfact,ion. This ilây, to some ext,ent, be a resurt, of
the types of jobs availabre t,o womgn. These v/ere, for
the most, part, meniat labour positions with minimum wage

(coser, L97L'). But even though these hrere the positions
that $/ere avairabre, - v/omen who worked out,side of the
horne, aside from those 'üromen who worked under the
condit,ions being discussed here, ùere regarded by many

participants as being selfish and neglectful of their
children.

Participants saw it as being acceptable for a Ì,¡oman

to work outside of the home when their work condit,ions
could operate around their f arnily obJ-igations, as

demonstrated in the following quotes t
...well one girlfriend used to crochet,.to make

things to seII on the side, Iike tupperware

parties, things like that used to really be the
thing. Anything that nua to do with in the home

stuff (7) .

I did selI Avon for a while, and I did do that
when the tirne, suited me, in and amongst the
fanily (B).

The other situation when it, was okay for wonen to work
!
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outside of the homer ês these two participants pointed

out, was when it was necessary for'the financial survival
of the family.

f can see a s/oman whors on her own and raising
children, then thatrs a different story (4).
...€t mother shou_ld stay home, unless she is forced
to go to work (6).

However, even those women who are rrforcedr! out to
work, because of economj-c reasons, participants spoke of
it being bet,ter if they cour{ be financia}ty supported

and re¡nain working within the home.

But' there are some mothers who are single, nothers

who have to work, and it would be nice if they had

enough money to look after their own kids (3).
Another participant spoke of how it, hras as welr

acceptable for a vroman to work to support her husband

t'hrough schoor, in order for him to get a bett,er paying
job.

I{ork was sonething that homemakers would moLd around

their responsibilities within the ho¡ne. To work rneant,

that one did not neglect their families, and if a !,roman

did work the primary excuse would be that she qas a
singre parent and worked for the financial survivar,of
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the fanily. Family was always t,o come first,,
As a parent your children should always come first
(5) .

And my husband didnrt approve of me working, he

wanted me to be home. But he didnrt say anything
until after I lef! my job and he said that he was

glad that I was home'again, because the children
need me at ho.ne (6).

Even though a wonan may have ü/orked outside of the
home, it !'/as ¡naintained that it v¡as still her prinary
responsibility to care for the home and for her children.

I think it must be a lot of stress on a girl t,o take

her child at daycare, take it ho¡ne, and if she has

a husband who works as hard as her, and the house is
piling up with mess (4).

Finances

When speaking about, financial weLl_ being, all but,

one participant shared the same message,

We had nothingr !üê were very poor when we st,arted

off (1).

Anot'her participant shared her .experiences in. .her
statement,
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A lot of hard times when we first got narried and

had our first baby, v¡e had to save for an

undershirt, it, was realry tough...But you do it (g).
Furthermore, for some v/onen, fi-nanciar independence

was not, obtained unt,ir shortry before they !,/ere married.
Those who came from financialry less well- off families,
spoke of relinquishing their pay checks to their parents
unt,it they vrere tw-enty one.

wit'h the economy the way it was in those days, r had

to Leave school and r worked in a general st,ore
unt,iÌ f was Zt (6).

The Marriqge Choice

ThÍs section discusses the context in which these
Iâromen decided to get married. As previously-stated, it
$ras an over riding assumption in society that v/omen were

t'o marry and have chirdren. subsequently, the choice was

not grounded so much in whet-her or not one wourd geÈ

marrÍed, but rather who it was that they would marry. As

one hrolnan co¡nmented, she didnrt make nany choices, rather
she fert things ttjr+st happéned", but the one import,ant,

choice that she felt that she dÍd make was around who it
was that she was going to marry
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!{hen discussing the context in which women made

their marriage choices, a rninority of the v/omen who

participat,ed in this study said that they had dat,ed their
husbands for a few years before marrying them, and

subseguently felt that they knew then quite werr. The

reasons they ident,ifi-ed for marrying were grounded in
making an informed choice; and knowing their partners.
Their expectations.. of rnarried rife forlowed in that they
!ìIere looking towards a life of rnoderat,ion in which they
would buy a home and have chiLdren. one woman in
describing her expectations of, marrj_age stated,

No big expectations realry, r didnrt want a milrion
dollar house, nothing tike that, to have a
comfortable Life and bring ny children up (8).
However, the majority of v/omen spoke - abouÈ not

really knowing their husbands before making the decision
to marry. As one v¡oman stated,

r knew hin quite werr, but, quite well as a teenager,
just rooking at, ar.Ì the good poi-nts and not what,

Life wilt really be like (05).

I{hen asked about what Í,,ras invorved in their choice
marriage, it was ascertaine$ that there hrere a number

sÍgnificant, fact,ors which influenced their choices.

of

of
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These factors Íncluded: it was the right time (pressure
to marry young) ; being r!in lover! ; holding onto the
rrmarriage dreamtt; and, searching for a way to have more

control over oners ohrn life. -

a. The Right Tirne

I{e were very poof , but the time was right (01).
As ascertained from'the i-nterviews, some vromen

discussed how they. felt there rÂ/as a rrrigh¡rr and a ',srrong,,
tÍ¡ne to narry. The circumstances around the correctness
of the narriage timing, was rargely deternined by the age

of the hroman. rn this study three hromen v/ere married at
L9, two women at 21, one woman at 23, one at 24, one at
26 and one $roman at, 29.

ïn regard to the correctness around the marriage age

one participant stated, _

...the younger the better (7,).

There !üere however, circumstances in which one courd
be too young. This v¡onan, then went on to talk about a
friend who married at 1-6, and this was too young, and so

the marriage hras kept a secret untiL they !ì/ere age

appropriate. 
ì

There was such an acceptance of women narrying young

t'hat, for some, marrying young hras. nore irnportant than
l.
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any personal uncertainties or misgivings regarding the
marriage choice. A few participants spoke of their
parents' hesitancies regarding their marrying so young,
but t'hese feerings were overshadowed by the pressure to
marry by a specific tine

she Èhought' 2J- wgs too young (the participant's
mother), but she knew that that, was the cycre (oz).
Another woman spoke of bêÍng warned by her priest,

not to marry the man she was engaged to, and her response
to this s/as,

But r courd never see myself being single at that
point of my life, it was totally out of the
quest,ion. Like he was sort, of sentencing me,

you niz [sic] welr send ne to prison, like that
was sheer torture, as far as I was concerned (7).
Subsequently, there 

'¡ras a grèat deal of pressure
placed on vromen t,o marry by a certain age. The women who

identified age as being a significant fact,or in their
narriage choice, and yet did not marry by what they fett,
hras the age appropriate time, fert a sense of urgency
around their getting married.

And r had been a bridesmaid, bridesmaid, bridespaid,
and I thought when is it going to be ny turn (OZ,) .
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Another woman stat,ed,

If you didnrt get married past the age ot Z0 because

you r¡/ere getting older. f donrt know, itrs just the
feeJ.ing you got, pressure on your you had t,o fÍnd,
you had t,o dater you v/ere looking for that mate

(07).

b. The Dream

Sorne of the .,wornen in this study vrho didn, t know

their partners weLL before marrying trrern ident,ified their
reasons for marriage as being buirt upon a dream notion
of what life would be rike being married. one hroman

recounted that despit,e the fact that she did not, know her

husband to be, they really did }ove each other. other
women spoke of their att,achnent to the irnpending life
style that marriage would bring

I thought it, was wonderful, I could just stay home

aII day and do nothing, and have children, and live
a life of leisure (02).

Another vroman stated that ,

The nain thing in life that yôu were supposed to
have a family and be marrj-ed and I thought

everythinçt hras wonderful (4).
These !,romen spoke of their expectations of the men that
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they Ì'rere going t,o marry, and their thought,s of who they

wourd be. These irnpressions hrere roote¿ as welr in the

rearm of the dream worrd as can be noted in the following
quotes:

I had this vision of prinie charmj.ng come riding in,
and was suppose !o sweep you off your feet and were

suppose t,o live happtly ever aft,er (OZ).

Another woman staÇed,

He had been working on his ohrn, and he had a car,
and nobody had a car in those days, I mean it was

wonderful, this man knew everything (O4).

c. More Control Over Things

For some hromen their expecù,ations of narriage
incruded the notion of marrj-age bringing on a drearn like
IÍfe style, but, as wel1 would provide either- a solution
to probrems they r¡rere 'living tn with their faniries of
originr or would provide them with some authority, so

they could take more control in their lives. For

exarnpler ês one rrùoman stated,

But I thought getting married at ninet,een was the

answer t,o everything (o¿).

Another v¡oman commented when speaking of what rnarriage

would bring for her
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f didntt really have a home, and so I could have a
home life that f could caLl my ov/n (3).

Another !üoman, in speaking of her fear of her farnily
dying off, because there v/ere few children or young

people, spoke of how marriage would provide her some

Ieverage in holding hgT family tog"tn"r,
That, v¡as the fear of 'being on my own totally. And

Iiving with such an older generation, and I would

rather have sonething of my ovrn, and I wanted to
enJ-arge that farnily group. Like if I had a fanily
of my own, it would be nicer, I could keep thís
going... I thought f woul_d have more control over it
(7) .

As discussed in this section on rnarriage choice,
part,icipants addressed the conditions in which they
sought out their rife partners. rtr mosÈ partÍcipants
these decísions rrere grounded in the pressures of getting
married and the promises of the hopes and dreams of the
future rather than on the qdalit,ies or characters of
their spouses and on their'relationship.
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Children Choice

For the participants in tnir study, the time which

Iapsed between marriage and the birth of their first
child were: 13 rnonths, 15 months, 18 months, two years,

three years, three years and four years.

Having chiLdren.. . hras not something that the
participants identified as'something that they decided to
or not, t,o do. Havi.ng-.children was rather something which

ttjust happenedrf to couples, often early on ín narriage.

As one wonan co¡n¡nented,

... it, was happening to everybody e1se, it wasnrt

frowned upon, you expect,ed it, it was a possibility
because you were married (OB)

It just happened in those days, it r¡rasnrÈ a

surprise, yoü didnrt have the same opportunit,ies

that you have now,. to make those choices (Og).

Another woman stated,

We were in our early twenties and everyone had

children right, away (OZ).

!{hen speaking about their thoughts around having

children most women commented on the lack of control
around choice. This v¡as sornething which was . due

primarily to the lack of adequate birth control. As one

i
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$roman stated,

I dontt think we planned it,, maybe we did, I canrt
even realry remember. r mean in those days there
$rere no such things as diaphragms or anything (04).

Another participant stated,

lile wanted the ch-i.Idren, and today I think young

people can plan their fa¡niries. There vrasnrt, the
thing of birË,h-controL (06).

some s¡omen wanted chir-dren soon after marriage, so

that thís lack of control was not a pFoblem, whereas for
other hromen, who hoped to wait a few years, this did pose

an inconvenience for then. unplanned pregnancy was

spoken about by them as a mj_nor inconvenience in that,
none of the women, in retrospect, begrudged having the
children, it was just something which happened too soon,
and something which they had -no control over. As one

hrornan conmented,

There hrerenrt many that said r want to get married
and have a baby in L0 nonths, but it, did happen

(01) .

This hroman however, stated l-ater on that her feelings
would have been very different had the birth controL
never worked and she would have continued to have
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children. so at some point in time, this r{rornan did feel
that she did have some sense of contror over her body and
the whole birth control process.

some participants did wait a few years before having
their chirdren. one hroman was married in her mid
twentÍes, and at that_tirne had access to birth contror,
and made the decisi-on to wait before having children
because of problens .in her marriage relationship.

Another participant who didnrt have children until
after a few years of marriage, $ras having difficulties
getting pregnant, and as a result of this fert very left
out' and isorated from her comrnunity. Even though
pregnancy wasn't something that !ì/omen necessarily
pranned, it was something that v/as expect,ed to happen.
rf pregnancy didn't happen, this circumstance- courd have
been seen as a source of isoration. For this woman there
was a sense of a |trigh¡tt and a ,,v¡r'ongrr tine for having
children and gett,ing pregnant. The right tirne was being
in one's early twenties, and married, and the wrong time
was later on in rife or before -marriage. As she states,

.A'nd you didn't, r dÍdn'È indulge in pre-mari-tal sex,
oh nor you didnrt , you lived in fear of getting
pregnant, that was it, what did we know of disease

.:.,,

.''--'.
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(2).

Here agaÍn is the =.rr=" o, nôt having any cont,ror.
over the pregnancy occurring, there vras no birth contror,
and hence no sense of having any personaÌ contror over it
happening, or not happening.

Even with the one. permanent rnethod of controlling
birt'h, a hysterect,omy, it' was out of the hands of the
l¡omen and in the.hands of their physicians. As one

participant commented, it was not a decision entrusted to
individuar women but, rather to their doctors. As she

indicat'ed, it was the doctor who decided that a r¡üoman

indeed did want, chir.dren, and secondly that she would not
be allowed to folrow through with the operation until she

had had rtenough' chirdren, a nunber deternined by the
!ûomants doctor to be no less t,han three

The Marriage Relationship

The inportant point made by one of the participants
t'hat, it, was who they married which $/as the most

important choice that they made was reinforced when

discovering the dynanics arid roles expected within the
marÍtar relationship. vthat became apparent,, when any of
the part,icipants discussed $¡omen, s roles and
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responsibilities within the marriage rel_ationship, was

t'hat the ¡naintenance of the relatlonship as well as the
furfilment. of the emotional needs of farnily members, h¡as

the hromants responsibility. !{omen hrere handed the
responsibility for the success and happiness of a farnily
unit. As one vroman stated,

r had to make sure that everything r¡ras secure and

happy, no matter how tired you hrere that other
people hrere arways important first. They had to be
taken care of, and always worrying if something

happened (S).

Moreover, not only hrere v/omen responsibre for the
e¡notionaL state of the farnily unit)
the needs of their farnily þefore
part,icipant, identÍfied clearly that
the man, who was responsible and

childrenrs needs before their own,

I{hen hromen have children, the chirdren need to come

fÍrst r think. rt is their responsibility, they
are dealing with a hurnan Life (6).
rn discussing,Fhis profound responsibirit.y women had

for the emotional stability and happiness of their farniry
members, sone participant.s spoke of the energy th.ey

'

they were to place

their ov/n. One

it was the woman, not
hras to place their
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experLed in det,ermining and meeting the needs of others.
As one noman comment,ed,

...Ì{romen were washing walrs, they v/ere doing arl
sorts of things for their husbands and arl the meals

that they wourd get ready for them...oh r waxed my

floors this week_qnd ny husband thought... We

vrere always doing thÍngs for our husbands (2).
rt was, in f,act, a v¡oman,s contribution to the

relationshipr ês another woman stated, that she would
make everything nice for her husband for when he came

ho¡ne from work. Another parti"ipurrt said that if a woman

didn't make everything fine within the ho¡ne, her husband

had no reason to come horne from work

...but if you have a real messy house¡ why shourd a

husband co¡ne home after work. ff you have a

bitching house then why shoutd he come home from

work. No wêy, a man has to get up every morning,

shave every morning, get dressed, go to his job
and has a wÍfe and two or tnree kids and a
mortgage, I mean therers a lot, of pressure on a man

(4).

so, according to a numuer of participants in this
study, it was in essence the responsibility of the wonan

ì
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to keep her marriage rerationship together, and she could
do this by keeping a crean and stabre home. rf there
should be problens within the -rnarriage relationship, it
was up fo the woman to keep it together. one woman

comment,ed on this
...if you got, marri-ed and things didnrt work, then
you worked at it and'worked at it and made it work
and stayed in..the rerat,ionship... the wife, the wife
[!rho worked at it] (z) .

And if there hrere problems that werenrt resoLvable it was

because the woman v¡asnrt working hard enough at keeping
the relat,ionship together. As one participant, st,ated,

...if they lwomen] put as nuch work into their
marriages as their work then there may not be so

many separat,ions and divorces (4) .

Those participants who spoke to the power dynanics
within the marriage relationship either acknowledged
outright that the man was the one who made the deci-sions
in the famiry or that deciÉions ü/ere made equalry with
the husband remaining head of the home. For exampre,

Because rtm very much in that pattern that you are
Ì,

' ' ,. .-.]
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a support to your husband (1).
I have always let him make the decisions (4).
r have just always fert rike r was the back harf of
the two of us, rike he makes tn" a..isions and r
have gone along (4).

one part,icipant, spoke of how men having the control
over rnaking deci.sions in the iamity was something which
hras generally acce.pted within society.

subservient. r think rnainry that [when describing
narriages of the l_950,s and J.960/sl (2).
other participants spoke of how they felt they made

equal decisions in their relationships and yet aLso spoke

of their husbands having the controÌ over finaL
decisions. For exampre, as one participant stated,

...râromen should have an equar say, but, the final
decÍsion r leave to my husband. rtrs simple. IToo]
many $romen wear the pants in the house (3).
Another wonan spoke of hôw within her rerationship

decisions hrere rnade mutually. However, this vroman spoke
as welr of how, in the decision of whether or not she

wourd work outside of the home after marriage, despite
her wanting t,o, her husband wourd not allow her to..
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Menrs RoIe

I{hen speaking about the role expectations of men

wÍthÍn the faniry unit, it hras clear in arr j-nterviews

with participants that men hrere responsible for the
financiar werl being of the famiry. Às one woman st,ated,

...they just assumed they hrere the supporter of the
fanily (8).

A good relat,ionship was one in which the husband provided

good financial support and v¡as a good father to the
children

I couldntt have asked for a better husband, he

a wonderful provider and a wonderful father to
children (9).

Anot'her hroman spoke of how before she met her husband she

was involved with another man, who because it was assumed

by his parent.s could .not adequat,ely support her, his
fanily act,ively worked towards ending the rerationship.

Participantst reactions to this rol-e arrangement

varied. For sone part,icipants, tfr"V felt that men had a
great deal of responsibility in furfitling their roles.
For exampler

Everything revolves around hin and he has to see to
it that we have food and clothing and a roof over

."

$tas

the
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our head, that, just every aspect is on his
shou1ders... (6).

one participant pointed o!¡t that the responsibirity
vras so much so with the men that it did not alrow for
women to assist in securing financiar st,ability within
the family. rf a hrom4n did work to herp out the famiry
financially, it was recogni.zed as a faiJ.ing of the man.

.. . it, alnost .seened rike there was a taboo against,

it, lÍke ar¡nost r.ike the guy shourd be bringing in
the bread and the wife shourd be staying horne, that
kind of thing... rt was kind of srander, ar-nost on
him, because he couldnrt support the farni1y... (7).

Another woman fert, that within that accepted rore,
men had nore freedom than women to partake in other
activities outside of tne rarniìy. other womeh cornmented

on feering isorated within their rore, and not spendíng
rnuch tirne with their husbands,

r always felt rike a hoter, cook whenever he got
hone you know, the kids and r ate, and then r arways

had to have food ready (3).
r thought my qarriage v/as a bit lonesome, because my

husband was away quite a rot....and with the rit,tle
ones it was a little bit Lonesome (B).

.
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Another !'roman commented on how what he did felt, very
separat,e from what, she did,

...€rs far as the marriage, he did his own thing, he

went to his own meetings, his.own jobs, and never
interfere with hin when he is at work (4).
Regardless of any. possÍbre negative feerings hromen

may have had about this role arrangement, none comment,ed

that Ít shourd haye- been uny tan"r vray, rather, it was

just the expect,ation that men would,

...get a job and support the farniry, basicalry that,
(s) .

To get anything more in a rerationship, aside from
being a good financial support, r¡/as over and above their
basic expectat,ions. As commented on by one of the
participant,s , -

. . . and you hrere pleased with that (providing
financiat support). some fathers were more invorved
with their chitdren than others, but that was just
personality and opportunity (g).
Those who did have more in their relationship

considered thernselves an e*ception to the rure and were

fortunate. For exanple, one rÁ/onan commented about her
rerationship with her husband, where she felt she
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There really arenrt many husbands like mine, Ir,o
really convinced of that, he was just rearry great,
even though he worked rong hoursr wê had a great
relationship [when talking about the ear]-y stages of
their relationship, (1) .

Another vroman as werl. commented on her good fortune
that, her marriage .$¡a6 one where she received additional
support from her husband,

r don't thÍnk everyone hras as fortunate as r was...
in the sense that with the marriage (6).
Again it is important to note that despite the fact

that the participants perceived the maintenance and.

establishment of a happy hearthy naritar relationship as

the woman's responsibirity, they did not hold-themselves
responsibre when it did.happen, but rather spoke of this
condition as an act of good fortune.

Support

The section support addresses what participants in
thÍs study identified as beii,g the supports available, or
the rack of supports available to women working within
the home

''
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Fro¡n the data coLlected a number of concept,s beca¡ne

apparent. The first point focusès not so much on what

supports were available, but, rather on how support hras

perceived. Some partícipants, when discussing support,
expressed the inportance of managing problems and

difficurties on their:. .ovrn, and fert encouraged by their
communit,ies not to seek out external supports.

...f think p,eople v¡ere frowned upon, we didn't, have

things like self-hel_p groups or things that women

would go for support anywhere. I think that people

were expected to work through things thenselves.

Be strong. t{ork it through, handle it (O2) .

Because of this pressure to work things out on

one's ohrn and not seek out support,, the additionar
pressures of keeping others from knowing th'at probrems

may have existed was- as werr acknowredged by some

participants.

Yes, and not, only your self, your farnily, God forbid
the neÍghbours would. I think people hrere very
conscious of what the neighbours would think of
anything (02).

Subsequent,Iy, with this attitude, there was the preÞsure

to make everything look perfect within the home
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The nicer horne you had the better you were looked

upon. The more, if your r^/ere a good cook,

housekeepêr, kids clean. . .perfect wife, perfect,

homemaker... (OZ).

Furthermore, as expressed by this rôroman, a pressure was

felt, from those aroun{.to find out otherrs inadequacies

or J-mperfections

It seened that everyone was looking for dust on top

of your shelves before ttiey came into your house

(07).

As some part,icipants spoke of their actj-ve attempt,s

at naint,aining the secrecy of problerns and upholding a

good irnage in their communj-ty, other participants nade no

mention of the availability of enotionaL support. For

these participants, when asked about support, the
supports which were acknowredged and discussed $/ere ones

which. made the physical act òf homemaking more

rnanageable, for exanple, assistance in babysitting or

exchanging recipes.

Community Support

Despit,e the fact, that it was significant for women

to ¡naintain a good image within the community, and
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prevent, others frorn becoming a$/are of any significant
problems, it hras within the cornrnunity that rnost women

found support.

At that time there was good community, a lot, of
women stayed ho¡ner so you went rrcoffeeingt,, and

taking your chitdren to different areas (05).

I think on our street alone there v/ere only two

gals who worked outside the home. The rest of the

nothers stayed with t,heir children, and then you get

involved (06).

Participants spoke of how these relationships were

associated around the rore of homemaker. These women

$rere held t,ogether by the fact -that they all were working

within the home, and many of the friendships $rere

grounded within these fanily roles
I{e would all get together and have our knit,ting
parties and what not, and for our children hre Ìdere

making them (B).

Another hroman nentioned a simil_ar scenario,

And rny girtfriends who had children before me, lúe

all get together and have our knitting parties and

what, not and for our children what v/e were making

them....around the children mainly (the
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relat,ionship) (e) .

Support was Dependent Upon:

As one part,icipant díscussed, if one were t,o leave
the communÍty they would risk rosing their support,

systems. subsequentry, women who moved around a great
dear and/or who trere 'never established withín a

cornmunity, lr¡ere isorated fron this source of support,.

I{e moved a lot, so no, I really didnrt have a very
strong support, systen (j.).
I{hen discussing other factors on which support was

dependent, some participants discussed that to receive
community support one had to behave or think in a certain
way. As one part,icipant expressed;

...naybe you didnrt get to know thern because their
principre or theÍr outLook in life wasn't the same

(08)

subsequently, the avairabirity of support was something

dependent upon fitting in with the community. Those who

did not fit in and yet lived in the cornrnunity felt the
isolat,ion of being differeirt. one participant who fett
isolation, because she h¡as working at home and was

chirdress (not of her ov¡n choice), described her
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experiences of this,
I would just, Ìísten to them, say what they had done,

they were washing the walls, they vrere doing all
these sorts of things for their husbands... and they

all had children at that tine,..I was so 1eft, out
(02).

Isolation from community support hras as well
dependent upon how ¡¡elr one with probrems was abre to
avoÍd sociar scrutiny. when participants addressed

issues, such as teen pregnãncy, they spoke of how

fa¡nilies with unwed pregnant daughters would hide or
isorat,e thern from others in fear of having the whole

fanily judged.

...gtrowing up it all seerned to be hush, hush, the

girls hrere sent, away to have the baby....It h¡as very
private, it was shameful...it said somethj-ng about,

the family... (09).

From these results it can be ascertained that
support within the community extended itself to the

maintenance of faniry unity and was avairabre to those

who qrere able to Uphold a'good irnage in society. For

those who suffered difficulties surpassing that which

could be maintained in the conmunity sought professionaL
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support.

Professional Support

Derived fron responses fro¡n the participants who

sought out professional heIp, the overwhelming message

they received hras th-a!, v/omen seeking assistance ü¡ere

responsÍble for the problêms they were bringing forth.
Every woman who spgke of going for support, t.o a doctor or

any other professÍonaI, such as a priest or a social
worker, was given the same nessage - it was her problen

and was hers to resolve. This was the case for this
woman, who when addressing difficulties she was having as

a result of living with an abusive alcoholic husband,

comment,ed,

f tried t,o go to the priest and Al_anon,.but they

were no help, they didnrt seem to underst,and what I
was talkÍng about...they would say, well_ if you

can't correct, that, then theyrlL come in and t,ake

your fanily. No support for you at all_

Everything has to be rny fault, Iike I should have

done something, and what can I do and what should I
do (07) .

This was what another participant said after going to. a
i

'
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doctor because she was feering depressed due to probrems

in her marital- relationship,
And then I went t.o a doctor, because I thought I had

gallstones or something, and he put me on this diet
and he gave me nerve pills because my nerves r^rere

bad and he asked_ what, was the problem, and I told
hi¡n and he t,o1d ne if my husband didn't play golf
and curl, he{d-be here getting nerve pil}s (4).

She Ìiüas then sent by a friend to Alanon, vühere it, was

de¡nonstrat,ed to her that she was fortunat,e because she

really didnrt have problens compared to what others $/ere

experiencing,

And I had a neighbour whose husband hras an alcoholic
and she said come along with me to ALanon, and you

will find out. that you donrt have any problems (4).
One woman spoke of her experiences when she sought ouÈ

professional help after enduring a number of pregnancies,

miscarriages and births in a snort tirne span. Aft,er the

birth of her last child, she suffered from bouts of
depression. She was not perceived by her practitioner as

physically and emot,íonal}y éxhausted and tikely suffering
from post partun depression, needing rest and support.

The prescribed treatment for her were shock treatments.
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It is not surprising that given the interplay of
these sociar perceptions and expect.ations, that women

vrere inhibiÈed from seeking out support. pressure to
rrtrandle things on oners ownt, to make things look fine,
the isoratÍon experienced when one did not, fit into the

nor¡n, and the rdoma1r . blaming react,ions of helping
professionals upon the expression'of difficulties, all
conspÍred to discourage vÍonen working within the home

from seeking out he1p. As one participant noted,

I think it was an isolating role (being a homemaker)

(05).

The Vulnefabilitv of Women within the Marríage

Relationshin

Few particÍpants spoke of the vulnerability that,
existed within the relationship arrang:enent, despite the

vurnerability ínherent in their roles. They hrere given

the immense and unrealistic expectation of being

responsible for the successes and failures of their
marriage relationship. They were financiarly dependent,

in that most did not work'outside of t,he home, and if
they did, they had limited choices as to what they gould
do, often at jobs which paid littLe. The women who did
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!'¡ork outside of the home were subject, to public scrutiny
and judgement for being negrectfur. mothers. so for many

útomen, they rearly had no choÍce but to try and keep
fanities Èogether because of the susceptible posit,ion
they and their chirdren would be in shourd their husband
leave thern. Despite -these realit,ies, onry few !,¡on¡en

acknowledged, or possibry even recognized, their position
of vulnerability. .

Although, some participants did aLlude t,o the
vurnerability of the femar.e position. one râ/oman spoke
of vulnerability in the sense that if they had a rtgood

marriage relatíonshipr, inferring a vroman who had a

support'ive and respectful husband, then the relationship
patt'ern worked. rf however, a wo¡nan did not have a ,good

marriage relationshipr, the pattern did not work and the
noman was in a position of susceptibility to her husband,

rf itts a good marriage, r don,t think it's much of
a problem, but if it's a-þad narrÍage then therers
a problen (1).

This participant goes on to discuss how her husband,s
career successes lfere herd as werl, because of the
support' she had provided him (she put hin through school)
and through her emotionar support. she went on to state
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that she courd accept, this as her success because he

never walked away fron her. rt woul-d have been

different, however, if he would have left and the
relationship not worked out, it wourd have been no ronger
her llsuccessrr.

Another participant addressed the vulnerability of
rt¡omen when she said the reason women stayed in
relationships, even -though they may not have been happy

and hearthy, was because of the vulnerability they fert
in that the situation,

Maybe she doesnrt have thè funds to make the break,
and shers too insecure (Z).

ThÍs same participant spoke of her feelings of
herplessness and ]ack of opt,ions because of the homemaker

role in naking a change Ín the marriage reLationship,
My life is not going to change, you know f,m
satisfied with it, and I donrt know what, rny

alternative is (2).

I dontt think divorce was as eäsy as it is now (2,, .

Ànother participant spoke of her fears and feelings
of vurnerability before actûalÌy making the break in her

narriage relationship I

I had to do something, and I didnrt know what f was
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going to do, because being a full time homemaker....

you're not really trained, like f let all my

training go, so I had to start all over again (7).

And one other participant spoke of how she felt
vulnerable now in her life, fearful of sornething

happening to her husþand, and being unav/are of what

securities he may or may not have established for her.

Summary

From data obtained a number of categories emerged as

being significant when addressing the social context, upon

which young women of the l-950's and L960 made life
choices. There rrrere few life choices available to women,

they had the option of a finitl¿ number of career or job

choices; they were not", however, encouraged to pursue

these options as their first priority $ras expected to be

marriage. The natural and expected thing to do was to
marry, have children and work within the home. If a

hroman were to work within as welL as outside of the home,

she ltas subject, to publiô scrutiny and labelled a

rrneglect,ful notherrr. There v/ere only a f ew conditions

under which it was acceptabl-e for u 
"orun 

to work outside
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of the home, and these hrere a1l grounded in the
maintenance and survival of her family. For rnost of
these part,icipants, they nade their choice in a marriage

partner based on dreams and unrealistic expectat,j_ons. In
regard to choices around havÍng children, there were few.

Birth contror was ineff,ective and unavairable when ¡nost

of these !üomen hrere first married and subsequently, it
v¡as an expectatio¡ that children e/ere soon to forrow

marriage. The povler dynanics within these rerationships
stere such that, the husband held the fÍnal word in
decisions, and the woman, s role r¡/as to creat,e and

¡naintain a secure and happy home environment, with the
failure of the rel-ationship remaining on her shoulders.
The supports avaiLabl-e to hromen were f ound primarily
within the community. However, there h¡ere rirnitations on

support, because an -unwritten rule existed which

discouraged women from opening up too much about their
dif f icult,ies. f f a !,¡oman f aced a problem beyond what she

could cope with on her own she could seek out
professional help, but she would likely be held

responsible for the problein and she would become the

target of change.

If a conmunity or society has strict boundaries
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which greatly lirnit the range of appropriate behaviours,

it is tikely that, that community will isorat,e itserf from

other ideas or pressures in order to maintain these

boundaries. Às reflected in the section on supports

available to v¡omen, it became apparent that they $¡ere

isolated in their e4posure, âs welL as in their
opportunit,ies to pursue other ways of being.

1-

C. Snowledge is Conceived Subjectivelv but is perceived

as Objective

This moves us to the third component of this theory

which speaks to þo" the ideas or knowledge pieces are

received. This element asserts that despite the fact
that knowledge is subjectively conceived by individuars
and pohrer sources (it doesnrt, necessarily hold any

absolute truth), it can be object,ively accepted as being

the absolut,e truth. Furthermore, there are various

levels of object,ive acceptance. The more embraced an

idea or concept is, and the more inpact an idea has on

the lives of Índividuals, the stronger the objective
acceptance will be.

This objective acceptance gro$¡s out of the second

component of this modeI, the social context. It is the
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accept,ance of notÍons established in the social context.

Once objective acceptance has been achieved, the social
context may no longer need to remain to reinforce the

belief systen as it, has alreaay been accepted. Hovrever,

if an idea is not object,Ívely accepted and the social

cont,ext evolves or ch_anges the knowledge or idea shall
change or dissolve as weII.

This section y¡i.Il explore how participants received

and írnplemented the values and mores of the social
structures into their ovln lives. Fron the data gathered

in this study, it became apparent that particípants díd

in fact enbrace many of the socialJ-y contrived

expect,ations of women as their own expectations and held

onto them despite the changing tirnes.

Vlhen addressing the variöus elements and personal

reactions to the social structures, the expectations and

the attitudes of the 1950,s and L960,s, participants in
this study directly and indirectly addressed the notion

of object,ive acceptance. All of the participants abided

by their social imperative, and followed through with the

expected roles of becoming wives, mothers and homemakers.

fn doing this, the social roles and expectations of women

espoused by society and its institutions $/ere, to varying
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degrees, enbraced by the participants as their own. For

some women, these !ìIere positions adopted for that time

perÍod and nay have been challenged, and for other !{omen

these roles hlere maintained and 3re still- upheld in

present day.

This section wil-l. address how it was that these

hromen reacted to the social roles expected of them, and

the process by which they accepted thern as their o!ün'

most without objection.

Objectively Accepted

Throughout the interviews there were numerous

statements where participants spoke about various

decisions they made where they merely stated their
acceptance of these patterns as essertially rrjust the way

that, you do things.tt For example, as one üroman pointed

out,

I dídn't even ask if I like this situation or not,

I just dÍd it (1).

I mean I didn't resent it,, I think sometimes when I
loolc back we vrere so bûsy just being able to }ive
from one thing to the next that I don't think I ,ever

sat back to think whether I liked thÍs or not (1).
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other hromen cor¡tmented ;" a sirnilar manner of

acceptance in the following statements,

I would never talk back, I was perfect (2).

I thought, mothers were suppose to teactr kids. BuÈ

if you want to get married and have kids then you

should stay home- and enjoy them (4).

...in those days you stayed home with your babies-..

(8)' -: -

...they [nen] just assumed they i/üere the supporter

of the family (8).

...you didn't dare at that tine, it was a sin, to

live conmon law, it was terrible (7).

Some wonen further accepted these l/rays of being as

not only the patt,ern of the way things were done within

their society, but as well the natural way- of things.

For example,

...!ühen you became a homemaker, it was something

that you didntt have to defend. rt was the natural

thing to do (6).

Another woman spoke of her tof" of hornenaker as

being acceptable within hei own nature,

I'rn very domestic by nature, so for me I was,

content to be a homernakår (1).
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In regard t,o how it occurred that role expectations

hrere object,ively accepted, tv/o concepts emerged as being

relevant. Firstly, how nany options $/ere actualÌy

presented and secondly, horrr bçhaviour expectations were

molded into patterns

Options Àvailable

From the intepvíews with participants the concept of

expect,ations energed as being significant in relation to
how and t,o what extent one night accept a presented

lifestyle. The first, point which emerged from the data

was the notíon that if one did not.have many choÍces or

expectatÍons placed on them, they v¡ere more- likely to

merely accept what was being offered to thern. This

concept is demonstrated in the following quote,

...I¡Ie never had the choices and the expectations

r{ere there that we automatically feII into (1).

This participant further elaborates,

We didntt know we should have all sorts of

expectat,ions, because they had never been offered to

us. You just took Life as it was (1).

Another participant discussed her objective

acceptance of not learning to drive a car because,it
',:
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v¡asn't, expected of her to learn,

I didn't, learn to drive a car unti] after I was

married. It just, vJasntt expected. I dontt know.

My dad never offered (2).

So if there $rere few choices avaílable or offered,
one would be more - likely to accept them without
hesit,atíon. Subsequently,' for the women who participated
in this study, fo1 them to ohjectively accept socialty

ascribed roles, Ít was significant that there were only

few options availabl-e

A Pattern

Another concept which emerged as being significant,
in the vray and degree to which participanLs accepted role
expectat,ions, v¡as the degree to which behaviours hrere

perceived as patterns." For example, some participants

spoke of these role expectations as being larger than

themselves, and were in fact a pattern of being, wÍthin
their community or society. As one participant st,at,ed,

when discussing the role dynamics within her ¡narital

relationship

...Itn still very nuch in that pattern that youtre

a support to your husband (1).
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In this statement, it can be derived that, the way she

related to her husband was not necessarily based in her

own desires as it was in a social way of being.

Another participant described the pattern of

expectations she experienced in the following statement,

There seemed ¡e Þg blindfolds, like there was

nothing elser Do exception, no other arrangement,

there seemed-.to be, yoü got married, had children

and your honenakers role, or si.ngle and you had your

ovtn career and house ¡ et whatever, apartment, and

that was it, and your friends, and that was about

it, kind of thÍng, yoü had nothing else, Do other

diversity (7).

For this woman, the patterns v/ere twofold and clearly

set. l{omen vJere to maintain the acceptable l-ifestyle of

either the married or. single þ/oman, a lifestyle with

clearly established and rigid boundaries. Again it was

a way of being which hras unquestionably larger than

herself, and beyond her own quest,ioning at the tine.
other participants spoke of .this pattern in the

context of , rrwell ,everyone v/as doing it, so that is the

r^Iay it is to be donerr. This can be illustrated in the

following quote where this \¡/oman is discussj-ng the timing
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of children,

It just, happened, but in those days it wasn't a

surprise, you $teren't, you didn't have the same

opportunities that you have novt...because it was

happening to everybody else, it wasn't frowned upon,

or you expected i! was a possibtity because you

hrere married (8).

In another staterne,nt- she commented,

...don't forget, we hlere all Ín the same boat at t'he

same ti¡ner so it was just a general (8).

Another !ìtoman talked about acceptabLe marriage age

in the context of |tthat's just what everyone didrrt

...very young by today's standards, but not then,

that was the norm, and that's what you did (2') -

And thís liro¡nan acknowledged this larger-pattern Ín

the followíng statement,

They just got narried and had kids. lVe didn't plan

that, but neither did a lot of other people, they

just had lots of kids (1).

Some participants spoke of the general acceptance of

roles and ways of being though out society. It was not

only women who respected their natural imperative, but

rather no one challenged the boundaries,
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...there was a respect for the roles that people

played, there was a respect for your parents and

there was the respect for the elder1y, much more

than there is today. If something went $¡rong we had

to answer t,o our parents and we look up to our

parents (6).

There was also a pattern which presented itself as

being the acceptable and unaccept'able way for women to

act, especially in the te-rms of premarital sex.

Participants spoke of this Ín terms of being . rtgoodrr and

Itbadrr girl. For example t

...nice young girls don't do things like that (2'l .

You dídn't fool around at atI, not if you wanted to

be a good girl (7) .

...you wouldntt fool around. You \Â/ere }ooked at as

cheap and vulgar'- your name was tarnished if they

suspected you for fooling around (7).

Patterns energed as a significant factor in these

participantst accept,ance of the values and mores espoused

by social institutions in a n_unber of instances. They

ídentified patterns as being the reasons for doing things

as far as gett,ing married, their rnarriage role dynamÍcs,

and basically their life choices, such âsr having
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children, social roles, acceptable and unacceptable

behaviour. These were not- behaviours and choices

grounded in any personal or individual drea¡n or hopes,

but rather these behaviours and choices !,¡ere grounded in
what was expected of them. As v/as discovered from the

data, $/omen did what, was expected, without necessarÍly

seeing what they l^Iere doing as expected because they vrere

not, presented wÍtþ any choices and didnrt perceive any

options. As sone participants elaborated, to have

expectations, one needs choices, olherwise expectations

become, rr just the thing to dolr.

D. Marqinalizat,ion of Contrarv Perspectives

This then brings us to the final component of this
theory, the marginalization of contrary perspectives.

l{hen a concept or idea is objectively accepted or when it
is an idea encouraged by the powers of a given community,

in order to rnaintain this acceptance, all contrary or

opposing perspectives or ideas are to be marginalized in
a way that they wíIl no l'onger challenge the original
knowledge piece. The way in which this can be dope is
that factors may be played out until they becAme
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uncontradictory, a smokescreen may be drawn over reality,
individuals may play their lives out in two or more

conflicting spheresr or contrary .ideas may merely be

marginalized and rejected (Hubbard, i.988).

Marginalization is the process by which individuals
internally control qnd maintain a socially accepted

knowledçte source, sometimes at the expense of theír own

personal perspective (Haug, 1-983). The rnore severe the

consequences upon rejecting a gÍven belief system, the

more motivatÍon there is to rnarginalize contrary

perspect,ives and t,o objectively accept the belief syst,em.

So in the case of a knowledge source where deviation from

it, woutd infer insanity, one would be strongly rnotivated

to accept the knowledge (Berger & T-,uckmann, L963).

As was discovered in the data, it was- determined

that one nay be notivated internaÌ}y or externally to
marginalize contrary perspectives. If there is object,ive

acceptance of a belief system tn" ,n.rninalization is far
more internally rnotivated, but if there is not, objective

acceptance and yet ideas continued to be marginalized

this irnplies that the motívation is external. The basis

on which behaviours can be externally rnarginalized are

through the use of things such âs, the need to ,be
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accepted, or the fear of the conseguences (for example,

a threat of harrn). A belief system which does not allow

for ¡nuch variation means that individuats will þe

required to marginalize more of thenseLves to naintain

the belief and continue t,o be accepted by a society.

For example, ín q given community, rllomen who are

considered acceptable are those who nurture and care

prinarily for their- children. Those who do not enjoy

caring for chitdren, or have aspirations to the contrary,

still either have to rnarginalize their olrn feelings and

needs or not marginalize these feelings and risk their

rejection within society.

Asl,üasstatedearlier,whenbehavioursare
internally marginalized, the socj"al context no longer

needs to remain for ideas to be reínforced and

maintained. Howeverr-when the social context is not

internally accepted social pressure will exist and wilI

nargínaLize those individuals who deviate from the norm'

The more precise and narrovJ a knowledge source or way of

being is, the more perspectives one has to marginalÍze

and the more difficult it becones'

From the data gathered in this study it' became

apparent that participants internally marginalized
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contrary perspestives. As weI1, participants were

externally marginalized if they deviated from their
expected roles. These hrere roles which lrere established

in the social context and were then objectively accepted

by the participants as their own. Findings shall be

presented under thesq.two categories hrays in which

partícipants internally rnarginalized their own feelings
and thoughts and the ways in which diverging behaviours

were ext,ernally marginalized by socíety.

Internally Marqinalizing Feelings

This first, section addresses the vrays in which

participants internally rnarginalized their own feelings

that they may have had about aspects of their situations
which did not, fit the communíty standards. One

participant, when talking about her feelings during that

time, acknowledged her own suppression of emotions.

I think there are many times in my life where my

emotions were shoved down, and I don't even know how

to put a label on my emotions I feel, of how I feel

and whyr oE if ltm evei supposed to be feeling like

that (7't .

The rest, despite not statÍng directly that th.ey
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suppressed feelings, acknowledged it in more subtle

phases and discussions, perhaps without their ov/n

avrareness. The categories which emerged as being

sÍgnificant, from the data exploring this idea included,
rrbetterrr, ¡¡luckytr, !rseIf responsibilitytt and rrbusyrr.

Better

The code better energed as being significant in

internally narginalizing feelings, in that it appeared to
be one process of rationalizing av/ay negative or

unacceptable feelings one may have felt about a

situation. This r,ras framed in such a hray that what

opportunities and possessions participants had were

better than what they had known before, ot vüere better

than whaÈ others had.

This is a concept-which acknowledges the context in

which things occur. I,ihen one considers the approach of

reaction within a context, two options of comparison are

available. one may nove in ; direction of comparison

where others have more or where others have less. If one

approaches their situation'in relatj-on to where others

have more, they may be more inclined to want more for
themselves. However, if one is to compare themselves.to
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those who have less, they n..rl little choice but to be

satisfied and grateful for what they have or where they

are.

The participants in the ínterviews, when speaking of

their lives as young v/omen, would look at t'hemselves in

the context of having. things be'Eter than before, and

subsequently, felt they should be satisfied wit'h what

they had. Examples sf this from the participant,s are as

follows,

Even though we had nothing, in so many v/ays our life
we had so much more than our parents. Ï grew up on

a farm where $te never r¡aå... (1).

In many vJays life v/as so unfaj-r where as we didntt

make nany choices and felt we didn't have many

choices, but we did, far nore choices than our

parents had (r.).

Another participant speaks of this in her comment,

I had a beautiful house. I had things that ny

parents, tny dad had worked for years for them to

have. And everything came very easy to ne, and I was

in a fog, f was enjoying all this (2).

Another participant notes,

My parents just came through the depression and the
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hrar vtas on when I was snall, and it was nice not to

have those things to worry uUorrt, to be able to work

ahead, and t,o have the chance to improve yourself ,

and to have a nice home and comfortable, and clothe

your children and feed tnem. That would be great

(8).

Other v/omen spoke 'of being liberated in their

positÍon ¡ ! -

I thought, finally I was liberated where I didn't
have to do a man's job and take the slacker jobs

(being a homemaker) (5).

!{e still felt liberated because it' was a step up

from where we came from, and Ëven though you look

back and it was nothing (1).

Furthermore, other participants spoke -as well of

going into their narriages witir no money, havÍng to save

for a bott,te of rnilkt et meagre necessities.

on no occasion did any participant speak negatively

of their feelÍngs at that time about that situation. It

was either better than what, others had or was sonething

they just did, thgy lived through it, built fron it, and

on occasion found their living through it with a sense of

pride
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...even though times were hard, !rê al,!,/ays had v¡hat

we needed (1).

9üe worked together, and hre appreciated, when we Ì{ere

able to buy sonethingt nev/, we appreciated it so

much, because $/e worked hard for it, !ùê appreciated

it. Nothing was handed to us on a silver platter
(6).

...compared to.other placesr wê are very lucky...

Canada was the land of nllk and honey (3).

Lucky

!{hen participants spoke of their position as being

bett,er than most,, what they sahr as theirs $/as theirs
because of good fortune and not theirs because of ÈheÍr

ov¡n efforts. They hrere ttluckytt

For example, as previously discussed in the section

on the social- context of these womehrs Lives, women were

the ones who $rere held responsible for the failures in
their marriage relationships as weII for the emot,ional

well being of their farnily -rnembers. If there were

problems in their ,marriage, they $¡ere held responsible

for that, socially. It may have inferred that they,r{ere

not, good housekeepersr or that they placed other things
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in priority of their narr j-ages. However, when

participant,s spoke of success in märriage relationships,
ít was spoken of as somethÍng of their own good fortune.
For exarnple,

I don,t, think everybody v/as as fortunate as I
vüas...In the sense that with the marriage, the

children you know, and that it was a marriage that
worked out (6) .,

Another woman spoke of her problens in her

relat,Íonship in ter¡ns of her good ' f ortune. She could

have had worse difficulties:
The biggest, problem was that we werenrt

com¡nunicating, but I didn't have a wife abuser, I
didntt have an alcoholic, which hrere somethings that
other vromen had, so I had to be thankfu:I

for what I had, in things werenrt that bad (4).

Lucky ernerged as being significant as well when some

participants spoke of the supports that hrere available to
them,

I was very fortunate that hre v¡ere in a position that
rre were abLe to have that kind of help (2) .

...but, I was lucky my husband had an elderly l"¿y
friend...and she came to stay with ne for a week
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while he was away (8).

l{hat hras occurring in this pattern was that women

stere marginalizing away their o!{n sense of po$rer. As

they defÍned themselves as being not responsible for
their environment, or their positions that they sa$r as

being positive or -strong, - they handed over the

responsibility to the larger soci.ety or community and

theÍr husbands. What, !ì/as positive came from the pattern

of life, holrrever, what vJas negative or problematic most

often vtas accepted as coming from themselves. This form

of att,ribution can be identif ied in the f ollowing

section, self responsibility

Self Responsibility

Vlhen the women spoke of difficulties within their
Iives, they used a different measurement than when they

spoke of good fortune (good fortune was seen as being a

result of luck) . The women perceived themsel-ves as

responsible for problerns in their lives. The primary

basis for their responsÍbiIÍty was because they placed

themselves in those situatións. Again, the participantrs
reactions Ì/ìrere similar as those when they discussed

feeling fortunate. Questionable or negative feelings
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$¡ere pushed aside. Despite the social context, which

shaped their lives and their perceptions of themselves,

they did not question their social nilieu. The

participants assumed responsibility for their own

situations as theÍr context, expected then to do so.

This section afldresses the process by which

individuals took personaf responsibility for problems

because of their own perceived weaknesses, and because of

the context of wÍthin which the problem was occurring.

Irlhen personal experience -is seen within a context,

it can no longer be objectively accepted, because one is
then able to explore the possibility of a challenge to
the social infrastructure. However, Íf one focuses the

bla¡ne only on oneself, one is not in a position to douþt

or test the structure. The foundation is secured and

maintained by sromen,s acceptance of personal

responsibility. So, for example, in terms of marriage

difficulties, so¡ne participants' spoke of placing

thenselves in that, marriage situation for so many years,

or placing themselves in a situation of submission, and

subsequently being responsiÉfe for any negative feelings

they may have as a result 
l

But then I did put rnyself in that posit,ion for 37
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years (2).

I have always let him make the decisions (4).

I have always sat back, and that has been the role

I have taken (4).

In these comments, participants disallowed themselves the

opportunity to discuss.either what was happening in the

relationship or their feelings about it. They focused

only on how they..put the¡nselves into that situation.

Their analysis does not take into consideration the

context in which they made these decisions. For example,

the pressure young vromen fe1t, during the l-950 ' s and

1960ts to get married in the absence of options, put them

in the posit,ion that they really had no choice but to

marry. Once married they responded to social

expectations making that marriage work because divorce or

separation hrere not rêal options. Marriage provided

social scrutiny.
In the process of t,aking responsibility for

situations over which these $romen reaIly had 1itt,le

control, they $¡ere able to narginalize any contrary

analysis of the situation should the situation be

challenged.

SeIf responsibility is further demonstrated in the
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manner in which part,icipants spoke of the choíces they

made in theÍr lives, and how they hetd themselves

responsible for the lack of options available. For

example, despite all that, worked .against a !'/oman who

tried to have a family and career (negative social
sanct,ions, lack of support), participants spoke of their
pushing aside some of their dreams in order to work at
home as a choice they made. For example,

To be an opera singer (childhood dream). Irve never

pursued it...But after râ/e !ùere married, that was

never even, I never blarned my husband for that, I

never wanted to pursue that (1).

Thís participant,s dream was reframed as rrl never

pursued itrr, despite there never being any real
opportunities to pursue it.

In terns of education, one participant spoke of her

being too much of a follower. That was vrhy she never

went to universi-ty. None of her friends did. This

participant did not consider how isolating attending

Uníversity would have feltr âs a minority within the

school system. For a $/oman'to have continued school was

by far the exception and she would have had to have.þeen

strongly motivated. Another woman stated that she could
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have gone t,o University if she wanted, no one said that,

she couldn,t go. No one, howeverr'said that, she could go

either.
Another woman took sole responsÍbility for her

situat,ion when she said that her husband placed the

decision of whether or- not she would pursue her career in
her hands, despite hin not'supporting the choice that she

would work. She saw-this as being hgr choice despite the

fact, that she didntt have the supports necessary to
enable her to work out,side the hone. Nor did she comment

on the social reactions she wou-ld likely have encountered

Íf she were to work outside of the hone.

Another participant spoke of how she saw ¡nost of the

choices she made having been made for her; but, that she

didntt resent it, because it v/as her nature to comply

rather than fight,. Again the responsibility lay with

her. She did, ho!üever, recalÌ one occasion where she dÍd

challenge a choice being nade for her. It was a

challenge she soon retracted because of feelings of
guilt, that she shouÌd not be challenging it, and then

resÍgned herself to the decision as being the right, thing

to do anlruays. 
.

f could not do that. f tried to do or at one point
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to really, not that I wanted tp buck it, but f just

felt I couldn't do that but I just, didn't. I felt
incredibly miserable, until I said, yah, wê,lI do

that if that,s what you really think we should do,

And it ended up being an okay thing to do (1).

Another part,icipant spoke of being personally

responsible for difficulties in her life when she talked

about how not being married by a certain age r¡üas a

personal failing.
That there hras something v¡rong, like f had failed

somewhere, and why couldn't, I get anybody. Like

there was damage to me somehrhere You know, damaged

goods I was getting thrown around so much that

nobody want,s me then, you know, well I can't be very

good, that kind of feeling (7).

One participant spoke of social conflict being a

result of women chalJ-enging the social structure, and how

things would be fine if women didn't chaltenge the bigger

structure. The problern is not the structure, but rather

those individual-s who don't cornply with it.
...all men are men right, and are content, and

therets not the differences there, where as with

v¡omen there still are these stomen who are still
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cont,ent, hrith hrhat has been consi-dered as woments

role and that,s where the rub comes. Some are

really cont,ent, to þe that and others arenrt (1).

One participant spoke of how in later years she saw

society as having put her Ín a position of responsibility
for her problems at th.at time. But, because at, thaù ti¡ne

she did not have that 'analysis to understand her

circunstances, she-' bLamed herself .

No support, for you at aff, itrs like if you canrt

correct it then you,re responsible. No sympathy, no

understanding. Thatrs exactly what they said to me,

if you can,t do so¡nething about it then they're
going to take your family away (7).

These examples denonstrate participants holding

themselves responsible and not feeling they had an option
to challenge their surroundings.

Other lromen marginalized their feelings by merely

accepting that, it was the way things hrere done, and one

just does it in that way. This process of

rnarginalization is denonstrated in the following

stat,ement, by one , participant as she speaks of not,

necessarily feeling good about her rnarriage situation,
but seeing no alternatives and accepting it.
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...ny life is not going t,o change, you know ltrn

satisfied with it and I ¿orl't know what my

alternative is (2).

Other participants spoke of how there nay have been

problems, but they got through them and were stronger as

a result. Another spoke of the difficulties she had witft

her pregnancies and then of her resolve around it' by her

statenent,

...but you do it (8).

Busy

A number of participants spoke of their lives being

so busy that there vtasn't the energy to think or notice

what they were doing or feeling. Being busy became a

means to which one hlas able to margínalize messages

contrary to what lvas going on within their ovtn

communities by isolating themselves from opposing

viewpoints or feelings.

Sometimes when I look backr wê were so busy just,

being able to live from one thing to the next that

I don't think I ever sãt back to think whether I

tiked this or not (1).

Another rÀtoman stat,es t .
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I was tired, mentally I was tired raising the

children (2).

And another participant talks about her isolation from

the outside community being a result of her being busy

within the home, -

I stayed home and.I baked the cookies, and I
probably didn't even have time to read the newspaper

when my kids .$¡ere little (4).
I

other participants spoke of their busy lives in the

home as being overwhelrning, to such an extent that they

didntt have the strength to look outside of thenselves,

I was so loaded down with my own things (7).

I was so wrapped up Ín rny own life in the house and

I know it was out there but I didn't have the energy

or the strength (2).

The chores and responsibilities working within the

home appeared to be such that it focused inward rather

than outward. Being busy isolated these r^Iomen from

contrary perspectives and ideas which could have

challenged their frame of existence.
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External Marginal ization
This section addresses the rilays in which diverging

behaviours and ideas were margÍnalized, and women in the

1950ts and l-960's were influenced to behave in a

conforming manner. one participant sahl these social

guidetines as being nAlro$¡ and strict. There hrere many

behaviours which rr'lere not seen as beÍng appropriate for

$tomen, behaviours.' such as not marryj-ng, not having

chÍldren and exercising indêpendence by pursuing a

career. From the data, it became apparent thaÈ the

primary need whicþ was targeted to naintain control was

the need t,o fit ín, to feel accepted. The more

behaviours are regarded as inappropriate in a society,

the more that one needs to marginalize behaviours and

ideas to maintain the sociaL order

Participants in this study discussed the reaction

vtomen faced when they did not èonform to socially

accepted mores. As indicated by the data, women who did

not conform !ìIere subjecÈ to being isolated from their

communiti.es.

What happened to girls who didn't do things

properly? Oh, they hlere outcast... (7) .

One participant discussed her feelings around this when
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she was not able to have children when all of her friends
were,

Outsider...I used to cry a Iot...I wanted to belong,

I didn't know where I belonged (2).

I was on the edge, I vras on the outside all the

time, I had nothing in common with thern (2).

Other participants spoke of the expectation of young

!"omen to marry and the implications of j-solation wtren one

díd not, adhere to these guÍdelines.

...they would have gotten a job in a dry goods

store and would have done that for the rest of

their lives, untiJ. a later time in their Lives that
they could decide they coufA do something (1).

I think that they were very unhappy... Iived a very

Ionely, single life. And I think she became very

isolated from what was going on (2).

Another participant spoke of her personal experience

of feeling isolated because she was not married,

. . . tike f was the single friend, kind of the odd

person out (71.

This participant then spoke'of her ieetings when she was

being counselled not to marry her fiancee,

But I could never see myself being single at thaÈ
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point of ny life, it r¡ras totally out of the

question. Like he was sort oi sentencing mer yoü

miz [sic] weII send me to prison, like that was

sheer t,orturer ês far as I was concerned (7) .

It, r,Ias not that she couldn't live without, this
relationship, rather,_ . she couldn't live not being

married

Another partigipant mentioned how an individual

!ìrou1d not be e¡nbraced within a community if they had

diverging ideas,

...maybe you didntt get to know then because their
princÍple or theÍr outlook in life \^/asn't the same

(8) .

Another participant recited a similar example when

she discussed the reaction to living common traw at that

tÍne, -

...!ou would be shot out of the social circJ-e, they

would have nothing to do with you (7).

Subsequently, one coutd sur¡nise that for l¡Ionen to

maintain or establish a community support system ( the

prirnary support available tó women who worked within the

hone) they would need to rnaintain the status quo and not

deviate to any degree in thought or action
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Other part,icipants spoke of the import.ance of

conforming to social standards r,¡hen they discussed the

reactions young women faced when they had children rrout

of wedlockrr. If pregnancy trere to occur, these women

would be sent, a$ray from their communities to have their
children, the babies yrould be put up for adopt,ion, and

not, a word would be said within the community.

There hras one.. g-irl that we knew that was really,

that she had a chÍld out of wedl-ock, and it was very

hushrhush, and if anything like that went, on it was

very quiet, and you didnrt talk about it. And she

v¡as even one of the girls in our group, there was

four of us, and aLl of a sudden she disappeared (2).

Everything was just shame on you, you know [having
a child out. of wedlockl (9).

As indicated by participantsr. it v/as judged as a

personal flaw when one did not conform to socially
acceptable mores. As expressed by some participants,

women who were not married were seen as not successful,

as oLd maids, unwanted, or "" losers. They iÂrere not

married because of some pers-onal inperfectj-on. Moreover,

lr¡o¡nen who hrere sexually active before rnarriage.hrere

subject to personal humiliation,
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You wouldntt fool around¡ You were }ooked at as

cheap, vulgar, your name was'tarnished if they

suspected you for foolj-ng around.. . (7).

Other participants spoke of how tì/omen who wanted to

work outside of the home and had children vrere viewed as

selfísh, and as inade-quat,e mothers. Vtomen l¡/ho worked

wíthin the home hrere viewed as being more giving. They

Were encouraged to remain in the hone because of what

appeared to be respect

Isolated. but it didn't feel bad because you

$teren't working and that, no one looked down upon

you. They respected you-for being a

mother... (5) .

One woman spoke of her personal reaction to being

Ísolated frorn her community as a result of her inability

to fit in. she felt isotat,ed because as a newly married

!'roman she lttas unable to have children whiLe the other

$tomen in her conmunity did, and as a way of fitting in

she would pretend that she was rrnornalrr,

My closest friend had two litt1e boys and I would go

over there as much as I could and help her with t'he

chÍIdren. we brought a cri-b, so we could

have one of the children sleep over, I bought a.
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strolter, I went, through all the motions, it was

like I was the child's parent.' And every once in a

whÍle I would get one of the boys, and he would stay

with me for the day, or she would come over with the

two boys and they would have their afternoon nap,

and we would play .house (2) .

Participants spoke as well of the professional

reaction they lrlould encounter if they \^¡ere unable to cope

wÍth problens in their lives and sought support outside

of their fanilies and communities. one participant went

t,o her family doct,or t,o discuss her ¡narital problems and

feelings of dissatisfaction. She !úas prescribed nerve

pitls and told. that if her husband wasn't out all the

ti¡ne partaking Ín social activities he would be here

gett,ing nerve pil1s. Another woman went to -her doctor

because of severe post partun depression, having had

seven pregnancies in a span of a few years. As a result
of her confiding in her difficulties to hin she had her

children taken ahray for a short time and was sent in for

shock treatments. Another participant went for support

because of the physicat abúse she was suffering at the

hands of her husband, and was told by the social worker

that if she didn't sort things out, she would lose her
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children.

In all these instances one theme was common, vlomen

were held personally responsible for the problems they

!íere having. The social reactions $/omen faced in all of

these scenarios included blame. Intervention focused on

rrfixingtt the woman as- contrasted td contextualj-zing the

full dynamics of the situation. The situations which

created these prgblems would not be challenged, but

rather the women who did not"fit in or cope, v¡ere the

ones who were challenged. ft was the individual women in

these situations who would be marginalized and isolated

as a result of dÍverging from the expected norm. As can

be derived from these exarnples, it was the consequence of

isolation and the threat of not fitting in which provided

pressure in controlling participant's behavÍour.

Participants, when

feelings and expressions,

taUc about problens.

recognized the presence

problems,

I,imited Comrnunication

...peopte were frowned upon (for talking

talking about the openness of

responded that people did not

Some - other participants even

of pressure not to tal-l< about

about
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problems), like we didn't have things like self-

help groups, thÍngs that-women would go for support,

anywhere (2).

Subsequent,Iy, with a lack of understanding of how

oneself as well as how others hrere feeling there would þe

a feeling of isolation. If a $/oman was experiencing

diffÍculties in her lifer' and if she lvasn't ahlare that
others may be goin.g through similar things, she would be

more likely to assune responsibility for that problen and

see it as an inadequacy within herdelf rather than as a

syrnptom of a larger problem. The marginalizing of

contrary perspectives rÀ¡as achieved by a combination of

having learned to internally marginalize one's own

feelings and by having contrary behaviours externally

marginalized. The act of internalty rnarginal'izing onets

feelings and sense -of pov/er was accomplished by

participant,s t,aking the stance that the positÍve

situations which existed in their lives r¡tere theirs out

of good luck and what hras negative was there because of

their own personal inadequacies, By this process it was

difficult for participants to challenge their social

environment without first cha]lenging their own ways of

perceiving the world. This framework hlas created and
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encouraged by social pressures to behave in certain ways,

personally motivated by the need to fit in and to be

socially accepted.

Sumnary

!{hat has energe{ . from tfre data is a seguence of

steps or a pattern by which a range of social
expectations hrere .adopted and maint.ained by these women.

These steps are elaborated upon and affirned through the

hrords and thoughts of the participants who engaged ín

this study. The pattern which emerged to answer the

first sect,ion of questions addressed in this research

project: What choices hlere available to these lvomen when

they hrere young and how did the women perceive and

incorporate these options into their own lives. As was

explained, this pattern.consisted of the following steps:

knowledge is pohler and powei is knowJ-edge; ideas are

maintained within a social context; the object'ive

acceptance of knowledge and the marginalization of

contrary perspectives. The interplay of this cycle

maintains and perpetuates'the existence of ideas and

concepts, often, despÍte the presence of a changing

environment,.
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So despite the change in roles and expectations of
vromen beginning in the late Lg6Ors, these women continued

to ¡naintain their old rol-es. This phenomenon wilt be

elaborat,ed upon in the second set of questions addressed

in this research project.

The Chancre

This secÈion êddresses the second set of questions

established in this research -project. These questions

include: Did participants perceive a change in role
expect,ation over tirne, if so what was that change? How

did it make itself known to them? What was the irnpact of
that change on then?

I{hen discussing whether or not a change occurred in
relation to what hras expected of rdomen,. all nine
participants agreed -that there def initely hras a

transformation. One participant, who savr her life
choices as a young woman being very similar to those her

parents experienced, noted that, what has happened in the
past thirty years hras a phenomenal amount of change.

Similarly, when asked when they saw the change occurring

most identified it as developing approximat,ely twenty to
twenty five years dgo, in the late l-960rs and early
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1970 t s.

When asked what they percèived the change to entail,

participants spoke of it as being a change of significant

proportions. One participant expressed this by stating

the change occurred when alt the rules switched.

I dontt know, kind of like one extreme to another,

like you lJerentt suppose to be here any more, Iike

you were supposed to be going and looking after your

hone at the sane time (7).

Participants spoke of how wome¡i vJere no longer being

expected to work only within the home but were expect'ed

as well to balance a career. Other women spoke of how

it was a change of women's priorities. It centred around

lr¡omen's dissatisfaction of working within the home and

then no }onger placing their children as a prj-ority, but

rather, replacing those priorities with career

aspirations.

Another !üoman spoke of it not being so much the

personal expectations of women changing, but rather the

external expectations placed on !üomen. As she noted, the

change focused around the'assumption that btomen hrere

becoming as capable as men and that a network was forming

that embraced that concept. It was a change whe¡e
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opt,ions for wonen began opening up, as she states,

I think people hrere more educated. Maybe more,

things hrere more available. There weren't

restrictions on everything. Peop1e v/ere more asrare.

Life in general was more-open (2).

The Woments Liberation Movement

I{hen asked r+rhat participants thought about the

movement which propelled these changes into being, the

woments liberation movement, the majority of the

reactions !ìrere filled with scepticism and intinidation.

Some particÍpants spoke of the feninist messages as being

confusing and illogical. Many. participants, when

commenting on the !,¡onen t s liberation movement,

marginalized those $romen who partook in it and their
ideas. For example, one woman_saw the notion of equality

being inconsistent with the natural order of things. She

explained that, men and wonen were indeed different and it

was a st,ruggle against the natural order of things to

claim that they vrere the same. other participants spoke

of the movement stemming oút of individual frustrations
rather than any comment on society. It was the 

:romen

involved wÍth the women's liberat.Íon movement who Ì{ere
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frustrated and unhappy with themselves that were grasping

onto this ¡nind set as a \n/ay of f eeling better about

thenselves. other participants sahl the philosophy as

being extreme and not reflectj-ve of what was realIy going

on. one part,icipant couldn't believe that $¡omen v¡ere

even strugglÍng with çuch ideas,

I was so content to be at home with ny children, I
couldn't see.there vras a }ot of things said that I
just couldntt believe th¿it a women wouLd even

believe that, f was from the o1d school, (6).

Other participants regarded the ferninist movement as

being a threat to fernininity, and the h/ays in which vromen

would be treated in society. There v¡as a fear expressed

by a rnajority of participants that they wouLd no Ìonger

be treat,ed like ladies. For exanple, âs this one

part,icipant commented, -

I dontt tike it, I think itts'nice for a man to

treat a $¡oman like a lady, to say thank you to them.

And f think once they start,ed women's lib they lost

aLl that (4).

Furthermore, if someone held onto ferninist beliefs
they could not expect to be treated like a lady as that
would contradict their nessage of equality.
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But if they want equal status then they also have t,o

do equal work and not expect yôu know, it used to be

a guy would open a door for a girl and you can't be

one expecting a guy to open the door for them. And

there vrere people like t.hat (3).

Another participant com¡nented,

They wanted to be equal to men and yet at the same

time they're ltind of contradicting themselves

because they still wanted to be lavished with all
kinds of things. So they wanted equality but they

also wanted some things to stay the same (6).

Participants who were more inclined to embrace the

fenrinist message at, that tine recalled feeling sceptical

as weII. They noted that of what they heard there $tere

some good ideas in the novenent, but that the sociaL

realÍties Ì¡¡ere so rnuch entrenched that the feminists were

fighting a losing battle.
But society has done that, and I don't know if the

feminist movement can do that... I don't think that

is right, but I think in rnany ways that's reality.
At this point that is reality'(r).

Another participant commented,

My feelings h¡ere good luck t,o them, but they are
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f ight,ing a losing battle (2) .

And a finally a lJoman, who embraced some of the

feninÍst platforrns st,ated, '

I thought that was kind of good, but what good is Ít
going t,o do us, kind of thing, you know, it didntt
really have that._b.ig of an impact, and maybe because

I was so loaded down'with my ov¡n things. But it
just fe1t, wgII that,s good, frm glad that

everyone is getting behind us and going r¡rith it but

how far is it going to get us (7).

Several other hromen spoke as well of being loaded

down with their own issues and worries that they didnrt
have the time or energy to put into the movement,, or to
really study what it was about

What, the I'toment s Liberation Movement Said about

Homem?kers

When participants were asked about what the woments

liberation movement comment hras on the roles of

homemakers, participants overwhelrningly responded that
they felt isoLated from'the movement and that the

comrnentary on the value of the homemaker role hras

negative. The negativity $ras based primarily on the
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notion that hornemakers rä/ere not, living up to their
potentiaL and for them to do that, they would need to be

working inside as well as outside of the home. As one

woman commented,

I think that the ferninisÈ movement feel-s that those

who lean towards.!hat [hornernaking] fee] as though

you're really missing somethinþ up here if you just

want to be a -tromemaker, come on, get into the game

(1).

Another participant connented i
I was boring because al} I was a homemaker. Líke

get a tife or something (2).

Another participant feLt that the movement indicated

that the role of the homemaker was something that didn't

require any special talent, but rather was sornething

anyone could do.

So a homemaker isn't judged very high and so no

matter what your qualities are, you are judged the

same. For instance, a doctor is always judged, oh

weII, but if a doctor were a homemaker, a doctor

homenaker, but if it's just a homemaker, weII

anybody could do that (5).

Participants felt. that with the change, the work
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that, women did within the home i^/as marginalized and

viewed as not important any more. Participant,s indicated

that at least when they hrere yt.,r,g"r there was a feeling
of respect, for the work that women did within the home.

But it didn't feeL bad, you sieren't because you

$teren't working ATrd that, no one looked down upon

you. They respected you for being a mother, which

I don't think people do now. If you are a homemaker

and at hone, I don't think you get respect from alot

of people, the appearance of respect. It's
just a homemaker, but then yo., aia have respect

(5) .

Some participants spoke of the movement working for
some, not all women.

No I don't, I think it totally isolated us. I thÍnk
it was geared t,o wornen who were in col}ege or

working or in that field (2).

Moreover, the steps tt¡at $rere being taken by the

hroments movement were not focused on the irnprovement of

the lives of lÀIomen who worked within the home, but rather

focused on the improvement 'of rnobility for women so they

could work outside of the home. soì for example, as one

v¡omen coumented, energies Ì¡/ere being spent on day care
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subsidies and tax breaks.

For women to feel incLuded in the movement,

part,icipanÈs believed that they wor¡Id need to be a part
of the working force outside of the home. !{hen

part,icipants were asked whether or not they personalized

any of the nessages of .the r,romenrs movement, most stated

that, they didn,t want' to pursue a career and

subsequently, the..movement would not speak to any of

their needs.

I am at, the point where it really doesn't affect me.

A lot of what, they are doing is good, for egual pay

for equal work, but since I have no intentions of

ever challenging the work force, êt my age, it
doesn't make me as mad (5).

Another participant commented,

I never saw too much about it, I never thought about

it because f knew it was 
-never 

going to happen to
me. I kinda thought that this shouldnrt be, that
women should be ladies (4).

The third set, of questions spoke to how participants

felt in retrospect about the choices that they had, and
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if they could, would they do things differently.

Some participants said that they wouldn't have done

anything differently.
I was very happy with them [my choices]. I think my

friends are t,oo. lVe're all st,ill married and I

think r¡retve, well -hr.e've got together quite often and

our tife is our childlren (9). '

A1I of the .pa-rt,icipants said that they never

regretted the children that they had, and for many, they

sav¡ the rearing of their children as being one of their
great,est successes.

...if nothing else, I was a good mom (4).

As one participant noted the impact that the work she did

would have on the memories of her children;

...to see the kids smile. They'Il remember that when

they grovr up and that's important to me. It's an

input into their Lives... (1).

Another comrnented in a sinilar.way, recognizing the

impact of the small and yet inportant aspects of home

life,

And even our kids, t kriow I've heard my son saying

my mother $/as always there for us. We'd come home

for lunch from school and the first thinql they would
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. say would be Hi Mon, and I was there for them (6).

Another participant commented,

...itts irnportant but i,m glad t stayed home, when

you see thern do sil1y things and when they cut their
teeth (4).

When some of the participants noted things that they

would have done differently in their lives, they spoke of

the ways in which they made their choices. A few noted

that they would have selected their marriage partner ín
another manner. As one participant stated, she wouldntt

have married as young, and would have married more out of

the dynamics of the relationship as opposed to marríage

being, rrthe thing to do. rr Another participant spoke of

wanting to have had more realistic expect,at,ions of the

marriage relationship 
:.

Another woman spoke of wanting to have raised her

children differently. She felt that there is so rnuch

literature on child rearing available notì¡, and regretted

not having access to such material then.

Other participants spoke of how they would have

wanted to value themselves nore, and have felt more

positive about themselves. As one.woman commented,

That ltras my bíggest downfall, was going ínto this
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marriage and not thinking something of myself. I
need this pair of earrings and not to go crazy and

buy expensive things but not to be afraid to spend

a dollar on yourself, because'it makes you feel
awful good to put on a pair of earrÍngs you bought

(4).

Personal Changes

An important aspect of this theory, examines who

chal-lenges the socially accepted sources of knowledge.

It rnay be those who have a difficult tine fitting Ínto
the social context, and are discrininated against as a

result,. So in this case, they may adhere to the

object,ive acceptance of the idea and yet suffer as a

result because they do not fit. They may not discontinue

marginalizing contrary'perspectives and thenselves, but

they nay at some point be more open to accepting a

contrary perspect,ive. Those who challenge the objective

belief systen nay also be those who through some external

source or life event have been exposed t,o other ideas and

vtays of being. Or the' challengers nay be those

individuals who are willing to suffer the consequences of

deviation or who may be less affect,ed by or fearful of
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the consequences

The individual or group of Índividuals who cease to

accept the objectiveness of'an idea or knowledge base,

nay be viewed by the larger society as the deviant, but

if their ideas gain force and power through numbers or

through securing a position within the pohler base of

society they may become the nevt creator of knowledge or

may challenge the knowledge source enough to begin

changes within the social context.

It became apparent with some participants, when they

discussed the third set of qu.estions, that their ideas

h¡ere evolving. Some participants spoke of this phenonenon

as a change which occurred within themselves. Thís was

a change which no longer allowed thern to adhere to all

the rules and mores of their previous líves, a change

which challenged some of the rnarginalizing processes they

had previously upheld. The changing ideas focused

primarily around their ability to begin to appreciate

themselves and to acknowledge their own worth and sense

of personal power.

Those participants who spoke of this transformat,ion,

acknowledged that ttre point - of change occurred with

various incidents. Some participants spoke of the change
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happening because of their working outside of the home.

Despite the negat,ive response participants had towards

the wonen's liberation rnovement and its messages, some

participants did choose to "ork outside of the home. Of

those who did, most did so on a part time basis and one

!ìIoman worked on a fu-f! tine basis. The reasons for
taking on jobs out,side òf the home, âs these !üomen

stated, were because of the pressure they felt from

society to work, because of financial reasons, or because

their children vrere growing up and they wanted something

to occupy their time. All, !^rho did work outside of the

home, found it to be a positive experience and one which

counterbalanced some of the negative feelings around

working within the home. It was in the context of this
topic, changes, that participänts began to speak about

some of their negative experiences of working as a

homemaker. This was a significant point because

participants $¡ere no longer as strongly marginallzing
contrary perspectives t,o uphold the sanctity of being a

homemaker. It was slowly becoming not the only choice

for the¡nselves. Those who addressed this, spoke of it,
in terms of feeling more positive about the worth of what

they dÍd. As one participant conmented on the impact
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Once I started working outside the

when I began to realize that I am

a mind of my own (2).

Yes it did, that was the beginning, I began to do

what I though¡ wql important (2).

Ànother participant spoke_ of how working outside of

the home helped her to realize more of her potential and

helped her to feel less isolated,

...itts important that you are capable of doing

something other than just being at home. If you

just stay at hone it often limits you from doing a

lot, of things you can do. Probably get in a shell

where Ít gets hard to go out, (5).

She goes on to say how working.within the home made

her feel as though she'wasn't, capable of doing things.

I had to do something outside of the home, be

something, be independent agaín, and be capable of

doing something again tdl.
other participants who spoke of thÍs change within

themselves, attributed it' to seeking out help and

speaking with a counsellor. The change r,¡as more around

obtaining a knowledge of themselves, finding out that

house that was

I can have

205
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what they were feeling vüas rrnornalrr, and developing a

realizatíon of their rights. Another attributed it to
her age, and the transforrnation beginning in her forties,
where she found herself needing to find something else to
do, with her children growing up and becoming

independent.

A question which emerges here is, whether or not

these !ìIomen always..felt what they Qid was not inportant

or llas it because of changing social values that they no

Ionger viewed their Life work as important? In pondering

this question, one can perceive it as emerging from a bit
of both. Along with the societal change in role
expectations, homemakers r¡/ere no longer being as

validated for working within the hone. However, this nay

have been a time as weIl, where they v/ere provided the

opportunÍty, both personalÌy and social-Iy to challenge

some of the work that they did do and to examine their
feelings about it.

This change played itself out,.as described by this
participant, as the r4¡omen who choose to be homenakers now

are the ones who are marginalized.

Other participants spoke of the frustrations women

are now up against because åt the number of choices
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available. lrlhereas for women in thel,950's and 1960rs,

their choices hrere limited and thus sinple.

...there,s almost an over abundance of them. Right

no!ìr, lromen donrt have to-get married they can live
on their o$rn, if they want to have a family Èhey can

get artificially _inseninated and have a child and

bring it up on their ov¡n, and they can choose t,o

have that childr Like when I had my son I was

considered to be o1d and I was only 40 when I had

hin and novr women are hraving children when they are

near 50 never ¡nind 40rs. They can have all this
even without a husband, they can establish their
career, they can decide on a tine they want to
have a fanily, if they want a family, they can

live in common law relationships, they can have

marriages if they-want. There are all kinds of
choices out there. It seems to be rnind boggling

(7).

Another participant commented on how it hras great

that there are so many choices novr, but having atl these

choices must as well be frustrating. So essentially, it
is fine to have aII of these options, but one must not

negate the pleasures of simplicity.
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OÈher participant,s pointed out that despit,e there

being so many choices, v¡omen are set up because the jobs

aren't there. So women now spend a Lot of their time and

energy working towards a career and yet there arentt the

jobs available in those fields.
Another participa-nt spoke of tie fact that !üomen are

set up to believe that they have alt these options and

yet, are sÈill resp.onsibJ-e for the family at home, hence

the creation of a rrsuper l'iomañrr inage.

I wonder how many choices they have. They feel that,

they have to go out to work to help the farnily

along. It doesn,t seem to be a choice to stay

at home without a Lot of trouble now adays. It

depends on what, area of choice you are talking about

(8) .

Other participants'spoke of how the situations may

have changed, but women really havèn't.

I think their choices are the same as mine were at

that time even though there are uh [sic] listen

every person is an individual and they have a choice

of their own ¡rnless as I said there are some that

have no choices, but I'm talking about a marriage

with children, it's their choj,ce they can go one
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vray or the other (5).

...people havenrt changed (6).

A final participant spoke of relationship choices

that are now available to wonen. She talked of how vromen

are now naking marriage decisions based on a friendship

and partnership they -establish before going into the

marriage.

They had a different relationship than us, I donrt

know. They vJere like friends, very close friends,
and they compliment each other'. And they both have

their ov¡n careers, and a farnily and they seem to, so

far, balance it (2).

From the words of some participants it, became

apparent that they sa!ìr young women of today facing much

dÍfferent, stressors.

Summary

As expressed in the data, aI1 participants perceived

a change of significant. proportions between the 1950,s

and 1960's and the 1970's. Women r¡{ere no longer expected

to work only within the homé, but to balance a career as

well. lrlhen asked about the novernent which propelled,rnany

of these changes, rlomen,s liberation, most participants
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spoke of it with cynicisn. Sone felt that the proposed

changes hrere unnecessary, the voice of a few unhappy

women, extreme, threatening to the present female role,
or inconsist,ent. The f ew participants who hrere

sympathetic to the movement were scept,ical of the

possibitity that thesg.changes could be made.

Ì{hen asked about what the $/omen's liberation
movement said about !,romen who worked within the home, all
part,icÍpants said that their work was devalued. They

felt that the movement worked more for the rights of

wonen who worked outside the ho¡ne.

lrlhen asked if they would do things differently, if
they had the chance, sotne said no and others said that
they would have made life choices differently. This

later group of women $rere generally those vromen who did
not marginalize contrary perspectives as strongly as the

first group. !{hen addressing this change is was largely
a phenomenon of change around their personal attribut,es,

and valuing thenselves more. Generally, this change was

instigated by them being exposed to more options and ways

of being , outside of their home environment. It was

also a t,ime in which participant.s spoke of negative

feelings they may have had around their role .of
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homemaker. hlhen speaking about choices v/omen now have,

part,icipant,s had mixed feelings. Some felt the abundance

of choices t,o be confusing and overwhelming, but as well,
potentÍalIy positive.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

The first question addressed in this research

project, exploring the vrays in which hromen of this
generation accept,ed their roles, emerged as highfy

significant, in explaining the data collected. It arose

as a core variable which provided an explanation to how

concepts, which have evolved from the knowledge sources

within a society, are perceived, accepted and maint,ained

within that society. The process of development of

social knowledge is a significant theory because in order

to understand the acceptance of knowledge within a

co¡nmunity one needs to exanine nethods of knowing rather

than just the end product, knowledge (Smith, L99O; Adam,

1e8e) .

This theory has'been grounded within the words

gathered from a group of women who participated in this
study, who díscussed their experiences and choices as

young hromen in the 1950ts and L960's. It consists of

four rnajor components:

1. knowledge is power and power is knowledge;

2. ideas are maintained within a social context;

3. knowledge is conceived subjectively, but, ,is
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perceived as objective; and

4. the narginalization of contrary perspectives.

This theory is best understood in terms of a

cyclical formation. one begins with a knowledge source

(knowledge is power), and then moves on to how that
knowledge source plgys itself out, within a given

community (social context), to how individuats within
that cornnunity .embrace that knowledge (objective

acceptancê), and then to how that knowledge is held onto

despite opposing viewpoints which may threaten that

knowledge source (narginalÍzation). It is a cyclical
format,ion in that knowledge is not a static entity. It
evolves. so, depending upon whether marginalization is
Ínternal or external, the cycle eventually moves again

onto the knowledge source

1. Knowledge is Power'and Power is Knowledge

The component ident,ified as knowledg"* is power and

power is knowledge addresses tle source of knowledge. It
is not necessarily absolute or objective knowledge but

rather ways of understanding and ordering the world whÍch

emerge from the power sources of a given cornnunity or

society. It is those who hold pov¡er within a society

who are in positions to establish the ways of being and
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knowíng withÍn that society (Ramazanoglu ' Lg|gr' Hubbard,

1988; Fee, 1981; Srníth, 1-990). These sources may include

certain individuals or it rnay include institutions, such

as politics, science' or religion. Hence, the label

knowledge is power and power is knowledge'

In the case of thi.s study, the knowledge sources of

the 1950rs and 196ors had'a lÍmited number of clear and

mutually exclusive - options available in denoting

appropriate behaviour for young women. Women were to be

mothers, wives and honemakers, I¡/ere to place the needs of

their fanilies over their own _and l¡Iere discouraged fron

seeking out life opt,ions outside of the home. Women who

rejected this life choice were viewed as misfits and

unfeminine. In the literature review of this project, it

was determined that women were stereotyped and labelled

based on the grounds-of whether or not they worked

out,side of the home. In the l-950's and the 1960's women

Irrorking aS homemakers viere viewed aS more f eminine,

giving, natural and tolerant (Surette, t967; Gysbers et

al., 1968i Rand, 1968). Career Women on the Other hand

were in need of counselling, inpatient, masculine and

lacked in close reLationships _with families (Gysbers et

aI.; He1son, lg72; Wagman, L966). Furthermore' t'he
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working wonan was considered to be depriving a man of his
salary and thus threatened the sanctity of the farnily
(Gluck, 1987 r. Woloch I t994r. Frieden, 1963). The factors
effect,inçt womens, Iives of this generation rô¡ere echoed,

reit,erated and expanded by the words of the women who

participated in this s_tudy.

2. Ideas are Maintained in a Social Context

The second component of this study, that ideas are

maint,ained within a social context, speaks to how ideas

are maint,ained within a given society, As discussed by

Berger and Luckmann (L966) in their book The Social

Construct,ion of ReaIity, ideas Fre not created in
isolation, rather they are constructed within a social
context,. This includes the patterns, mores and laws

v¡Íthin a society which perpetuate the knowledge source.

This is that which def-ines how a knowledge piece wiII
play it,self out within a given comnunity. Knowledge is
dependent upon the social context and social context is
dependent upon socially constructed knowledge (Berger 6.

Luckmann). To understand the social context one can look
to the inst,itutions of a society and how these

inst,itutions respond to particuLar issues. Theoretical

knowledge is by no means the most important nethod Ín
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whÍch knowledge and understanding is passed down within
a community. Rather, it is the sum total of what

everyone withÍn that community believes to be true, and

can be illustrated through things such as values,
beliefs, roles, myths or morals .(Berger & Luckmann,

].e66)

For the women in this study, the categories which

emerged as being significant when exploring the social
context which perpetuated the beliefs of womenrs roles at
that, t,ime included¡ choices available, finances, pressure

to be a ho¡nernaker, work outside of the home (when Ít was

acceptabfe), marriage choice, children choice, the

marriage relat,ionship, ments role. support, and

vulnerability of women within the marriage relationship.
Fro¡n the int,erviews held with participants, the

followÍng rearity unforded when addressing the cont,ext in
which they made their Ìife choices. First and foremost

it becane apparent that t^/omen of this generation had few

Iife choices avaíIable to them. As far as career

choices, there hrere a handful of options, but it became

obvious from the words of the participants that it hras

considered a priority to get married and to ,have

children, rather than pursue a career. Work $¡as
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sonething lilomen did until they beca¡ne a honernaker.

The lack of career opportunities for the s/omen in

this study played itself out in both subtle and obvj.ous

$¡ays. For example, post highschool education for women

$¡as not encouraged; education would be pursued in
isolation of other $ro4en; there rârere few career opt,ions

open to womeni women with bhildren who worked outside of

the home vrere subject to social scrutiny and the l-abe1 of

a neglectful nother; there hrere derogatory connotations

that the rnan was unable to financially provide for his
fanily when his wife worked and there vrere few or no

opportunities to make work more accessible for women,

such as day carer or maternity benefits. It was an

environment, however, which nolded women towards

homemaking. There $¡as peer pressure for women to marry

and rnarry young. The role of homemaker ïras considered to
be the rrappropriatetr and |tnaturallr thing to do. The only

situation where work v/as acceptable for tüomen who had

children hras when it trhelped outrr or lras for the
trsurvival of the familyrr, and wher.e the work situation

st,ill rnaintained that for the v/oman, the fanily came

first
I{ho a $¡oman decided to marry played a pivotal role
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in designing how her life would unfold. The marriage

relat,ionship vras one which eliclt,ed a great deal of

control over vroments lives because of the dynarnics of

that relat,ionship. The man hras considered to be the head

of the home, irnplying that ultimately it was he who made

fÍnal decisions within the nor". Because v/omen were

discouraged frorn seeking enployment outside of the homes,

they hrere f inancial.ly vulnerabl-e to their marriage

partners. Because it was their assigned responsibility
to maint,ain a happy and stable retationship, râromen held

social responsibility for the enot,ional stability of

their fanity unit. Subsequently, lvomen were pressured to
place the needs of their farnity before their own. If the

farnity unit did not stay together, they !ì¡ere then

responsible for the failure and were financially at, the

mercy of their husbands.

Regardless of the sÍgnificance the marriage choice

had on the quality of life the women subsequently Ied,

the marriage choice r^/as based prirnarily on dreams of

marriage (i.e. being swept a!üay by their prince),

narrying at the right time (young), and searching for
hrays t,o gain more control in their lives

As far as having children, $romen identified a lack
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of choice. Because effective birth control at that ti¡ne

v¡as not available, having children was an expectation

aft,er narriage. Women were held prirnarily responsible

for the care of children. A man's role within the family

was to provide financial stability, and if they also

provided assistance - in raising .children, that rrlas

considered an asset.

Supports prirnari.Iy available t,o the homemakers !"ere

those that reinforced work 
_ 
within the home. The

participants found theÍr support within the conmunity.

Having support depended upon living in the community, not

diverging too much from the norm. Community support

primarily focused around the chores of daily life. It

extended it,self to the maintenance of the farnity unit and

was available to those who upheld a |tgood imagerr wÍthin

that, cornmunity.

Those part.icipants who addressed emotional support'

stated that it vtas important to try and manage

difficulties on ones ovrn, and they spoke of the pressure

to make everything rrLook goodlr. hlomen who did have

difficult,ies managing thing's oi tt.it ov/n, and who sought

out professional help received the rnessage that they were

responsible for the problems within their families, and
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it was they who needed to change. The message that they

râtere the ones responsible for the emotional stability of
their fa¡nilies and that they $rere to place their fa¡nilies

needs over their ovrn hras reinforced.

If a connunity or society has strict boundaries

which greatly linit th-e. range of appropriate behaviours,

Ít, is likely the community will isolat,e itself from other
ideas or pressures-in order t,o maintaj-n these boundaries.

As reflected in the section on available supports, Ít
became apparent that hromen were' isolated in their
exposurer ês well as in their opportunities to pursue

other hrays of being.

So, in addressing the concept of social context iL
was this environment of tinited choices and support which

molded society's expectations of women and their roles.
3. Objective Acceptance of Knowledge Despite íts
Subieçtive Conceptíon

The third component of this theory, the objective

accept,ance of knowledge despite its subjective

concept,ion, maintains that despit,e the fact that the

knowledge asserted within'a given community does not,

necessarily possess elements of absolute truth, Ít can be

accepted by its inhabitants as being absolute truth. Tlre
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reality of everyday is taken for granted as truth (Berger
& Luckmann, l_966) .

Part,icÍpants when tarking .¡o..t theír reactions to
the choices which they saw as available to them, spoke of
them as .tjust the thing to dot,-, or the,natural, choice.
They spoke of these liçe styles Ín such a way that they
h¡ere objectively accepted'and were the proper choices to
make. ..

Whether or not knowledge will be accepted

object,ivery can be dependent upon a number of fact,ors.
For example, Ít can be dependent upon how many

inst,itutions within that community espouse the particular
view point. rt is likery that the more institutions
promote a particular berief ry.tà*, the more deeply
irnbedded that idea wirl become within a society and the
more individuals wilr embrace the concept. À,s st,at,ed by

Berger and Luckrnann , ,r. . . tt " more conduct, is
institutionalized, the nore predictable and thus the nore

controlled it becomesr (L966, p. 62).

rn the exproration of the context in which hromen

made their decisions in the'l-95ors and !96ots, it became

apparent, that most instit,utions pronoted the same view of
appropriate behaviour for vromen. subsequently, !ùomen
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hrere more likely t,o objectivery accept the rife choices

being offered to them.

I{hether or not an idea is objectively accepted

within a conmunity rnay depend as we1l on the consequences

of non acceptance (Berger & Luckmann, i.966). ïf there

are severe consequencgF of non acceptance it is likely
that, there wilI be pressure for individuals to
internalize the knowledge as oners ovrn. For example, the

hlomen in this study, when young, objectively accepted

that ít was inapproprÍate for women to work outside of
the hone when they were married and had children. The

consequences upon non acceptance of this bel-ief system

included being isolated from their support systems and

being subject to social scrutiny. $iorking out,side the
home was considered selfish, neglectful and unfeminine.

It, is therefore not surprising that because of this
consequence of non-compliance that these v¡omen upheld

societyts expectations of women and did not work outside

of the home.

A third factor which encou-rages objective acceptance

is the degree to whÍch behaviours are molded into
patterns - patterns which are bigger than the individgals
who live them. Participants spoke of this in terms of
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rritts what everyone else is doingil and so it is what

should be done. So again, it, is'not so much personal

choicer âs Ít is patterns of hrays of doÍng things, and

you either do what the pattern allows, or donrt and

suffer the subsequent rnarginarization. This factor is
supported in the writ-ings of Berger and Luckmann, they
st,ate,

...all hunan activity is subject to

habitualization. Any action that is repeat,ed

frequentJ-y becomes cast ínto i pattern, which can

then be reproduced with an econony of effort...
(53).

Participants in this dtudy identified a forth
aspect det,errnining whether or not a notion could be

object'ivery accepted. This factor demonstrated that
acceptance vras dependent upon how many options hrere

available. If there vüere not Ìnany options to choose

from, it hras more likely that that notion would be

accepted as the truth. If however, there vüere many

explanations or pieces of knowledge on a certain issue,

it hras less likely that a connirnity would embrace

objectively one knowledge source. In the case of .this
research, it became apparent from the interviews with
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participants that there were few life choices available

to wonen during the 1950rs and i-96Qrs and so most women

fully embraced the not,ion that, their place was within the

home as their o$rn.

Once objective acceptance has been achieved, the

social context may no longer ,r..a to remain to reinforce
the belief systen. The social context need only remain

Iong enough for those within a given society to adopt or

objectively accept that piece of knowledge. Berger and

Luckmann (L966) address this in their discussion of the

environment where change is possible. Initia11y in the

process of accepting a nehr world view or change it is
most effective. if inhabit,ants are either physically or

enot,ionally separated from the environment which

reinforces their old world view. Once - they have

internalized and accept,ed the 
-new 

vj-ew, they can return
to Èheir old environment and st,il1 rnaintain their nehr way

of thinking. If however, that knowledge piece has not

been objectively accepted by the inhaþitants of that
community, and the context changes, it is very likely
that the knowledge will as weLÌ. This begins t,o explain
how the women in this study continued to work within the

home as homemakers, despite the fact that the social
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context v/as evorving in that, vJornen v¡ere considered more

successfur if they worked both inside and outside of the

hone. These v/onen had internalized their ror.es as

homemakers as their orrn, and despite the world changing

around them, it was not a change whÍchr âs wiII be

elaborated upon rater.. on Ín this discussion, embraced

their needs or desires.

4. Marginalization of Contrary perspectives

This then rnoves us into the fourth component of this
theory, the rnarginalization of contrary perspectives.
This is when a concept or idea is objectively accepted or
when an idea is enforced by the powers of a given

community. rn order to maintain the idears acceptance,

all contrary or opposing perspect,ives are marginaLized so

as not, to challenge the original knowledge.

Marginalization is"the process by which individuars
Ínternarly control and ¡naintain a. knowLedge source or
when external factors encourage them to do so. A new

idea or concept may emerge Ín a community, become more

acceptedr or may be promoted by the povrer sources within
that conmunity. InitialIy the idea is externally
¡naintained by that, energing structure. vfhile inhabitant,s
of that community may not accept the notion inítially, as
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it becomes more famiriar it may becorne more accept,ed. rf
or when that concept, becomes- objectively accepted and

incorporated Ínto the sociar context by the inhabitants
of that cornmunity, that idea no longer requires strict
ext'ernar reinforcement, rather that idea becomes

perpetuated and maint,êined internal-ty by the individual
members of the conmunity. As Berger and Luclcmann (L966)

explainr êDy radical departure from that, accepted

knowredge is then considered a deviation fron realÍty.
lilhen this occurs, contrary perspectives are marginarized

and rejected by the inhabitants personally, whereas prior
to its objective acceptance, those ideas may have been

narginalized externally.

For exanple, in the case of this studyrs
participants paralleling the LÍterature revÍew, the
1940ts and the 1950rs r¡/ere known to be a time of
donest,ication of women in North Anerica. This s¡as a t,irne

during world lrtar rr, when h¡omen were recruited to the
work prace as a means of repracing the rnen who were off
at ltar. The working woman was considered t,o be a

patriotic citizen, aiding hêr count:v. once the war was

over, and the men returned home, the nessage to !.rromen

reversed. The returning sordiers wanted their jobs baok,
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and so the women $¡ere strongry encouraged to return to
the home (!ùoloch, LgB4; Gruck, ],ggT). Àt this point
there vras a surge of propaganda from the media,
polÍticians, crinicians and scientists procrairning the
virtues of the homernaker, and discraiming the fe¡nininity
of the career girl (Hglson, !g72). Motherhood became

idealized, praced on a pedestar and became the one choice
presented to vromen -(Frieden , j,963) . This vJas a role
def inition ext,ernarry presented to r,Jornen. As hras

discovered in this research project, it was a concept
which prayed itself out in many constituencies of
society, hras the one real and linited rife choice
availabre t,o nonen, and T¡/omen who re jected it hrere

subject, to social scrutiny and Ísglation. Because of
these pressures, vromen soon adopted this rore choice as

their own.

The ways in which contrary views were margínarized
by participant,s in this research project included
qualities of both internar and ext,ernar marginarization.
rnternal rnarginalization is a process where individuars
work themselves into a sociai structure where they do not
determine the rules but rather are subservient within
then, and where their participation in this system
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actually solidif ies the syst,em it.self (Haug, 1983 ) .

often whaÈ happens is that in order to maintain the
social system individuars will marginalize their ohrn

personal feerings and reactions which may confrict, with
the major views.

when addressing int,ernar marginalizat.ion in this
project, it appeared that what was $rirnarily disregarded
by participants v¡ere-negat,ive feelings that participants
may have had about, their sit,uations. They did this by

ÍdentifyÍng what, they had as being better than what

others had before them. They narginalized thernselves as

werl by negating their personar posrer by seeing the
causes of their successes grounded in ilruckr instead of
their own doing, and also by t,aking blame for any

problems whích rrrere occurring in their familyrs lives.
As discussed in the rit,erature review, individuars who

maintain beriefs contrary to their larger society nay

feer ¡nore comfortable or feeL they'have more controL if
they assume personal responsibility for the crash of
beliefs rather than view themselves at the mercy of a

dominant culture (Unger, i_g8g).

The hromen who participated in this study ,were

further separated frorn emotions by crowding their r-ives
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htith daily chores, isolating themselves fron their
feerings and occurrences of the worrd outside.
Participants, when =p".ring about, their personal

feerings, did not address them within any socia] cont,ext.

Rather, incidents were spoken about in t.erms of ]uck or
serf responsibirity. LIad these situations been addressed

within a social context, 'it would have been far more

difficult, for these -women to have objectively accepted

the knowledge source or narginarized their own enot,ions.

In the practice of marginalizing, individuals'
experiences may be prayed out in two separat,e conflicting
spheres, one which is frarned in the dominant social
perspective and the other through the realities of their
personal experiences. Hence, in" personal experience may

be muted at the price of remaining congruent with the
nore powerful perspective (Anderson, Jackt 1-ggL, Gruck;

Haug, 1981-) .

As hras discussed earl_ier, during this ti¡ne there
!{ere few acceptable lifesty}es open to r¡iomen of this
generation. Belief systems which didnrt arlow for much

variation meant that individuals would have to
narginalize more of themselves in oraer to fit in. . The

narrower the span of appropriate behaviour, the more one
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had t,o rnarginalize.

ExternaL marginalization was þrounded in the threat
of ísolation. participants who didnrt fit the acceptable
sociar norm, spoke of feering isolated from their
communit'y, of not fitting in. Furthermore, divergence
from the norm was inte_rpreted as a personal irnperfection
as opposed to being judged as a consequence of a rarger
socÍal context. .:

Change

Because knowledge is not a static entity, but rather
an evolving one, there is a point in time where change

does occur and the marginarizing pohrers begin to break

down, a]Ìowing nev¡ ways of viewing the world t,o emerge.

such was the case with the identification of appropriat,e
behaviour for râromen. vüith the onset, of the ]ate L960rs,
the fe¡ninist movement began to push its way into AmerÍcan

consciousness (Frieden, 1963). A10ng with this came a

change in expectations of women. The expectation that,
vtomen vrere to meet alL their needs through being mothers

and wives began to dissipate and was replaced with the
growing expectation that, wómen $/ere to find furfirment
outside of the home. The attributes assigned to the
career vroman versus the housewife transformed into. a
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co¡npletety different, pÍcture than what had existed a

decade earlier. Career v/omen vÌrere no longer deviant and

sexless, but rather were considered to have higher self
est,eem, h¡ere more self actualized and satisf ied with
their lives than homemakers (Yogev, L9g3r. Surette, L967¡

HaIl & Gordon, L973)._ . Homemakers, on the other hand,

!,tere descrÍbed in Èhe literature to'be less mature, J-ess

self-actualized and- had a lower self esteem (HaII &

Gordon) . Fe¡ninine women v/ere now viewed as quiet,,

passive, dependent,, weak, inhibited and submissive

(Wiley, L978) . Masculine women v/ere noró, considered to be

independent, aggressive, competitive, ambitious, active
and dominant. The highly regarded rirornan encompassed

qualities which v¡ere at one time exclusive to the male

role or the deviant femal,e roLe (Wiley)

According to Berger and Luckmann (t966), the most

important condit,ion of change is the presence of a social
base serving as the rtlaboratory,t of.transformation. For

change to occur, this structure is to be introduced to
the individuals by significant others with whom they will

establish strong identificatjon. These significant
others are then guides to this new world view

Because of the negative connotations ascrj.bed t,o t.tre
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homenaker and to the feninine wonan in the late L960rs,

it was difficult for homernakers to embrace or feel a part

of the ever growing feninist-novement. The necessary

element of the nevr knowledge being presented by a

significant other as described by Berger and Luckmann

(1966), was not pres-e¡t in this case. This can be

verified through the words'of the study,s participants as

they discussed their -feelings about the feminist movement

and the changes it brought.

The women interviewed in this project felt that the

impact of the feminist movement devalued the work that
they did withín the home. Some commented that at, least
the work that they did prior to the onset, of this
movement, had the appearance of respect. Now as women

working within the home, they v¡erenrt doing-enough and

not living up to their potential. Because of this
reaction, most participants regarded the feninist
movement with scept,icism and intinidation. Comments were

made about the women,s movement, noting that the messages

r{ere confusing and illogical. For example, the quest for
equality was not natural as men and r¡romen are created

differently, or that, the movement was the result of a few

women who were dissatÍsfied with themselves, or that .if
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one s¡ere to embrace the messages of the r¡/omenrs movement,

$romen could no longer be treated like ladies.
when participant,s were asked how they now feel about,

the choices they made as young wonen, the responses

varied. some participants stated how when they were

young, things were vefy sirnple and uncompÌicated, one

knew what, it vras that they !,rere to do in rife. some

Iâ¡omen said they wqurdn,t have done anything differently,
others saÍd there were sone choices they would have nade

in another hray. For exanple, some said they wouLd have

want,ed to raise their chil-dren in a more informed manner,

others said they wourd have wanted to make their decision
of their marriage partner based on the quarity of the
rerationship rather than on the fantasies of marriage and

others said they wouLd have not married at so young an

â9êt one theme, however, that appeared the same for a

number of participants was the wish to have paid ¡nore

att,ention to self
Participants who spoke more openry about the things

they would have done differentry, especiarly when noting
the varue of their own wisdom, were women, who through

ti¡ne had becone less isolated. They were women who

either began working outside of the home on a part, time
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basisr or sought out support through counserring. After
such experiences, this appeared to be a time when r¡romen

started speaking out about some of their negative
feelings about the ímpact of their ror-es within the home.

These included react,ions such as feering boxed in or that,

they didn't feer as though they had a nind of their own

or t'hat they $/ere capabre of more. These transformat,ions
hrere reflected nost-in the words of advice they handed

down to their daught,ers. This incruded statenent,s such

âsr rrlisten to yourself rt, rrtrust and please yourself, and

rrlike yourserf rr, attributes they themselves never

expressed as young hromen.

!{hen participants commented on choices now avaitable
to women, many stat,ed that despite the fact that there
appears t,o be more choices available, that isnrt
necessarily the case. vlomen are given the impression

t'hat' they can do any job, but those opportunities aren't
made avairable to them. so¡ne participant,s cornmented that
there is still pressure by societ! to make the right,
choice. v'Iomen are novr expected to be super rromen,

hording down both a career'and a farnÍry. To make the
choice to just, have a farnily is the hrrong choice. other
participants commented on the benefit of having only
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rimited choices when they h¡ere yo.,rrg viomen and how v/omen

nohr are irnpacted by too many choices, making rife very
conplicated.

Applicat,ion to Social lVork practice

The theory which.energed from this research project,

is significant. to the practi.ce of sociaÌ work in that it
demonstrates a process in which individuar.s adapt and

conform themselves and their lives to their surrounding

envÍronrnent. rt is a neaningful discovery because it
demonstrates that, in order to understand an individuaUs
behaviours and attitudes one cannot look sorery to that
individuar for their origins. The outcomes of this study

demonst,rate the impact and infruence of the environment

and context on the meaning of setf. This is supported by

Frigga Haug in her book Female Sexualization,

the day-t,o-day struggle over the hearts and

minds of human subjects is located not only within
social structures, the pregiven forms into which

individuals work thenrselves, but afso in the
process whereby they'perceive any given

sit,uation... (40).

It is the process of adaptation to which this
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thesis lends its focus. In this process there is a

knowledge source, sternming f ron the por^/ers of a given

society, and the significant social structures building

themselves around that knowledge source. Depending upon

the significance and consequence of tnat knowledge piece,

degree of acceptance þy its inhabitants; whether the

knowledge is objectively accepted by its inhabitants; and

the $tays in which.they themselves maintain it through

marginalízing contrary perspectives. It is this process

by which individuals mold themselves to their

environment.

Social work practice often engages in work whích

seeks to join clients in a process of understanding the

self . 9ühen an individual understands how and $thy a

behaviour or attitude of theirs exi-sts, they inay be more

open to controlling, chal-Ienging, 'choosing or changing

it. This position is echoed by Haug in her following

statement,

...identifying the ways in which individuals

construct the¡nselves into existing structures, and

are thereby thenselves formed; the way into which

they reconstruct socíal structures; the point.at

which change is possible (40).
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Vthen working towards change it is irnportant to

understand the process by which a concept or idea is
accepted. !,ihen this knowledge exists, intervention can

be applied at strategic tÍnes in suitabl-e ways. f n

applying this theory to the process of change, the

clinician may better gnderstand an individual,s adamant

rejection of some ideas when one understands that they

nay objectively accept the threatened concept as the

absolute truth, and perceive themselves as subject to

harsh consequences should they reject the concept.

To illustrate this more clearly, one can consider a

vtoman, who as a young childrr lived in a family where

anger was displayed through violent behaviour. The

source of knowledge in this case was this hroman,s father,

and what, knowledge demonstrated $¡as that-anger was

dangerous and frightening. The social cont,ext in which

this child Iived supported the idea that anger hras

dangerous. When her father r¡ras angry all the members of

her farnily cowered and she had witnessed on numerous

occasions her rnother being either verbally or physically

assault.ed. This r,'¡oman, as a child quickly learned to

objectíve1y accept that anger was dangerous, for anyone

who would challenge her fatheç's anger would suffer the
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severe conseguence of hÍs anger escalating. As this
hroman greü¡ up she learned to narginalize any other
possible meanÍng one could attach to anger except for
fear and danger. Even though as an adult, she no longer

lived with her father, and liyed with a gentle and non

violent partner, she Still reacted to anger with fear,
and believed that she herself could not express anger

without, endangering those around her. So even though the

socÍal context no longer existed for this woman she still
maint,ained and held onto the knowledge source, her

objective acceptance of it, and her marginal-ization of
contrary expressions of anger,

For change to occur in this situation and for this
!ùoman to begin to accept, other outcomes of anger aside

from danger she would need to underst,and the-process by

which she came to this-conclu-sion. For this woman the

knowledge source and the social context were indeed real,
they did t,each her to fear anger, and it v/as her fear
which may have helped her survive that explosive

situation. However, she could begin to challenge her

objective acceptance that ãnger can be expressed only

through violence, and consider instead that anger nay not

equate with violence. She night consider that it was her
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father's anger that became violent. once she is able to
perceive other expressions of anger, she may stowly be

able to let, go of her rnarginalizing of contrary
perspectives.

In this example, it is the objective acceptance of
a knowledge source which needs to be challenged in order
for change to occur. To confront this acceptance one may

need to delve deeper -into why this knowledge is so deeply

enbraced. In this research project, it was discovered

that for object,ive acceptance to occur at least one of
the following condÍtions needed to exist: the idea !"as

entrenched and perpetuated witnin the social_ cont,ext;

severe consequences followed nonacceptancer. the idea was

enmeshed within the patterns of society; and particípants
lacked other options. fn the case of the child growing

up in an abusive home, the consequences of her not

accept,ing that anger was dangerous.r{rere very severe. A

pattern existed which was larger than herself. A pattern

existed which dealt, with conflict because everyone in her

family played a role around the emotion of anger. Her

father was the one who was atlowed to get angry, and when

he was angry the rest of her famity moved into the.role
of subnissiveness. And finalty, in the instance of the
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context, of her family, Do other possible expression of

anger hras made available. To begin challenging her

object,ive acceptance of anger being a dangerous emotion,

this !'tomen rnay begin by Ìooking closer at the reasons she

belÍeves anger to be dangerous and at how her social

cont,ext has changed, 4nd then she may decide whether or

not she wants to hold onto her reaction to anger.

One may also' look at a sl-tuatÍon where a concept

has not been object,ively accepted and yet an individual
or a group of individuals still marginalize contrary

perspectives. This may be the case where the social

context which perpetuates an idea stiLL exists and

inplernents harsh consequences upon non acceptance of that
idea. An example of this may be the case of women and

society's endorsement of appropriate and inapproprj-ate

body sizes. In this .case a vroman may believe that
society's endorsement of what women's bodies are to look

Iike in order to be considered attractive is unrealist,ic.

She may beLieve and advocate for social acceptance of

lromen of all shapes and sizes. And yet despite her

betief system, she may marginalJ-ze, for herself, âDy

other body size than that which society accepts as being

attract,ive. In the case of this scenario, for change to
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the social context and its
women,s bodies which need to
herself to occur.

Personal Footnote

Some interesting personal discoveries were made from

the process of t.his research project. Initially I
approached this research question with the perspective

that r4romen who made major personal life choices in the

1950's and the l-960rs r¡/ere vict,ims of their generation.

They hrere deceived into a }ifestyle where they werenrt

given the opt,ion to live to their ful} potential. They

werentt, ]ike the rniddle class, educated women of the next

generation, who have numerous options and are above the

devastating pohrers of socialization. True, they hrere

misunderstood and were provided only a few Iife options,

but it, $tasn't, a matter of aeception that they accepted it
for themselves. According to the participants it rñ¡as

only rrnaturalrr that they believed so and, according to
the process by which ideas are accepted and perpetuated,

that they accepted these life choices as their ,ohrn.

I{omen of this next generation are still enmeshed with,in

24r

perceiving herself, it is
polüers of marginalizing

change for accept,ance of
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social expectations that persuade them to act in cert,ain

ways. The ways may be different from those of the

previous generation, but the process by which these ideas

are accepted or rejected remains.

So what was discovered in this thesis, and what

emerged from the voices of the vromen of the past

generation, was the process by which they understood and

accepted their life -choices and embraced them as their

o!Ín. From this discovery, thÍs process can be extended

to ident,ify the vrays in which human beings reproduce

social- structures by shaping themselves into those

structures.

Limitations and Possibilities for Future Research

By qualitat,ive research using an indepth description

showing the cornplexit,ies of variables and interactions,
the research cannot help but be valÍd, within the

paramet,ers established in that research. Subsequently, a

Iimitat.ion of this project is established by these

parameters.

What this project desôriþes are the thoughts and

experiences of hromen between fifty and sixty-five, who

work, and have throughout their married lives, worked
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within the hone. It, does not addr."" tn" experiences of

$tomen beyond these parameters. However, this lirnitatÍon

lends itself to future possibilities for this research.

The social context in which other groups of t^tomen made

their life choices could be elaborated upon and explored.

For example, one could- move forward and speak to women of

this era who had different experiences. One could speak

to women who never.'married, or vtomen who raised children

on their own after a separation or loss of their partner'

or women who pursued their careers as well as worked

within the home.

Another limitation in this =ttAV is inherent in the

conflicÈ which exists in the canons of grounded theory

and the requirements in writing a thesis. An import,ant

aspect in grounded theory states that in undertaking a

research project the researcher should be, as much as

possible, neutral. Subsequently, in grounded theory, the

researcher is to conduct their Iiterature revies/ aS they

collect their data, and review other sources of

information as it pertains to their ernergÍng codes and

categories from their data.

In the case of this study, the literature review

strongly echoed the words of the participants, ês weII
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provided a structure on which to base the theory which
emerged from the data. The literature review and the
dat'a collection were two separate undertakings and it,
h¡as, to some degree, a coincidence that they reflect,ed
upon each other so crosely. Had the riterature review
been worked on at the- Fame tine as the data was being
collected and analyzed, it'is rikely that a simirar pÍece
wourd have emerged; -However, one never really knows to
what degree Ít wourd have varied, had it had the
opportunity to be guided by the j_ncorning data.

The theory which emerged fron this study rÀras one

which explored the hrays in which individuaLs are
sociarized and adapt, to roles and expectations around
them. This was irlustrated through the experiences of
the women who participated in this study. ' A future
possibility for their research 

"o,.,ìa 
be expanding upon

and further t,esting thÍs theory with other situations and

populations.
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Appendix A

Interviev/ Questions

Face Sheet Information

Age:

Place of BÍrth:

Married, Single, Divorced or lrlidowed:

Ethnic background:

Your age at marria.ge"(s):

If you have children, how nany and their ages:

Prinary Occupatíon:

Have there been tirnes that you have worked outside the

home, if sor when and where?

Education:
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-QUESTIONS

À. Exploration of life in the l-950's

Questions may include the following:

1. lrfhat $tas life líke for women

early 1960's?

2. Vthat was exPected of You when

old? How did You know

(farnilies/society)?

in the l-950's and

you r¡¡ere 20 years

who told You
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3. I{hat !ì/ere the consequences of not doing or doing

what, t/as expected? Do you remember examples of this,
either with yourself or with other women?

4. How did you feel about these choices?

5. What h¡ere your goals/dreams when you !ìrere 20 years

old?

B. Exploration argund the chanqe in womenrs roles

Questions may include:

1. Did expectat,ions of worgen change over tine
2. If not, hon were the expectations maintained?

3. If sor

(a) I{hen, how did you find out?

(b) How did you feel about the newly available
choices? For example, did you see them as being

choices?

(c) Vthat was nohr considered proper/inproper behaviour

for women?

(d) What happened to wo¡nen who did things properly?

fmproperly?

C. Explorat,ion of how participants now view their

choices
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May ask the following questions:

1. How do you feel, in retrospect, about the choices

you had and made?

2. Do you feel you had the opportunity to do/be

everything that you wanted to do/be?

3. How would you Qo things differently if you could?

4. How do you feel about the choices hlomen have now?

5. Vühat do you think you would be doing if you were

twenty now?

6. In retrospect, what do you see as some of your

successes?

7. hlhat dreans do you have for your daughters and

granddaughters?
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Appendix B

Questionnaire Two

Face Sheet Inforrnation

Age:

Place of Birth:
Married, Single, Divorced or widowed:

Ethnic Background:

Your age at marriage(s):

If you have chiLdren, how many and their ages!

Primary Occupation:

Have there been times that you have worked outside the

home, if so when and where?

Education:

A. Exoloration of life in the 1950's

Questions may include:-

As a young l¡/oman in the 40's, 50' s and 6o's, did you feel

any social or peer pressure to be a certain $/ay or do

cert,ain things?

What kind of opportunities'do you feel !ìIere available to

you?



What was datÍng or courtship like for you?

!{hat kind of factors do you think were present around

when you got married?

!{hat expectatíons did-you have around marriage?

I{ere your expectations met, or did you have some

surprises?

T{hat r^tas your role as wife, what Í/as expected of you, bY

whom?

What were the circumstances around the birth of your

chil-dren, was it sonething that you planned or sornething

that just happened?
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How did you feel about Your role

change your life?

what does it mean to be a homenaker, if you like what

does the job description entail?

Do you remember rnaking a choice to become a homemaker t .ot

as a mother, how did it



$tas it sonethíng that just happened?

l{hat, kind of supports did you have as a homenaker?

What vrere the expectati-ons for men, how were they

different from women?.

What happened to those wonen who didn't get married or

have children?

Questions may include:

I{as there a time that you saw the expectations for women

changing?
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I{as there a tine where you felt
your friends or fanily or from

something different, other than a

hlhen was that, and what vtere the cþanging pressures?

If things didn't change, than, have your supports for the

pressure, either from

society to do or be

housewife?



h¡ork that you do change?

Did you see that expectations around proper or inproper

behaviour change for women?

Do you recall when the_ women llberat,ion movement started

gaíning momentum?

..-

Do you feel that novenent spoke to you and some of your

needs?

How do you feel they incorporated women who worked within

the hone?
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Questions

How do you

and made?

may include:

feel in retrospect about the choices you had

lilould you do things differently if you cou1d, how? for

example, if you were 20 again, what woutd you be doing?

How do you feel about the choices women nol¡/ have?



How do You feel about Your role as

what, kinds of supports you do have now as a homemaker?

l{hat do you see as some of your successes?

If you could give some advice to r,'lomen

generations, what .would that advice be?

what dreams do you have -for your daughters and

granddaughters?
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a homemaker now?

of the next



This certifies that I,
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Appendix C

Interviev,r Consent Form

by Valerie Neufe1d, a Masters student at the University

of Manitoba. The stud.y is being supervised by Shirley

Grosser, who j-s a professor at the University of

Manitoba.

agree to participat,e in the research study conducted

I understand the objectives of this project are to

exprore the perceptions of fifty tå sixty-five year old

female homenakers around the transforning roJe of women

in North America, focusing prirnarity on the changes which

occurred between the L95o's a¡id the L97o's.

I understand that, I am eligible to participate in this

project because I am between the ages of fifty and sixty-

five and consider rny prirnary career as being a homemaker

and have worked prírnarily within a urban setting.

I understand that partíc'ipation in this project will

include one interview and one fbIlow-up meeting or

contact. The follow-up session, which allows for.my
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response to the initial interview, wi]l occur a week to

ten days after the initial interview and may happen,

dependent upon ny preference, over.the phone, in person

or in writing.

I will participate 
. in the. interview and follow-up

session under the preceding condítions:
* I will allow.the interview to be tape recorded. I

understand that the interview is being taped so that

nothing is missed and so my words are not changed or

nisunderstood. I can turn off the recorder anytirne

during the Ínterview.

* I have the right to withdraw from the project

without prejudice.
* I agree to atlow Valerie Neufeld to use the

infornation fro¡n the interview in the research project,

report and publication

* I understand that my privacy and confidentiality

will be protected by applying code numbers to names and

disguising any other identifying information. Code

numbers and names shall be kept in separate locked

drawers. AlI this master information will be destroyed

upon the cornpletion of this project.
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* I am avrare that raw data shall be reviewed by two

auditors and the thesis committee, who will- not be

informed of my identity.
* I understand that I will receive a written

transcript of the interview to review and nay then

suggest nodificationé' fo.r accuracy, clarity, or nerÂt

information.
* I understanðithat I wil} receive a copy of this

consent forn.
* I understand that f will receive a written report of

the findings of this project upon its conpletion if I so

wish.

If I should have any questions, I am aware that I may

caII Valerie Neufeld, êt 772-9942 or 947-1-5L7.

My signature below indicates that I have read and

understand the preceding inforrnation and an willing to
participate in this study.

Signature

No

I would like a copy of the results
Date

Yes



This certifies that I,

APPendix D

Potential Participant, Consent Form

student at the university of Manitoba, the names and

phone numbers of indiviáuaLs for her to contact regarding

their possible participation in her researclr project' I

underst,and that valerie wiIl use my name in that

discussion, stating that I referred her to then'

My signature certifies that I undèrstand the preceding

agree to refer to Valerie Neufe1d, a Masters

Ínformat,ion.

Signature
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Date
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